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Abstract 
 
Laarim, a Nilo-Saharan Surmic language, has High and Low level tone and the tone-bearing unit is the syllable. 

The purpose of this research was to determine the need for orthographic marking of tone distinctions.  There 

are five contrastive tone melodies in noun roots and three in verb roots. Laarim is morphologically rich, having 

many suffixes in both noun and verb morphology. On these affixes, there is a wide range of tone types, 

including three tone melodies, five replacement tone melodies, and no underlying tone. In addition, five 

different suffixes have polar tone, where the surface tone is opposite the stem-final tone. Although the lexical 

functional load of tone is low and minimal pairs are extremely rare, there is considerable grammatical tone. 

About 50% of noun roots can be marked for nominative case only by tone. About 20% of verbs distinguish 

second and third singular persons only by tone. 
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Abbreviations 

 

ABL ablative 
ACC accusative 
ADJ adjective 
ADJ adjective 
ATR advanced tongue root 
BEN benefactive 
C consonant 
C1 first consonant of sequence 
C2 second consonant of sequence 
CAUS causative 
COMP completive 
DIR directional 
exH extra High tone 
GEN genitive 
H High tone 
h floating High tone 
IMP imperative 
INCP incompletive 
INST instrumental 
ISO isolation 
IPA international phonetic alphabet 
L Low tone 
Lr Low rising tone 
NOM nominative 
NUT no underlying tone 
OCP obligatory contour principle 
P polar tone 

PAS passive 
PL plural 
(R) replacement tone 
REC reciprocal 
SG singular 
ST surface tone 
STAT stative 
SUBJ subjunctive 
SYL syllable 
USP unspecified 
UT underlying tone 
VN verbal noun 
V verb 
VSO verb subject object 
? extrapolated data needing to be checked 
- morpheme break 
= change from UT to ST 
 
Person markers  
1 first person 
2 second person 
3  third person 
s singular 
p plural 
N nominative 
A accusative 
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0. Introduction 
 
Laarim (Longarim—loh, Narim, Boya) is a Nilo-Saharan, Eastern Sudanic, Southwest Surmic language spoken 
in the Eastern Equatorial province of Sudan. There are as many as 22,000 speakers, who mainly live in 14 
villages west of the town of Chukudum. Laarim is most closely related to Didinga, Tennet, and Murle, and 
shares many grammatical features with these languages. 
 
Laarim has High and Low level tone and the tone-bearing unit is the syllable. Contour tone is rare and analyzed 
as two level tones on the same syllable. In noun roots, there are five contrastive tone melodies in the same 
syllable pattern: H, L, Lh (Low, floating High), HL, and LH. In verb roots, there are only three contrastive 
melodies H, L, Lh1. 
 
Laarim is morphologically rich, having nine singular suffixes and twelve plural suffixes marking number on 
nouns, which occur in four cases, three of which are marked with suffixes agreeing in number. On verbs, there 
are nine nominative person suffixes and twelve accusative person suffixes besides five other inflectional suffixes 
and seven derivational affixes. On these many affixes, there is a wide range of tone types, including H, L, HL 
tone melodies; L, Lh, LH, HL, LHL replacement tone; as well as no underlying tone and even polar tone.  
 
Laarim also has automatic down-step, where Low tone following High tone is lower than a previous Low, and 
High tone following Low tone is lower than a previous High. Although the lexical functional load of tone is low 
and minimal pairs are extremely rare, there is considerable grammatical tone. Approximately 50% of noun 
roots can be marked for nominative case only by tone. Approximately 35% of verbs distinguish second and 
third singular persons only by tone.  
 
The data for this research was collected during a six-week tone workshop in Nairobi, led by Keith Snider of 
Canada Institute of Linguistics, during the months of October and November 2010. The language resource 
person was Clement Lopeyok Joseph (name used by permission), who tirelessly produced multiple elicitations 
of 600 nouns, 400 verbs, and 50 adjectives besides other words. We are endebbed to his assistance. The 
purpose of this research is to determine the need for tone-marking in the writing system. We answer this 
question by discussing tone first in the noun system, then the verb system, and finally in adjectives and 
pronouns. Throughout the paper, there are recommendations in bold concerning the marking of tone in 
the orthography. 
 
0.1 Consonant phonemes 
 
The following consonant phonemes are found in Laarim (Stirtz and Lopeyok 2009). The phonemes are listed in 
orthographic symbols and in parentheses when the orthographic symbol differs from the IPA symbol. Unlike 
Didinga (de Jong 2004), Tennet (Randal 1995), and Murle (Arensen 1982), Laarim has no word-initial heavy 
consonants (fortis/lenis distinction) and no voiceless alveolar plosive. And unlike Didinga, Laarim has no 
implosives. 

                                           
1 As further discussed in 1.1 and 1.2.1, the methodology for the data of this paper was to elicit words in 
isolation as well as in frames with different tone environments. 
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Consonant phonemes in orthographic symbols 

 labial dental alveolar palatal velar labial-velar glottal 

vl plosives p t (t)̪  c k kw (kʷ) h 

vd plosives b d (d̪) td (ɖ) j (ɟ) g gw (gʷ)  

vd fricatives v th (ð)      

nasals m  n ny (ɲ) ng (ŋ)   

approximants w  l, r y (j)    

 

0.2 Vowel phonemes 
 

The following nine vowel phonemes are found in Laarim, listed in orthographic symbols, except those in 

parentheses. 

 

Vowel phonemes in orthographic symbols 

i  u 

ĩ (ɪ)  ũ (ʊ) 
e  o 

ẽ (ɛ)  õ (ɔ) 
 a  

 

These vowels can be divided into two sets—[+ATR] and [-ATR] vowels. 

 

 [-ATR]    [+ATR] 
 ĩ  ũ  i  u 

 ẽ  õ  e  o 

  a    a  

 

The vowel a, although having only one pronunciation and orthographically one symbol, can occur with either 
the [+ATR] or [-ATR] set. Otherwise, it is most common for vowels of the same set to occur together in roots, 

rather than the sets being mixed in roots.  

 

1. Nouns 
 

The Laarim noun system has multiple singular and plural suffixes, as well as four cases (1.1). There are nine 

main suffixes marking singular forms of nouns, and twelve main suffixes marking plural forms of nouns, mostly 

unpredictable by phonology or semantics. Some nouns take only a plural suffix, some take only a singular 

suffix, and some take both. The nominative, ablative, and genitive cases are usually marked with suffixes in 

addition to any singular or plural suffixes, whereas the accusative case is unmarked. There is one set of case 

suffixes for singular nouns and a different set of case suffixes for plural nouns. In addition, there are subsets of 

case suffixes for vowel-final stems and consonant-final stems.  

 

There are five contrastive tone melodies on singular noun roots and the same five on plural noun roots (1.2). 

There are four different tone types (‘tone types’ in this paper includes tone melodies or replacement tone) on 

singular suffixes, and many of the suffixes can have more than one of these tone types. Similarly, there are four 
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tone types on plural suffixes, although not all the same types as on singular suffixes. There are two different 

tone types on nominative suffixes, and three different tone types on both ablative and genitive suffixes. When 

tone comes together through concatenation of morphemes, there are several possibilities, usually predictable 

with the noun form and case, but not necessarily predictable with any set of would-be tone rules applying 

throughout the language.  

 

Approximately 80% of noun roots can occur in the nominative case without a nominative suffix, and 

approximately 70% of such nouns have a tone change to mark the nominative case, when the nominative suffix 

is not attached (for many nouns, the segmental suffix is optional). However, only approximately 20% of these 

nouns are without the option of marking the nominative case with a segmental suffix. So, only approximately 

10% of all noun roots must be marked for nominative case only by a tone change. All nouns with singular or 

plural suffixes have the option of a segmental nominative suffix. Therefore approximately 5% of all nouns must 

be marked for nominative case only by a tone change. Although the functional load of tone in nouns is 

high for nominative case without a suffix, it might be possible for readers to understand nominative 

distinctions without tone marking, provided that writers use nominative suffixes whenever ambiguity 

is a possibility. 

 

1.1 Noun plural formation 
 

The noun root can be either the singular form, plural form, or neither. In other words, nouns can attach a suffix 

to mark the plural form, the singular form, or both. Approximately 50% of nouns attach a suffix for the plural 

form, approximately 30% attach a suffix for the singular form, and approximately 15% attach a suffix for both 

the singular and plural form. The rest are either singular or plural nouns which do not take suffixes or have 

irregular changes.  

 

Three-way noun plural formation 

 Singular suffix Root Plural suffix  
  [� �] [� � �]  
/-ua  balang balang-ua ‘salt’ 

  [� �] [� � � �]  

/-eeta  lõgõr lõgõr-ẽẽta ‘sport uniform’ 

 [� � �] [� �]   

-it/ mining-it mining  ‘spirit, ghost’ 

 [� � �] [� �]   

-oc/ yayin-oc yayin  ‘porcupine’ 

 [� � �]  [� � �]  

-it/-ua boron-it boron boron-ua ‘gazelle’ 

 [� � 	]  [� � � �]  
-oc/-eeta gurmal-oc gurmal gurmal-eeta ‘nail’ 

 

There are twelve main plural suffixes and nine main singular suffixes, each of which occurs on at least three 

nouns. The number of occurrences found of each suffix is given in the chart below, where suffixes preceding a 

forward slash are singular suffixes and suffixes following the forward slash are plural suffixes. Most nouns that 

take both a singular and plural suffix use these main suffixes. The vast majority of the suffixes are not 

predictable with the nouns, either phonologically or semantically. However, the singular suffixes –c/, -nit/, -
eec/, -tõt/, -nanĩt/, -n/ only attach to vowel-final roots and the plural suffixes /-ua, /-i, /-ta, /-ĩt, /-e, /-og- 
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only attach to consonant-final roots. The suffix -it/ is mostly used for verbal nouns, the suffix /–ĩt is only used 
for types of arrows, /–ti is only used for body parts, and /–og- is only used for relational nouns. Note that all 
singular suffixes are consonant-final, whereas some plural suffixes are consonant-final and some are vowel-

final. Case suffixes are included along with singular and plural suffixes in the chart below, since they are 

discussed shortly. Example nouns with all the suffixes listed are also presented shortly.  

 

Tone of case suffixes on singular and plural nouns 

 # ISO C-final V-final Semantics ACC NOM ABL GEN SG GEN PL 

SG Noun 167     - -i -a, -wa -o, -wo -ak, -wak 

PL Noun 252     - -a, -na -ei, -nei -u, -nu  
SG suffixes 49 -it/ √ √ many are  

verbal nouns 
-it -it-i -it-a -it-o -it-ak 

 32 -c/  √  -c -c-i -c-a -c-o -c-ak 

 29 -oc/ √ √  -oc -oc-i -oc-a -oc-o -oc-ak 

 12 -nit/  √  -nit -nt-i -nt-a -nt-o -nt-ak 

 8 -eec/  √  -eec -eec-i -eec-a -eec-o -eec-ak 

 5 -tõt/  √  -tõt -tõt-i -tõt-a -tõt-o -tõt-ak 

 4 -ĩt/ √ √  -ĩt -ĩt-i -ĩt-a -ĩt-o -ĩt-ak 

 3 -nanĩt/  √  -nanĩt -nant-i -nant-a -nant-o -nant-ak 

 5 -n/  √  -n -n-i -n-a -n-o -n-ak 

PL suffixes 60 /-ua √   -ua -ua-na -ua-ni -ua-nu  
 57 /-eeta √ √  -eet -eet-a -eet-ei -eet-u  
 56 /-nya √ √  -nya -ny-a -nya-nei -nya-nu  
 24 /-iok √ √ -yiok  -iok -iow-a -iow-ei -iow-u  
 8 /-i √   -i -i-na -i-nei -i-nu  
 9 /-ẽẽn √ √  -ẽẽn -ẽẽn-a -ẽẽn-ei -ẽẽn-u  
 5 /-eena √ √  -een -een-a -een-ei -een-u  
 6 /-ta √   -t -t-a -t-ei -t-u  
 3 /-ĩt √  arrows -ĩt -ĩt-a -ĩt-ei -ĩt-u  
 8 /-e √   -e -e-na -e-nei -e-nu  
 5 /-ti √ √ body parts -ti -ti-na -ti-nei -ti-nu  
 4 /-og- √  relational 

nouns 

-og- -og- -og- -og-  

 

In addition, there are six other plural suffixes with only two occurrences -oniok, -iniok, -ĩn, -ĩna, -tit, ita and 
several others with only one occurrence. There are two other singular suffixes with two occurrences –ẽt, -ĩnĩt 
and several others with only one occurrence. 

 

There are four cases: accusative, nominative, ablative (for location), and genitive (for possession). These are 

illustrated by the following clauses, which are also the primary frames used for eliciting the noun data in this 

paper.  
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ACC SG     ACC PL    

�� � � � � � � � �� 
 

�� � � � � � � � � �� 

Icin eet-i bẽlẽth bolowath  Icin eet-i bẽlẽth-ua bolowath 

saw man-NOM window yesterday  saw man-NOM window-PL yesterday 

‘A man saw a window yesterday.’  ‘A man saw windows yesterday.’ 
 

NOM SG    NOM PL   

�� � � � � � � �� 
 

�� �  � �  	  �  � � �� 

Avi bẽlẽth-i bolowath  Aati bẽlẽth-ua-na bolowath 

was window-NOM yesterday  was window-PL-NOM yesterday 

‘There was a window yesterday.’  ‘There were windows yesterday.’ 
 

ABL 

SG 

      ABL 

PL 

     

�� � � � � � � � � � � � �� 
 

�� � � � � � � � � �  
 �  � � �� 

Icin  eet-i jii ojon bẽlẽth-a bolowath  Icin  eet-i jii ojon-ti bẽlẽth-ua-ni bolowath 

saw man- 

NOM 
thing near window- 

LOC 
yesterday  saw man- 

NOM 
thing near- 

PL 
window-PL 

-NOM 
yesterday 

‘A man saw something near a window yesterday.’  ‘A man saw something near windows yesterday.’ 
 

GEN 

SG 

      GEN 

PL 

     

�� � � � � � � �� � � �� 
 

�� � � � � � � � �  � � �� 

Icin eet-i jii cĩ bẽlẽth-o bolowath  Icin eet-i kaal cĩk bẽlẽth-ak bolowath 

saw man- 

NOM 
thing of window- 

GEN.SG 
yesterday  saw man- 

NOM 
things of window- 

GEN.PL 
yesterday 

 
‘A man saw something of the window yesterday.’  ‘A man saw things of the window yesterday.’ 
 

GEN PL      

�� � � � � � � �  
 � � � �� 

Icin eet-i kaal cĩk bẽlẽth-ua-nu bolowath 

saw man-NOM things of window-PL-GEN.PL yesterday 

‘A man saw things of the windows yesterday.’ 
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The accusative case is unmarked; wheras the other cases often add a suffix agreeing in number to the noun in 

addition to the suffix(es) added for plural formation. The nominative suffix –i attaches to singular nouns and 
the suffixes –a, -na attach to plural nouns. Similarly, the ablative suffix –a attaches to singular nouns, and the 
suffixes –ei, -nei attach to plural nouns. The genitive suffix –o marks a singular noun possessing a singular 
noun (bird’s food), the suffix –ak marks a singular noun possessing a plural noun (bird’s foods), and the 
suffixes –u, -nu mark a plural noun possessing a singular or plural noun (birds’ food or birds’ foods).  

The singular case suffixes with initial vowel (–i, -a, -o, -ak) are attached to consonant-final nouns. Singular 
case suffixes with initial w (–wa, -wo, -wak) are attached to vowel-final nouns. Similarly, the plural case 
suffixes with initial vowel (-a, -ei, -u) are attached to vowel-final nouns, whereas plural case suffixes with 
initial n (–na, -nei, -nu) are attached to vowel-final nouns. There is no common nominative suffix for vowel-
final singular nouns. In general, the nominative suffix -i attaches to consonant-final singular nouns, and vowel-
final singular nouns are left unmarked. However as discussed below, there are a number of exceptions where 

nominative suffixes attach to vowel-final nouns, as well as consonant-final nouns that do not take the 

nominative suffix.   

 

Examples of consonant-final and vowel-final singular and plural nouns are given in each case below. 

 

Singular and Plural nouns with Nominative, Ablative, and Genitive suffixes 

 ACC SG ACC PL NOM ABL GEN SG GEN PL  
SG Noun [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  
 bẽlẽth (bẽlẽth-ua) bẽlẽth-i bẽlẽth-a bẽlẽth-o bẽlẽth-ak ‘window’ 

 [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  
 dĩla (dĩla-nya) dĩla dĩla-wa dĩla-wo dĩla-wak ‘spear’ 

PL Noun [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]   

 (miro-it) mĩrõk mĩrõw-a mĩrõw-ei mĩrõw-u  ‘enemy’ 

 [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]   

 (kinyo-c) kinyo kinyo-na kinyo-nei kinyo-nu  ‘pipe’ 

 

Singular nouns are given with each of the main singular suffixes and case suffixes below. 

 

Singular noun suffixes each with Nominative, Ablative, and Genitive suffixes 

 ACC SG ACC PL NOM ABL GEN SG GEN PL  

 [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  

-it/ miro-it (mĩrõk) miro-it-i mirok-t-a mirok-t-o mirok-t-ak ‘enemy’ 

 [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  

-c/ madoo-c (madõ) madoo-c-i madoo-c-a madoo-c-o madoo-c-ak ‘poison’ 

 [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  

-oc/ giiroc-oc (giiroc) giiroc-oc-i giiroc-oc-a giiroc-oc-o giiroc-oc-ak ‘cockroach’ 

 [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  

-nit/ tiyoo-nit (tiyo) tiyoo-nt-i tiyoo-nt-a tiyoo-nt-o tiyoo-nt-ak ‘tree type’ 

 [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  

-eec/ lot-eec (lõtẽ) lot-eec-i lot-eec-a lot-eec-o lot-eec-ak ‘honey’ 

 [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  

-tõt/ laabi-tot (laabi) laabi-tot-i laabi-tot-a laabi-tot-o laabi-tot-ak ‘grain’ 
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 [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  

-ĩt/ caav-ĩt (caava) caav-ĩt-i caav-ĩt-a caav-ĩt-o caav-ĩt-ak ‘shoe’ 

 [� � 	] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  
-nanĩt/ buur-nanĩt (buur-u) buur-nant-i buur-nant-a buur-nant-o buur-nant-ak ‘egg’ 

 [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  

-n/ atha-n (atha) atha-n-i atha-n-a atha-n-o atha-n-ak ‘thigh’ 

 

Plural nouns are given with each of the main plural suffixes and case suffixes below. 

 

Plural noun suffixes each with Nominative, Ablative, and Genitive suffixes 

 ACC SG ACC PL NOM ABL GEN SG  
 [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
/-ua (bẽlẽth) bẽlẽth-ua bẽlẽth-ua-na bẽlẽth-ua-ni bẽlẽth-ua-nu ‘window’ 

 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  

/-eet (ngari) ngar-eet ngar-eet-a ngar-eet-ei ngar-eet-u ‘healer’ 

 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  

/-nya (dĩla) dĩla-nya dĩla-ny-a dĩla-ny-a-nei dĩla-nya-nu ‘spear’ 

 [�] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  

/-iok (geen) geen-iok geen-iow-a geen-iow-ei geen-iow-u ‘food, life’ 

 [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  

/-i (mĩrkĩc) mĩrkĩc-i mĩrkĩc-i-na mĩrkĩc-i-nei mĩrkĩc-i-nu ‘male sheep’ 

 [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  

/-ẽẽn (bulo) bul-ẽẽn bul-ẽẽn-a bul-ẽẽn-ei bul-ẽẽn-u ‘porridge’ 

 [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  

/-een (tũũrĩ) tũũr-een tũũr-een-a tũũr-een-ei tũũr-een-u ‘gun’ 

 [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  

/-t (lobele) lobele-t lobele-t-a lobele-t-ei lobele-t-u ‘bed’ 

 [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � 	] [� � � �]  

/-ĩt (nyarrang) nyarrang-ĩt nyarrang-ĩt-a nyarrang-ĩt-ei nyarrang-ĩt-u ‘arrow’ 

 [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  

/-e (kurrec) kurrec-e kurrec-e-na kurrec-e-nei kurrec-e-nu ‘monkey’ 

 [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  

/-ti (ĩbaa) ibaa-ti ibaa-ti-na ibaa-ti-nei ibaa-ti-nu ‘upper arm’ 

 [� � 	] [� � � 	] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  

/-og- (gotoon-a) gotoon-og-a gotoon-og-a gotoon-og-a gotoon-og-a ‘my brother’ 

 

1.1.1 [ATR] quality in noun plural formation 
 

Only vowels of the same [ATR] set may occur in any one root; [+ATR] vowels are not mixed with [-ATR] 

vowels. However, when concatenation of morphemes occurs, [ATR] quality may spread from root to stem or 

from stem to root. The [-ATR] quality spreads to vowels unspecified for [ATR], but cannot spread to [+ATR] 

vowels. There are two possibilities for [+ATR] spreading: 1) [+ATR] quality spreads to vowels unspecified for 

[ATR] and also spreads to [-ATR] vowels, 2) [+ATR] quality spreads to vowels unspecified for [ATR] but does 

not spread to [-ATR] vowels.  
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The [+ATR] nominative suffix –i, ablative suffixes –ei, -nei, and genitive suffixes –o, -u, -nu do not spread 
their [+ATR] quality to stems. The neutral vowels of nominative suffixes –a, -na, ablative suffixes –a, -an, and 
genitive suffix –ak do not affect [ATR] quality and are not affected by the [ATR] quality of other morphemes.  
 

The [+ATR] singular suffixes -it/, -oc/, -nit/, -eec/ and the [+ATR] plural suffixes /-iok, /-ti spread this 
quality to the root. The [+ATR] plural suffixes /-ua, /-i, /-een, /-e do not spread their [+ATR] quality to the 
root, but neither are they affected by the [ATR] quality of the root. The unspecified (USP) plural suffix /-eet 
takes the [ATR] quality of the root and surfaces as [+ATR] when only the neutral vowel a is present in the 
root. 

 

The [-ATR] singular suffixes -tõt/, -ĩt/, -nanĩt/ and plural suffix /-ẽẽn are not affected by the [ATR] quality of 
the root. However, the unspecified plural suffixes /-ĩt, /-õg- take the [ATR] quality of the root and surface as [-
ATR] when only the neutral vowel a is present in the root. The unspecified singular -c/, -n/ and plural /-nya, 
/-t suffixes do not affect [ATR] quality and are not affected by the [ATR] quality of other morphemes. The 
vowel of the plural suffix /-eet is shortened when following a syllable with long vowel, as in katũũg-ẽt-a ‘door’, 
but is otherwise long.  

 

Singular and Plural [+ and -ATR] nouns with various suffixes (in isolation) 

 ATR Spr [+ATR] root [-ATR] root 

   [� � �] [� � �]  [� � �] [� � �]  

-it/ + yes vaatin-it vaatina ‘root 

type’ 

kirong-it kĩrõnga ‘fly’ 

   [� �] [� �], [� �]  [� �] [� �], [� �]  

-c/ USP  ruwee-c ruwee ‘brain’ bẽrẽ-c bẽrẽ ‘ankle’ 

   [� � �] [� � �]  [� � �] [� � �]  

-oc/ + yes cucuv-oc cucuva ‘corn silk’ bucuw-oc bũcũwa ‘hip’ 

   [� � �] [� �]  [� � �] [� �], [� �]  

-nit/ + yes rucee-nit rucee ‘skin’ tube-nit tũbẽẽ ‘wound’ 

   [� �] [� �]  [� �] [� �]  

-eec/ + yes muun-eec muuni ‘fig tree’ dool-eec dõõlĩ ‘child’ 

   [� � �] [� �]  [� � �] [� �]  

-tõt/ - no laabi-tõt laabi ‘grain’ ĩma-tõt ĩma ‘hair’ 

   [� � 	 
] [� � 	 
]  [� � �] [� � �]  

-ĩt/ - no taliiban-ĩt taliibane ‘branch’ kẽlẽg-ĩt kẽlẽgẽ ‘animal’ 

   [� � 
] [� �]  [� � 
] [� �]  
-nanĩt/ - no buur-nanĩt buur-u ‘egg’ kũũr-nanĩt kũũr-ũ ‘tendon’ 

   [� �] [� �]  [� �], [� �] [� �], [� �]  

-n/ USP  otoo-n otoo ‘horn’ amẽẽ-n amẽẽ ‘bone’ 

   [� �] [� � �]  [� �] [� � �]  

/-ua + no kodob kodob-ua ‘vulture’ bẽlẽth bẽlẽth-ua ‘window’ 

   [� �] [� � �]  [� �] [� � � �]  

/-eet USP yes moro mor-eet-a ‘pool’ katũũk katũũg-ẽt-a ‘door’ 

   [� �], [� �] [� � �]     
   varra varr-eet-a ‘field’    
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   [�] [� �]  [�] [� �]  

/-nya USP  thiir thiir-nya ‘hill’ kẽẽt kẽẽt-nya ‘thread’ 

   [�] [� �]  [�] [� �]  

/-iok + yes geen geen-iok ‘food, life’ ngõõt ngoot-iok ‘wind’ 

   [� �] [� � �]  [� �] [� � �]  

/-i + no bawuc bawuc-i ‘back’ mĩrkĩc mĩrkĩc-i ‘male sheep’ 

   [� �] [� �]  [� �] [� �]  

/-ẽẽn - no bulo bul-ẽẽn ‘porridge’ kĩtõ kĩt-ẽẽn ‘scorpion’ 

   [� � �] [� � � �]  [� �] [� � �]  

/-een + no logoto logot-een-a ‘penis’ tũũrĩ tũũr-een-a ‘gun’ 

   [� � �] [� � � �]  [� � �] [� � � �]  

/-t USP  lobele lobele-t-a ‘bed’ kõrrõõnĩ kõrrõõnĩ-t-a ‘gourd’ 

   [� � �] [� � � �]  [�] [� � �]  

/-ĩt USP yes locococ locococ-it-a ‘pocket’ dõõng dõõng-ĩt-a ‘arrow’ 

      [� �] [� � � �]  

      nyarrang nyarrang-ĩt-a ‘arrow’ 

   [� �] [� � �]  [� �] [� �]  

/-e + no kurrec kurrec-e ‘monkey’ dũwũc dũũc-e ‘bowl’ 

   [� �] [� �]  [� �] [� �]  

/-ti + yes nguum-a nguum-ti ‘face’ kẽẽng-a keeng-ti ‘stomach’ 

      [� � 
] [� � � 
]  

/-õg- USP yes moonani moon-og-a ‘sister of 

my 

husband’ 

gõtõõn-a gõtõõn-õg-a ‘my brother’ 

      maama maal-õg-a ‘brother of 

my mother’ 
 

1.1.2 Vowel elision in noun plural formation 
 

As is seen from the above data, case suffixes with initial n or w attach to vowel-final stems (kinyo-nu ‘pipe.PL-
GEN.PL’, dĩla-wo ‘spear-GEN.SG’, dĩla-nya-nu ‘spear-PL-GEN.PL’), and case suffixes with initial vowel attach to 
consonant-final stems (bẽlẽth-o ‘window-GEN.SG’, tũũr-een-u ‘gun-PL-GEN.PL). In this way, vowels are 
generally not joined through case morphology. However, all vowel-initial singular suffixes and some vowel-

initial plural suffixes attach to vowel-final roots. In general when this happens, the root-final vowel is elided by 

the vowel-intial suffix (caava ‘shoe.PL’, caav-ĩt ‘shoe-SG’; ngari ‘healer’, ngar-eet ‘healer-PL’).  
 

The elided vowels are analyzed as being part of the root (caava ‘shoe.PL’, ngari ‘healer’) rather than attached 
suffixes on the root (not *caav-a, *ngar-i). There is some evidence for this. Vowel-final stem case suffixes with 
initial n or initial w attach to such nouns (caava-nu ‘shoe-GEN’; ngari-wo ‘healer-GEN’) instead of the 
consonant-final stem case suffixes with initial vowel (not *caav-u,*caava-u; *ngar-o,*ngari-o), and this is also 
true of nouns having attached vowel-final plural suffixes (mĩrkĩc-i ‘male.sheep-PL; mĩrkĩc-i-nu ‘male.sheep-PL-
GEN.PL). In singular nouns, the evidence is strong for final vowels being part of the root: all singular suffixes 

are consonant-final (the final vowels on singular nouns such as ngari ‘healer’ are thus not likely to be suffixes). 
This is not conclusive proof that the final vowels on plural nouns such as caava ‘shoe.PL’ are part of the root, 
but one could imagine that they follow the same pattern as with singular roots. 
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Noun root vowel elision by vowel-initial suffixes 

 Singular suffixes Plural suffixes 

 ACC SG ACC PL GEN PL   ACC 

SG 

ACC PL GEN SG  

 [� �] [� �] [� � �]   [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
-ĩt/ caav-ĩt caava caava-nu ‘shoe’ /-eet ngari ngar-eet ngari-wo ‘healer’ 

 [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �]   [� �] [� �] [� � �]  
-oc/ cucuv-oc cucuva cucuva-nu ‘corn 

silk’ 

/-ẽẽn bulo bul-ẽẽn bulo-wo ‘porridge’ 

 [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �]   [� �] [� �] [� � �]  
-it/ kirong-it kĩrõnga kĩrõnga-nu ‘fly’ /-een laajo laaj-een laajo-wo ‘hail’ 

 [� �] [� �] [� �]       
-eec/ lot-eec lõtẽ lõtẽ ‘honey’      
 

There are a few singular nouns where vowel-initial plural suffixes do not cause root-final vowels to be elided, 

most of which are predictable. Long final root vowels or vowel sequences are not elided (as in ‘woman’, 

‘shadow’ below). In a few nouns (such as ‘stone’, ‘rainy season’), a y is added after a root-final i or a suffix-
initial i. Root-final u is not elided before the plural suffix –eet as are other root-final vowels (as in ‘tobacco’). 
Finally, vowel-initial i in the plural suffix –iok changes to j when attached to nouns with root-final k (as in 
‘village’). 

 

Noun root vowels not elided by vowel-intial plural suffixes 

  ACC SG ACC PL  
Long root-final vowels  [�] [� �]  
 /-i ngaa (ngaa-i) ‘woman’ 

  [�] [� �]  
 /-eet rii (rii-et) ‘shadow’ 

Root-final i or suffix-initial i  [�] [� �]  
 /-ẽẽn (bĩĩ) bĩĩ-yẽẽn ‘stone’ 

  [� �] [� � �]  
 /-iok lõõlõ loolo-yiok ‘rainy season’ 

Root-final u before -eet  [� �] [� �� �]  

 /-eet paabu (paabu-eta) ‘tobacco’ 

Suffix-initial i of –iok after root-final k  [� �] [� � �]  
 /-iok kõrõõk korook-jok ‘village’ 

 

The vowel of the singular suffixes –nit, -ĩt, -it is optionally elided when the vowel follows the nasals n, ny, or 
ny and the singular suffix is followed by a case suffix. 
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Singular suffix vowel elision  

 ACC SG ACC PL NOM SG ABL SG  
 [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
-nit/ kutdenit (kutde) kutden(i)t-i kutden(i)t-a ‘palm tree’ 

 [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
-ĩt varanyĩt (varany) varany(ĩ)t-i varany(ĩ)t-a ‘palm branch’ 

 [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
-it kirongit (kironga) kirong(i)t-i kirong(i)t-a ‘fly’ 

 

1.1.3 Consonant k changes through morphology 
 

When the consonant k is surrounded by vowels, it becomes w, g, h, or completely elides. The changes are 
predictable according to rules, provided that not more than one rule applies to the vowels surrounding k.  
 

The phoneme k becomes w when preceded by u, o or õ, as shown in the following examples. When preceded 
by i or a, k also becomes w when followed by u, ũ, or o. The asterisk * marks vowel combinations which can 
apply to two or more different rules. 

 

k → w when preceded by u, o, õ; when followed by u, ũ, o 
 uk + e = uwe uduk uduw-e ‘eat-PAS.3sN.COMP’ 

 uk + a = uwa uduk kuduw-a ‘eat-1sN.COMP’ 

 ok + a = owa molok molow-a ‘voice-ABL’ 

 ok + e = owe nyiilok nyiilow-e ‘month-PL’ 
 ok + o = owo molok molow-o ‘voice-GEN’ 

* ok + i = owi molok molow-i ‘voice-NOM’ 

* õk + i = õwi tdõlõk tdõlõw-i ‘shrew-NOM’ 

 õk + a = õwa mĩrõk mĩrõw-a ‘enemy-NOM’ 

 õk + e = owe mĩrõk mirow-ei ‘enemy-ABL’ 

 uk + u = uwu uduk kuduw-u ‘eat-2sN.COMP’ 

 ok + u = owu ocok ocow-u ‘soak-2pN.COMP’ 

 õk + u = owu mĩrõk mirow-u ‘enemy-GEN’ 

 ik + u = iwu vatik vatiw-ua ‘fishing stick-PL’ 
 ak + u = awu nyeterak nyeteraw-u ‘bride-GEN’ 
 ek + u = ewu erek erew-u ‘grind-2sN.COMP’ 

 ẽk + u = ẽwu mẽlẽk mẽlẽw-ua ‘axe-PL’ 

 ũk + ũ = ũwũ ũtũk tũw-ũ ‘change-IMP.SG’ 

 uk + ũ = uwu ubuk buw-u ‘open-IMP.SG’ 

 ẽk + ũ = ẽkũ ẽrẽk rẽw-ũ ‘grind-IMP.SG’ 

 ak + ũ = akũ abak baw-ũ ‘dwell-IMP.SG’ 

 ik + o = iwo ilik iliw-oi ‘surround-DIR.IMP.SG’ 
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The phoneme k becomes g when preceded by ũ or õ. 
 

k → g when preceded by ũ or õ  
 ũk + ẽ = ũgẽ katũk  katũg-ẽẽta ‘door-PL’ 
 ũk + e  = uge kũtũk kutug-eeti ‘mouth-PL’ 
 ũk + o = ũgo katũk katũg-o ‘door-GEN’ 
* ũk + i = ugi arũk karug-i ‘live-1sN.INCP’ 
 ũk + ĩ = ũgĩ ũrũk ũrũg-ĩt ‘live-IMP.PL’ 
 ũk + a = ũga ũrũk kurug-a ‘live-1sN.COMP’ 
 ũk + u = ugu ũrũk urug-u ‘live-2sN.COMP’ 
 ũk + ũ = ũgũ ũrũk ũrũg-ũ ‘live-IMP.SG’ 
* õk + i = õgi kõrõõk kõrõõg-i ‘compound-NOM’ 

 õk + a = õga kõrõõk kõrõõg-a ‘compound-ABL’ 

 õk + ĩ = õgĩ õõk õõg-ĩt ‘untie-IMP.PL’ 
 õk + u = ogu õõk oog-u ‘untie-2sN.COMP’ 
 õk + ũ = õgũ õõk õõg-ũ ‘untie-IMP.SG’ 

 

The phoneme k becomes h when followed by a, when surrounded by e, or when ik is followed by ĩ.  
 

k → h when followed by a; when surrounded by e; when ik is followed by ĩ 
 ak + a = aha nyeterak nyeterah-a ‘bride-NOM’ 

 ek + a = eha erek kereh-a ‘grind-1sN.COMP’ 

 ĩk + a = iha ũrũbõthĩk kũrũbõthĩh-a ‘reach-1sN.COMP’ 

 ik + a  = iha irik irih-a ‘flow-1sN.COMP 

* ek + e = ehe erek ereh-e ‘grind-PAS.3sN.COMP’ 

 ik + ĩ = ihi irik irih-it ‘flow-3pN.COMP’ 
 

The phoneme k disappears when followed by i, ĩ or e. 
 

k → ø when followed by i, ĩ or e   
 ak + i = ai vallak valla-it ‘claw-SG’ 

 ak + ĩ = aĩ adak ada-ĩt ‘bite-3pN.COMP’ 

 ak + e = ae adak ada-e ‘bite-PAS.3sN.COMP’ 

 uk + i = ui aduk kadu-i ‘eat-1sN.INCP’ 

 uk + ĩ = ui uduk udu-it ‘eat-3pN.COMP’ 

* ok + i = oi ocok koco-i ‘soak-1sN.INCP’ 

* õk + i = oi mĩrõk miro-it ‘enemy-SG’ 

 ek + ĩ = ei erek ere-it ‘grind-3pN.COMP’ 

 ek + i = ei ennek enne-i ‘tell.3sN.COMP-2sA’ 

* ek + e = ee ennek enne-et ‘tell.3sN.COMP-1pA’ 
 ik + i = ii arik ari-i ‘flow-1sN.INCP’ 

 

There are two verbs (uuk-u ‘hit’, tduk-u ‘throw away’) and one noun (kiborok ‘hog’) in the data set which are 
analyzed as having underlying final geminate kk. This final k surfaces as k regardless of the surrounding 
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vowels. Although the final k of these three words never surfaces as geminate, if it were underlyingly a single k, 
it would surface as w, g, h, or be elided as in the examples above. 
 

kk -> k regardless of surrounding vowels 
okk + e = oke kiborok  kiborok-eeta ‘hog-PL’ 
okk + i = oki kiborok  kiborok-i ‘hog-NOM’ 
okk + a = oka kiborok  kiborok-a ‘hog-ABL’ 
okk + o = oko kiborok  kiborok-o ‘hog-GEN’ 
ukk + ũ = uku uuk uuk-u ‘hit-IMP.SG’ 
ukk + ĩ = uki uuk uuk-it ‘hit-IMP.PL’ 
ukk + u = uku uuk uuk-u ‘hit-2sN.COMP’ 

 

1.2 Noun tone 
 

1.2.1 Root tone 
 

We now present the tone of nouns, first in noun roots, and then in noun stems. The syllable is the tone bearing 

unit. Usually only one tone is assigned per syllable, though there are a few long vowel syllables such as kũũk 
[�] with HL tone where two tones are assigned to the same syllable. There are very few minimal pairs in noun 

roots. However, there are five contrastive tone melodies in CVCVC and CVCVCV syllable patterns of singular 

nouns in isolation. Other common syllable patterns have four or fewer of the contrastive melodies. The number 

of nouns in the data set with specified tone and syllable pattern is given in parentheses in the chart below. The 

symbol h is used to represent floating High tone which sometimes surfaces with rising tone and sometimes as 
level Low tone. All word-final Low tone falls when the word is in isolation. Word-final Low tone also falls when 

the word is at the end of a clause. However in some cases, word-final Low tone falls when it is not in utterance-

final position. 

 

Tone melodies of various syllable patterns of monomorphemic singular nouns in isolation 

 H L Lh HL LH 

CVVC [�] [�] [�], [�] [�]  

 look (13) looc (13) yaang (1) kũũk (2)  
 ‘grave, hole’ ‘land, earth’ ‘mother’ ‘eagle’  
CVV [�] [�]    
 rii (2) ngaa (4)    
 ‘shadow’ ‘woman’    
CVCVC [� �] [� �] [� �], [� �] [� �] [� �] 

 banak (17) lõgõr (23)   mĩdĩl (2) tdõlõk (1) dũwũc (1) 

 ‘bag’ ‘snail’ ‘shin’ ‘shrew’ ‘bowl’ 

CVCCVC [� �] [� �]  [� �]  

 mĩrkĩc (3) kõrtõn (4)  kalkĩc (2)  
 ‘male sheep’ ‘ant hill’  ‘porridge’  
CVVCVC  [� �]  [� �]  

  naarab (5)   maacad (6)  
  ‘rock’  ‘hatchet’  
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CVCVVC [� �] [� �] [� �] or [� �]   

 lotiim (5)  kõrõõk (3)  thitaan (1)   
 ‘baboon’ ‘village’ ‘demon’   
CVCV [� �] [� �]    
 thilo (6) mana (4)    
 ‘cliff’ ‘farm’    
CVCCV [� �] [� �] [� �], [� �] [� �]  

 ijjo (2) kalli (3) varra (3) duwwo (1)  
 ‘pot’ ‘whip’ ‘field’ ‘river’  
(C)VVCV [� �] [� �] [� �], [� �]  [� �] 

 iinyo (1)  laajo (9)  keewu (1)   tũũrĩ (3) 

 ‘liver’ ‘hail’ ‘bird type’  ‘gun’ 

CVCVCVC [� � � �] [� � �]  [� � �] [� � �] 

 nyamadal (2) rũgũmõn (6)  kirihit (4) tũwũlũc (4) 

 ‘feather’ ‘music, dance’  ‘bow’ ‘chicken’ 

CVCVCV [� � �] [� � �] [� � �], [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] 

 nyetiko (4) lobele (7) napuca (1) nyepira (4) tehele (4) 

 ‘zebra’ ‘bed’ ‘butterfly’ ‘hippo’ ‘parrot’ 

CVCVVCV [� � �] [� � �]   [� � �] 

 nyangoole (1) thunguuri (1)   kidoori (3) 

 ‘horse’ ‘midrib’   ‘lyre’ 

 

In plural nouns in isolation, the five contrastive melodies are present in CVVCV syllable patterns. Four or fewer 

are present in the other syllable patterns. In these nouns, floating High tone surfaces as either level High tone 

and as level Low in consonant-final nouns or Low-falling in vowel-final nouns. 

 

Tone melodies of various syllable patterns of monomorphemic plural nouns in isolation 

 H L Lh HL LH 

CVCVC [� �]  [� �], [� �]  [� �] 

 thigic (5)  varany (1)  yayan (2) 

 ‘leech’  ‘palm branch’  ‘porcupine’ 

CVCV [� �] [� �] [� �], [� �] [� �]  

 bawõ (10) taha (1) bẽrẽ (3) rima (1)  
 ‘female goat’ ‘shell’ ‘ankle’ ‘firewood’  
CVVCV [� �] [� �] [� �], [� �] [� �] [� �] 

 laabi (1) gaala (4) baarõ (4) buuru (5) muuni (3) 

 ‘grain’ ‘rope’ ‘rope’ ‘egg’ ‘fig tree’ 

CVCVV [� �]  [� �], [� �]  [� �] 

 õnyĩĩ (1)  amẽẽ (3)  muraa (1) 

 ‘rib’  ‘bone’  ‘tree type’ 

CVCVCV  [� � �]   [� � �] 

  vũrẽna (16)   kagũra (2) 

  ‘flower’   ‘pebble’ 
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CVCVCVV  [� � �]  [� � �]  

  kalimoo (10)  kingiroo (1)  
  ‘earwax’  ‘oil palm tree’  
CVCVVCV  [� � �]  [� � �]  

  nabõõlõ (5)  kinyoomo (1)  
  ‘banana’  ‘seed’  
 

To test the effect of neighboring tones, all nouns with each tone melody were placed in each of four frames: (1) 

High before, (2) Low tone before, (3) High tone after, and (4) Low tone after. From this it was determined that 

tone of nouns is not affected by tone on either side of the word boundary, with the exception of floating High 

(h) tone. Floating High tone normally surfaces as level Low tone when followed by High tone. However, it 

surfaces as Low-rising when followed by Low tone. Automatic downstep, where each Low in a phrase following 

a High is lower than the previous Low, is common.  

 

Disyllabic (C)VVCV singular nouns in 4 environments having 5 tone melodies (accusative case) 

 H before L before H after L after 

H 

�� �  �  � �� �� �  �  � �� �� � � � � ���� �� �  � � �  ���� 

   Icin ngaa banak   Icin maa banak   banak tõrõr-a icit-o   banak ngilom-a icit-o 
   H   H   H    H    L   H   H    H-L   HL-L    H    L–H   HL-L 

 ‘Woman sees bag’ ‘Lion sees bag’ ‘bag in ditch’ ‘bag in cave’ 
L 

�� �  �  � �� �� �  �  � �� ��   � � � ���� ��   � � �  � ��� 

  Icin ngaa lõgõr   Icin maa lõgõr   lõgõr tõrõ-ra icit-o   lõgõr ngilom-a icit-o 
   H   H   L   H   L   L    L   H-L   HL-L    L   L-H    HL-L 

 ‘Woman sees snail’ ‘Lion sees snail’ ‘snail in ditch’ ‘snail in cave’ 
HL 

�� �  �  � �� �� �  �  � �� �� �  � � � � ��� �� �   � � � ���� 

  Icin ngaa tdõlõk   Icin maa tdõlõk  tdõlõk tõrõr-a icit-o  tdõlõk ngilom-a icit-o 
   H   H   HL   H  L    HL  HL    H-L  HL-L   HL   L-H    HL-L 

 ‘Woman sees shrew’ ‘Lion sees shrew’ ‘shrew in ditch’ ‘shrew in cave’ 
LH 

�� �  � � �� �� �  �  � �� �� �  � � � ���� �� �  � � �  ���� 

  Icin ngaa dũwũc   Icin maa dũwũc   dũwũc tõrõr-a icit-o  dũwũc  ngilom-a icit-o 
   H   H   LH   H    L   LH    LH  H-L  HL-L   LH   L-H    HL-L 

 ‘Woman sees bowl’ ‘Lion sees bowl’ ‘bowl in ditch’ ‘bowl in cave’ 
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Lh 

�� �  � � �� �� �  �  � �� �� �  � � � ���� �� �  � � �  ���� 

  Icin ngaa mĩdĩl   Icin maa mĩdĩl   mĩdĩl tõrõr-a icit-o  mĩdĩl ngilom-a icit-o 
   H   H   Lh   H   L   Lh     Lh   H-L  HL-L   Lh   L-H    HL-L 

 ‘Woman sees shin’ ‘Lion sees shin’ ‘shin in ditch’ ‘shin in cave’ 
 

1.2.2 Stem tone 
 

Root tone is affected in several ways by tone on either side of the morpheme boundary. As is the case across 

word boundaries, floating High surfaces as level Low when followed by High, and as Low-rising when followed 

by Low.  

 

In addition, several other less predictable tone changes occur as shown in the chart below, where suffixes with 

various tone melodies are added to five root tone melodies. The underlying tone (UT) and surface tone (ST) are 

given for each, separated by an equal sign. A dash represents a morpheme break and r represents Low-rising 
tone. For several combinations there is more than one possible surface tone. For example, when Low suffix tone 

is added to High root tone, the surface tone can be either H – L or L – L. However, there does not appear to be 

a consistent way to predict one such surface tone over the other. Prefixes have no underlying tone (NUT) and 

the first root tone normally spreads leftward to the prefix. Where two of the same tones are adjacent through 

morphology, one is usually elided according to the OCP, but not always as in NUT – Lh – H = L – LH – H ĩ-
thĩrar-e  [� � � �] ‘hear’ and in HL – L = HL – L tdõlõw-i [� � �] ‘shrew’. When the two-tone HL tone melody 
suffix is attached to a root, only one tone is allowed to surface on a monosyllabic suffix. Therefore, if the initial 

High tone of the suffix is not elided through the OCP, as in H – HL = H – L merih-i [� � �] ‘red’, the final Low 
tone is elided as in L – HL = L – H lẽhẽd-ĩ [� � �] ‘sharp’. The list below is not meant to verify the tones of 
suffixes, but rather summarizes the root and suffix combination possibilities that will be discussed throughout 

this paper. Each suffix tone is verified through surface contrasts in appropriate sections throughout the paper. 

 

List of tone combination options when root and suffix tone are joined 

Tone Sfx  

tone 

Suffix Type of  

root or stem 

UT  ST Root or  

stem 

Root or  

stem w sfx 

 

       [� �] [� � �]  

H H STAT PL  

-e 

verb root H – H = H – H gidang gidang-e ‘brown’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

 L NOM -i SG noun root H – L = H – L ngẽgẽr ngẽrẽr-i  ‘fruit’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

     = L – L  bẽlẽth bẽlẽth-i ‘window’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

 HL ADJ SG  

-i 

verb root H – HL = H – L merik merih-i ‘red’ 
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       [� �] [� � �]  

L L NOM -i SG noun root L – L = L – L balang balang-i ‘salt’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

 H PAS -e verb root NUT – L – H =  H – H – H tũny-ũ ũ-tũny-e ‘wash’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

 HL ADJ SG  

-i 

verb root L – HL =  L – H lẽhẽd lẽhẽd-ĩ ‘sharp’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

 HL ‘we’ -C2a verb root NUT – L – HL =  L – H – L tũny-ũ kũ-tũny-ca ‘wash’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

Lh H PAS -e verb NUT – Lh – H =  L – L – H buw-u u-buw-e ‘open’ 

       [� � �] [� � � �]  

     = L – LH – H thĩrar-ũ ĩ-thĩrar-e ‘hear’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

 L NOM -i SG noun root Lh – L = Lr – L mĩdĩl mĩdĩl-i ‘shin’ 

       [� � �] [� � � �]  

 L NOM -i Noun w SG sfx  = L – L  kirong-it kirong-(i)t-i ‘fly’ 

       [� � �] [� � � �]  

 HL ABL -a Noun w SG sfx Lh – HL = L – H kirong-it kirong-(i)t-a ‘fly’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

 HL ‘we’ -C2a verb NUT – Lh – HL =  L – H – L buw-u ku-buk-ta ‘open’ 

       [� � �] [� � � �]  

     =  L – LH – L thĩrar-ũ kĩ-thĩrar-ya ‘hear’ 

       [� � �] [� � � �]  

HL H PAS -e verb NUT – HL – H = L – L – H luguny-u u-luguny-e ‘hide’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

 L NOM -i SG noun root HL – L = HL – L tdõlõk tdõlõw-i ‘shrew’ 

       [� �] [� � � � ]  

 L NOM -a PL noun root  = H – L nyeterak nyeterah-a ‘bride,  

groom’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

 L ABL -nei PL noun root  = LH – L kũũrũ kũũrũ-nei ‘tendon’ 

       [� � �] [� � � �]  

 HL ABL -a Noun w SG sfx HL – HL = H – L rucee-nit ruceen(i)t-a ‘skin’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

     = L – H rima-c rimac-a ‘firewood’ 

       [� � 	] [� � �]  

LH H PAS -e verb NUT – LH – H = L – L – H ũdũt-ũ ũdũt-e ‘complete’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  

 HL ABL -a Noun w SG sfx LH – HL = LH – L jõõrõ-n jõõrõ-n-a ‘chick’ 

       [� � �] [� � � �]  

 HL ‘we’ -C2a  verb NUT – LH – HL =  L – L – H mĩnkĩt-ũ ki-minkit-ia ‘be soft’ 
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1.2.3 Noun stem tone 
 
We now present tone changes through case morphology of each of the groups of nouns, beginning with singular 

noun roots, then nouns with singular suffixes, then plural noun roots, and finally nouns with plural suffixes. 

Nouns attaching both a singular and plural suffix have the same suffix tone and morphological tonal changes as 

nouns with corresponding singular suffixes or plural suffixes, and are not discussed. To begin, we present a 

chart listing the suffix tone of singular, plural, and case suffixes on singular and plural nouns. Example nouns 

for each tone will be given in the following sections. On the nine main singular suffixes, there are four possible 

tone types: -Lh(R) where (R) indicates the suffix tone replaces the root tone, -HL(R), -L, or no underlying tone 

(NUT). On the twelve main plural suffixes, there are also four possible tone types: -H(R), -L(R), -Lh(R), -LH(R).  

 
Tone of singular, plural, and case suffixes on singular and plural nouns 

 Tone Stem 

final 
NOM Tone NOM with 

no suffix 
ABL Tone GEN 

SG 
Tone GEN 

PL 
Tone 

SG 

Noun 
 C -i -L L(R) on H 

LH(R) on HL 
-a -P -o -P -ak -P 

  V --- --- --- -wa -P -wo -P -wak -P 

PL  C -a -L --- -ei -Lh(R) or -L -u -Lh(R) or -L   
Noun  V -na -Lh(R) L(R) on H -nei -Lh(R) or -L -nu -Lh(R) or -L   
SG -Lh(R) C -i -L Lh(R) -a -HL -o -HL -ak -HL 

suffixes -HL(R) --          
 -L           
 -NUT           
PL  -H(R) C -a -L --- -ei -P -u -P   
suffixes -L(R) V -na -L --- -nei -P -nu -P   
 -Lh(R)           
 -LH(R)           
 

As previously shown, the nominative, ablative, and genitive case suffixes differ segmentally according to 

whether the noun stem is singular or plural and whether the noun stem is consonant-final or vowel-final. The 

nominative suffixes on plural noun roots also have different tone according to the final segment: the consonant-

final suffix -a has L tone and the vowel-final suffix -na has –Lh(R) tone. However, all other consonant-final and 
vowel-final pairs of suffixes have the same tone within the pair. Although case suffixes on all singular nouns 

and case suffixes on all plural nouns are segmentally the same, the case suffixes on roots often differ in tone 

from the same suffixes on stems. For example, the ablative suffix -a on consonant-final singular noun roots has 
polar (P) tone, but the ablative suffix -a on consonant-final nouns with singular suffixes has HL tone. The 
genitive suffixes -u, -nu on plural noun roots have –Lh(R) tone or L tone, but the genitive suffixes -u, -nu on 
nouns with plural suffixes have polar tone. 

 

1.2.4 Morphological tone of singular noun roots 
 

For singular noun roots, we first present the tone changes when the nominative suffix -i with Low tone is 
added; secondly, we present the tone changes for the nominative case without a suffix; thirdly, we present the 

tone changes when all other case suffixes with polar tone are added; and lastly, we present the tone changes of 

the various cases together, while organizing the nouns according to syllable pattern. Nouns in all cases are 

elicited in clauses or phrases with Low tone following the noun. 
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In singular nouns, the accusative form and noun in isolation are equivalent and best represent the underlying 

tone. In the chart below, the accusative form is given for comparison with the nominative form. The 

nominative suffix –i on root singular nouns has underlying Low tone. It cannot yet be determined when word-
final Low tone in various cases falls and when it is level. Automatic downstep seems not to occur in the 

nominative case, although it normally does occur in all other cases. 

 

Tone changes with L tone on nominative suffix –i on root nouns 
Root tone UT  ST ACC SG NOM SG  
    [� �] [� � �]  
H H – L = H – L ngẽgẽr ngẽrẽr-i  ‘fruit’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
  = L – L (only  

2-SYL nouns) 
bẽlẽth bẽlẽth-i ‘window’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
L L – L = L – L balang balang-i ‘salt’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
Lh Lh – L = Lr – L mĩdĩl mĩdĩl-i ‘shin’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
HL HL – L = HL – L tdõlõk tdõlõw-i ‘shrew’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
LH LH – L  = LH – L dũwũc dũwũc-i ‘bowl’ 

 

When the Low tone suffix –i is attached to some disyllabic nouns with High root tone, the root tone is changed 
to Low (H – L = L – L; bẽlẽth-i [� � �] ‘window’). In other disyllabic nouns with High tone and nouns with all 

other syllable patterns and tone melodies, the root tone surfaces unchanged (H – L = H – L; ngẽrẽr-i [� � �] 

‘fruit’).  This root tone change from High to Low is not predictable either phonologically or semantically. Thus, 

it could be posited that a different underlying representation accounts for the two surface forms. However, this 

analysis is rejected for several reasons. First, all five root-tone melodies are constrastive with the Low tone 

suffix -i added, and there is no other evidence for positing a sixth root-tone melody. The most likely choices of 
a second underlying representation are found in other contrastive tone melodies (L, Lh, LH). Noun roots such as 

bẽlẽth ‘window’ have High surface tone in all other cases and in isolation. Therefore, until a reason is found for 
describing an underlying difference, it is simpler to analyze the nouns in question as having the same 

underlying form with more than one possible surface form in the nominative case. 

 

As mentioned, the nominative suffix -i commonly attaches to consonant-final singular nouns, and vowel-final 
singular nouns are left unmarked. However, there are a number of exceptions where nominative suffixes attach 

to vowel-final nouns, as well as consonant-final nouns that do not take the nominative suffix. When the 

nominative suffix is not attached to singular noun roots, consonant-final nouns with H or HL melodies receive 

tone replacement. As shown in bold below, High tone on consonant-final nouns is replaced with Low tone, and 

HL on consonant-final nouns is replaced with LH tone. 
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L and LH tone replacement on H and HL consonant-final nominative forms without suffixes 
 UT  ST ACC SG NOM SG  
C-final    [� �] [� �]  
 H = L2 ngẽgẽr  ngẽrẽr  ‘fruit’ 

    [� �] [� �]  
 L = L balang balang ‘salt’ 

    [� �] [� �]  
 Lh = Lr mĩdĩl mĩdĩl ‘shin’ 

    [� �] [� �]  
 HL = LH tdõlõk tdõlõk ‘shrew’ 

    [� �] [� �]  
 LH  = LH dũwũc dũwũc ‘bowl’ 

V-final    [� �] [� �]  
 H = H iinyo iinyo ‘liver’ 

    [� �] [� �]  
 L = L paabu paabu ‘tobacco’ 

    [� �] [� �]  
 Lh = Lr keewu keewu ‘bird type’ 

    [� �] [� �]  
 HL = HL puuta puuta ‘handkerchief’(AR) 

    [� �] [� �]  
 LH  = LH tũũrĩ tũũrĩ ‘gun’ 

 

There is no tone replacement on vowel-final nouns or on consonant-final nouns with other tone melodies. This 

amounts to approximately 60% of singular noun roots that can be marked for nominative case by a tone 

change from the accusative. However, only approximately 13% of singular nouns must be marked for 

nominative case without an optional segmental nominative suffix. Thus, although the functional load of 

tone for marking nominative forms is high, writing may be understandable without marking tone on 

nominative forms of singular root nouns. When there is ambiguity without a nominative case suffix, the 

writer can write the segmental case marking on nouns with optional segmental marking. For nouns 

without grammatical nominative suffixes, language developers could agree to an arbitrary symbol such 

as the straight apostrophe (ꞌ) word-finally. Alternatively, other symbols such as x, q, etc at the end of 

the noun, or even an arbitrary diacritic such as an acute or grave accent on the final vowel of the noun 

could be used. 

 

All other case suffixes attached to singular noun roots have polar tone. The ablative suffixes –a, -wa, the 
genitive singular suffixes –o, -wo, and the genitive plural suffixes –ak, -wak all have polar tone, which is High 
following a Low tone and Low following a High tone.  When the polar tone suffix is attached to disyllabic and 

trisyllabic nouns with HL tone melody, the resulting tone is L-H. There are no tonal alternations with 

monosyllabic HL nouns or on nouns with any other tone melodies. 

                                           
2 Bold type highlights tone that is unexpected or different in one set of data to the next.  Here, bold indicates 
the replacement tone. 
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Tone changes with polar (P) tone on Ablative –a, -wa,  

Genitive SG –o, -wo, Genitive PL –ak, -wak suffixes 
Root tone UT  ST ACC SG ABL SG  
    [� �] [� � �]  
H H – P = H – L ngẽgẽr ngẽrẽr-a ‘fruit’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
L L – P = L – H balang balang-a ‘salt’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
Lh Lh – P  = Lr – L mĩdĩl mĩdĩl-a ‘shin’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
HL HL – P = L – H (only 2, 3-SYL) tdõlõk tdõlõw-a ‘shrew’ 

    [�] [� �]  
  = HL – H (only 1-SYL) kẽẽt kẽẽt-a ‘thread’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
LH LH – P  = LH – L dũwũc dũwũc-a ‘bowl’ 

 

We now present the various cases of singular nouns in the same charts, where nouns are organized according to 

syllable pattern. In this way, the reader can easily see the underlying tone from the isolation and accusative 

forms and how the tone changes in each case.  We begin with monosyllabic CVVC and CVV patterns. The tone 

in genitive singular and plural cases is the same as in the ablative case, so is not included. The plural form of 

each noun is given in parenthesis for comparison, although the plural form has no affect on the tonal changes 

of cases in singular nouns. The number of nouns having each tone melody and case suffix is given. Three dash 

marks (---) indicate that a certain form of the noun does not exist.  

 

Tonal melodies of CVVC singular nouns in four cases with L following 

Tone # ISO SG ISO PL ACC SG NOM SG NOM SG ABL SG  
H  [�] [� �] [�]  [�] [� �]  
 9 diith (diith-ua) diith --- diith diith-a ‘cloud’ 

  [�] [� �] [�] [� �] [�] [� �]  
 3 tdool (tdool-ua) tdool tdool-i tdool tdool-a ‘vase’ 

L  [�] [� �] [�] [� �]  [� � ]  

 10 kaar (kaar-ua) kaar kaar-i --- kaar-a ‘python’ 

Lh  [�], [�] [� � 	] [�] [� �]  [� �]  
 1 yaang (õ-yaang-i) yaang yaang-i --- yaang-a ‘mother’ 

HL  [�] [� �] [�] [� �]  [� �]  
 2 kẽẽt (kẽẽt-nya) kẽẽt kẽẽt-i --- kẽẽt-a ‘thread’ 

 

Some singular nouns such as kaar-i ‘python’ add the nominative suffix -i, other nouns such as diith ‘cloud’ 
occur without it, and still other nouns such as tdool-i, tdool ‘vase’ optionally attach it, or occur without it. As 
seen from the data, these differences are not always phonologically or semantically predicatable.  There is only 

the general pattern that consonant-final nouns most often attach the suffix and vowel-final nouns most often 

occur without it. However, since there are many exceptions, this is not meant to be thought of as a rule. 

 

As mentioned, consonant-final nouns with H or HL tone melodies are replaced with L or LH melodies in 

nominative forms without a suffix. Consonant-final nouns with other tone melodies and all vowel-final nouns 
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do not receive tone replacement. However, there are three exceptions among CVV nouns with Low tone, as 

these receive High tone replacement in nominative forms without a suffix. In this paper, words such as rii-wa 
which are followed by a question mark (?) are extrapolated data needing to be checked by speakers of the 

language. 

 

Tonal melodies of CVV singular nouns in four cases with L following 

Tone # ISO SG ISO PL ACC SG NOM SG NOM SG ABL SG  
H  [�] [� � �] [�] [� �]  [� �]  
 2 rii (rii-eta) rii rii-a --- rii-wa ? 3 ‘shadow’ 
L  [�] [� �] [�]  [�] [� � ]  

 3 ngaa (ngaa-i) ngaa --- ngaa ngaa-wa ‘woman’ 

  [�] [� �] [�]  [�] [� �]  
 1 maa (maa-ta) maa --- maa maa-wa ‘lion’ 

 

We now present tonal changes with case endings on the disyllabic CVCVC and CVVCV patterns. 

 

Tonal melodies of CVCVC singular nouns in four cases with L following 

Tone # ISO SG ISO PL ACC SG NOM SG NOM SG ABL SG  
H  [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �]  
 7 bẽlẽth (bẽlẽth-ua) bẽlẽth bẽlẽth-i bẽlẽth bẽlẽth-a ‘window’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �]  
 6 ngẽgẽr (ngẽgẽr-ua) ngẽgẽr ngẽrẽr-i   ngẽrẽr  ngẽrẽr-a ‘fruit’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� �]  [� �] [� � �]  
 4 kidong (kidong-ua) kidong --- kidong kidong-a ‘drum’ 

L  [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �]  

 12 balang (balang-ua) balang balang-i balang balang-a ‘salt’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �]  [� � �]  

 10 lanyĩt (lanyĩt-ua) lanyĩt lanyĩt-i –- lanyĩt-a ‘light’ 

Lh  [� �], [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �]  
 2   mĩdĩl (mĩdĩl-ua) mĩdĩl mĩdĩl-i mĩdĩl mĩdĩl-a ‘shin’ 

HL  [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �]  
 1 tdõlõk (tdõlõw-ua) tdõlõk tdõlõw-i tdõlõk tdõlõw-a ‘shrew’ 

LH  [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �]  
 1 dũwũc (dũũc-e) dũwũc dũwũc-i dũwũc dũwũc-a ? ‘bowl’ 

 

                                           
3 The question mark here and in following examples indicates extrapolated data needing to be checked by 
speakers of the language. 
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Tonal melodies of (C)VVCV singular nouns in four cases with L following 

Tone # ISO SG ISO PL ACC SG NOM SG NOM SG ABL SG  
H  [� �] [� � �] [� �]  [� �] [� � �]  
 1 iinyo (iinyo-tit) iinyo --- iinyo iinyo-wa ‘liver’ 

L  [� �] [� � �] [� �]  [� �] [� � �]  

 7 paabu (paabu-eta) paabu --- paabu paabu-wa ‘tobacco’ 

Lh  [� �], [� �] [� � �] [� �]  [� �] [� � �]  
 1 keewu (keewu-nya) keewu --- keewu keewu-wa ‘bird type’ 

HL  [� �] [� � �] [� �]  [� �] [� � �]  
 1 puuta (puuta-nya) puuta --- puuta puuta-ha ‘handker- 

chief’(AR) 
LH  [� �] [� � �] [� �]  [� �] [� � �]  
 3 tũũrĩ (tũũr-eena) tũũrĩ –- tũũrĩ tũũrĩ-wa ‘gun’ 

 

We now present tonal changes with case endings on the trisyllabic CVCVCVC and CVCVCV patterns. 

 

Tonal melodies of CVCVCVC singular nouns in four cases with L following 

Tone # ISO SG ISO PL ACC SG NOM SG NOM SG ABL SG  
H 2 [� � �] [� � � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �]  
  nyabõkõny (nyabõkõny-ẽẽta) nyabõkõny nyabõkõny-i nyabõkõny nyabõkõny-a ‘chin’ 

L 6 [� � �] [� � � � �] [� � �] [� � � �]  [� � � �]  
  kiborok (kiborok-eeta) kiborok kiborok-i --- kiborok-a ‘hog’ 

HL 4 [� � �] [� � � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �]  
  kĩthĩwan (kĩthĩwan-ẽẽta) kĩthĩwan kĩthĩwan-i kĩthĩtwan kĩthĩwan-a ‘buffalo’ 

LH 4 [� � �] [� � � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �]  
  lowupal (lowupal-eeta) lowupal lowupal-i lowupal lowupal-a ‘lizard’ 

 

Tonal melodies of CVCVCV singular nouns in four cases with L following 

Tone # ISO SG ISO PL ACC SG NOM 

SG 

NOM SG ABL SG  

H  [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �]  [� � �] [� � � �]  
 4 nyetiko (nyetiko-nya) nyetiko --- nyetiko nyetiko-wa ‘zebra’ 

L  [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �]  [� � �] [� � � �]  
 7 lobele (lobele-ta) lobele --- lobele lobele-wa ‘bed’ 

Lh  [� � �], [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �]  [� � �] [� � � �]  
 1 napuca (napuca-nya) napuca --- napuca napuca-wa ‘butterfly’ 

HL  [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �]  [� � �] [� � � �]  
 4 nyepira (nyepira-nya) nyepira --- nyepira nyepira-wa ‘hippo’ 

LH  [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �]  [� � �] [� � � �]  
 4 tehele (tehele-nya) tehele --- tehele tehele-wa ‘parrot’ 
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1.2.5 Morphological tone of nouns with singular suffixes 
 

In this section, we first present four underlying tone possibilities on singular suffixes; secondly, we present 

tonal changes when the nominative suffix –i with Low tone is added; thirdly, the tonal changes in suffix-less 
nominative forms; fourthly, the tonal changes when other case suffixes with HL tone are added; and lastly, the 

various cases of nouns together in the same chart. 

 

As previously shown, plural noun roots add one of nine main singular suffixes or other less common singular 

suffixes. Each suffix has one or more of four underlying tone types, defined as follows:  

1) Lh(R), where the suffix causes the root tone to be replaced with Lh tone melody; 2) HL (R), where the suffix 

casues the root tone to be replaced with HL tone melody; 3) –L, where the suffix adds Low tone to the root tone 

melody; 4) NUT, where the suffix has no underlying tone and the root tone spreads to any vowels present in 

the suffix. Although analyzed as being the same morpheme, several of the nine segmental singular suffixes have 

more than one of these underlying tone types.   

 

In the chart below, singular suffixes with various underlying tone types are attached to plural roots with 

various tone melodies. Not all suffix tone types occur on all root tone melodies and not all suffix tone types 

occur on any one segmental suffix. However, enough pairing of the options occurs to determine that there are 

four contrastive suffix tone types. The singular surface tone in the chart below is often not contrastive from the 

noun of one suffix tone type to the next. For example, mining-it ‘spirit’ and munyuny-oc ‘star type’ do not have 
contrastive surface tone. So, the reader may wonder if there really are four distinct suffix tone types. But, the 

suffix tone types are analyzed as such from nouns where the same segmental suffix has contrastive tone in 

various cases, as will be shown shortly. In addition, the possible tone types of each segmental suffix will be 

illustrated. 

 

Tone of singular suffixes added to plural roots with various tone melodies in isolation 

Root 

Tone 
Lh(Replacement) HL(Replacement) -L (Added) No underyling tone (NUT) 
SG PL SG PL SG PL SG PL 

 [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �]   

H valla-it vallak mining-it mining munyuny-oc munyuny   
 ‘claw’  ‘spirit’  ‘star type’    
 [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� �] [� �] 

L kirong-it kironga rabac-it rabaco ruguang-oc ruguang leev-oc lẽẽvõ 

 ‘fly’  ‘bench’  ‘coconut meat’ ‘scab’  
     [� � 	] [� �] [� �] [� �] 

Lh     varany-ĩt varany caav-ĩt  caava 

     ‘palm branch’  ‘shoe’  
       [� �] [� �] 

HL       rima-c rima 

       ‘firewood’ 

 [� �] [� �]   [� � 	] [� �] [� �] [� �] 

LH muun-eec muui   yayan-oc yayan jõõrõ-n jõõrõ 

 ‘fig tree’    ‘porcupine’  ‘chick’  
 

With the four suffix tone types, the stem tone of nouns with singular suffixes can be one of five melodies: L, Lh, 

HL, LH, or LHL. The nominative suffix –i with L tone attaches to both singular noun roots and to nouns with 
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singular suffixes. However, in nouns with singular suffixes having Lh tone, the resulting tone when the suffix is 

added is L – L instead of Lr – L as in singular noun roots. Suffixed nouns with other tone melodies surface with 

the same tone as in singular noun roots.   

 

Tone changes with L tone on nominative suffix –i on nouns with singular suffixes 

Stem tone UT  ST ACC SG NOM SG  
    [� � �] [� � � �]  
L L – L = L – L ruguang-oc ruguang-oc-i ‘coconut meat’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
Lh Lh – L = L – L  kirong-it kirong-(i)t-i ‘fly’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
HL HL – L = HL – L rucee-nit rucee-n(i)t-i ‘skin’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
LH LH – L = LH – L jõõrõ-n jõõrõ-n-i ‘chick’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
LHL LHL – L  = LHL – L varany-ĩt varany-(ĩ)t-i ‘palm branch’ 

 

All singular suffixes are consonant-final and all nouns with these suffixes take the nominative suffix –i. 
However, all nouns with singular suffixes also optionally occur in the nominative form without a case suffix by 

taking Lh replacement tone. All nouns with singular suffixes may also take the ablative –a, genitive singular –o, 
and genitive plural –ak suffixes and may optionally not take these case suffixes. When they are without these 
case suffixes, they are marked with Lh replacement tone as in the nominative case. Although the functional 

load of tone is high for these singular nouns without case suffixes, since they may optionally all attach 

case suffixes, there is no reason to mark the tone orthographically. When there is ambiguity without a 

case suffix, the writer can simply write the segmental case marking. 

 

Tone changes on suffix-less nominative forms of nouns with singular suffixes 

UT  ST ACC SG NOM SG  
   [� � �] [� � �]  
L – Lh(R) = L – H ruguang-oc ruguang-oc ‘coconut meat’ 

   [� � �] [� � �]  
Lh – Lh(R) = L – H kirong-it kirong-it ‘fly’ 

   [� � �] [� � �]  
HL – Lh(R) = L – H rucee-nit rucee-nit ‘skin’ 

   [� �] [� �]  
LH – Lh(R) = L – H jõõrõ-n jõõrõ-n ‘chick’ 

   [� � �] [� � �]  
LHL – Lh(R)  = L – H varany-ĩt varany-ĩt ‘palm branch’ 

 

Whereas the ablative –a, genitive singular –o, and genitive plural –ak suffixes have underlying polar tone when 
attached to singular noun roots, they have underlying HL tone when attached to nouns with singular suffixes.  

The tonal changes, when such case suffixes are attached, are shown in the chart below. Although the case suffix 

has two underlying tones, only one is ever allowed to surface on the suffix. Nouns with underlying L – HL and 

Lh – HL tone both result as L – H. Nouns with underlying LH – HL tone always result as LH – L. However, there 

are two options for nouns with underlying HL or LHL stem tone melodies: Nouns with either of these melodies 
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can have either High or Low tone on the suffx. Roots with High tone adding a Low tone singular suffix, such as 

rucee-nit ‘skin,’ and nouns with HL(R) tone, such as mining-it ‘spirit,’ surface with H – L tone. However, roots 
with HL tone adding a Low tone singular suffix, such as cuude-nit ‘twin,’ and HL nouns attaching a suffix with 
no underlying tone, such as rima-c ‘firewood,’ surface with L – H tone. The suffix tone on nouns with LHL stem 
tone melody is not predicatable. 

 

Tone changes with HL tone on Ablative –a,  
Genitive SG –o, Genitive PL –ak suffixes on nouns with singular suffixes 
Stem tone UT  ST ACC SG ABL SG  
    [� � �] [� � � �]  
L L – HL = L – H ruguang-oc ruguang-oc-a ‘coconut meat’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
Lh Lh – HL = L – H kirong-it kirong-(i)t-a ‘fly’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
HL H-L – HL = H – L rucee-nit rucee-n(i)t-a ‘skin’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
 HL(R) – HL = H – L mining-it mining-(i)t-a ‘spirit’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
 HL-L – HL = L – H cuude-nit cuude-n(i)t-a ‘twin’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
 HL – HL = L – H rima-c rima-c-a ‘firewood’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
LH LH – HL = LH – L jõõrõ-n jõõrõ-n-a ‘chick’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
LHL LHL – HL  = LHL – L varany-ĩt varany-(ĩ)t-a ‘palm branch’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
 LHL – HL = LHL – H yayan-oc yayan-oc-a ‘porcupine’ 

 

We now present various cases of nouns with singular suffixes in the same chart so that the reader can verify the 

tonal changes which occur when singular and case suffixes are added. The plural root noun is given in 

parentheses and provides the root tone. However, the root tone does not affect the resultant tone of singular 

nouns with case suffixes, except with some roots having H or HL melodies as mentioned above. In nouns with 

singular suffixes, the contrast between L and Lh stem melodies is neutralized in nouns in isolation. So, the stem 

tone of nouns with singular suffixes is best represented by the accusative form. As mentioned at the beginning 

of this section, the possible stem tone options after singular suffixes are added are: L, Lh, HL, LH, LHL. 

 

Most of the nine main singular suffixes have two underlying tone types and the suffix –oc has three. Just as the 
singular segmental suffixes are not predictable with the root phonologically, neither are the underlying tone 

types for each segmental suffix. There is more than one option for analyzing the underlying suffix tone of some 

nouns. For example, the suffix tone of mining-it [� � �] ‘spirit, ghost’ could be Low tone instead of HL 
replacement tone. However, this analysis would require a third tone type for the suffix –it instead of the two 
listed. Each singular suffix in the chart below is analyzed to have the fewest possible tone types and still 

account for the stem tone. The suffix tonal contrasts on root tone melodies in the chart at the beginning of this 

section are based on the suffix tone analysis of this chart.  
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Tone of singular noun suffixes in 3 cases with L after 

Suffix Stem 

tone 
Root 

tone 
# ISO SG ISO PL ACC SG NOM SG ABL SG Gloss 

-it Lh H 2 [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  
Lh(R)    vallait (vallak) vallait vallakt-i vallakt-a ‘claw’ 

 Lh H 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
    onyiit (õnyĩĩ) onyiit onyiit-i onyiit-a ‘rib’ 

 Lh L 4 [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
    kirongit (kironga) kirongit kirong(i)t-i kirong(i)t-a ‘fly’ 

-it HL H 3 [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
HL(R)    miningit (mining) miningit mining(i)t-i mining(i)t-a ‘spirit, 

ghost’ 

 HL L 2 [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
    rabacit (rabaco) rabacit rabacit-i rabacit-a ‘bench’ 

-c Lh H 2 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
Lh(R)    kõnyõc (kõnyõ) kõnyõc kõnyõc-i kõnyõc-a ‘bone 

marrow’ 

-c L L 3 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
(NUT)    tahac (taha) tahac tahac-i tahac-a ‘shell’ 

 Lh Lh 4 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
    bẽrẽc (bẽrẽ) bẽrẽc bẽrẽc-i bẽrẽc-a ‘ankle’ 

 HL HL 2 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
    rimac (rima) rimac rimac-i rimac-a ‘firewood’ 

-oc HL H 2 [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
-L    munyunyoc (munyuny) munyunyoc munyunyoc-i munyunyoc-a ‘star type’ 

 L L 1 [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
    ruguangoc (ruguang) ruguangoc ruguangoc-i ruguangoc-a ‘coconut 

meat’ 

 LHL LH 3 [� � 	] [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
    yayanoc (yayan) yayanoc yayanoc-i yayanoc-a ‘porcupine’ 

-oc Lh H 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
Lh(R)    madooc (madõ) madooc madooc-i madooc-a ‘poison’ 

-oc L L 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
(NUT)    leevoc (lẽẽvõ) leevoc leevoc-i leevoc-a ‘scab’ 

 Lh Lh 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
    baaroc (baarõ) baaroc baaroc-i baaroc-a ‘rope’ 

-nit HL H 2 [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
-L    ruceenit (ruce) ruceenit ruceen(i)t-i ruceen(i)t-a ‘skin’ 

 LHL LH 2 [� �	] [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
    kutdenit (kutde) ? kutdenit kutden(i)t-i kutden(i)t-a ‘palm tree’ 

-nit Lh Lh 3 [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �]  
(NUT)    tubenit (tũbẽ) tubenit tuben(i)t-i tuben(i)t-a ‘wound’ 

 HL HL 1 [� � 	] [� �] [� � �] ? [� � � �] [� � � �]  
    cuudenit (cũũdẽ) cuudenit cuuden(i)t-i cuuden(i)t-a ‘twin’ 
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-eec Lh H 2 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
Lh(R)    mureec (mũrẽ) mureec mureec-i mureec-a ‘fat, oil’ 

 Lh LH 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
    muuneec (muui) muuneec ? muuneec-i muuneec-a ‘fig tree’ 

-eec HL HL 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �]  
(NUT)    dooleec (dõõlĩ) dooleec dooleec dooleec-a ‘child’ 

-tõt HL H 4 [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
-L    laabitõt (laabi) laabitõt laabitõt-i laabitõt-a ‘grain’ 

 L L 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
    thootõt (thoowo) thootõt thootõt-i thootõt-a ‘coconut tree’ 

-ĩt LHL Lh 2 [� � 	] [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
-L    varanyĩt (varany) varanyĩt varany(ĩ)t-i varany(ĩ)t-a ‘palm branch’ 

-ĩt Lh Lh 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
(NUT)    caavĩt  (caava) caavĩt caavĩt-i caavĩt-a ‘shoe’ 

-nanĩt Lh Lh 1 [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
(NUT)    tẽẽrnanĩt (tẽẽrĩ) tẽẽrnanĩt tẽẽrnan(ĩ)t-i tẽẽrnan(ĩ)t-a ‘testicle’ 

 HL HL 2 [� � 	] [� �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
    buurnanĩt (buuru) buurnanĩt buurnan(ĩ)t-i buurnan(ĩ)t-a ‘egg’ 

-n Lh H 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
Lh(R)    athan (atha) athan athan-i athan-a ‘thigh’ 

-n Lh Lh 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
(NUT)    amẽẽn (amẽẽ) amẽẽn amẽẽn-i amẽẽn-a ‘bone’ 

 LH LH 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
    jõõrõn ? (jõõrõ) ? jõõrõn jõõrõn-i jõõrõn-a ‘chick’ 

 

1.2.6 Morphological tone on plural noun roots 
 

In this section, we first present tonal changes of the nominative suffixes (–a with L tone and -na with Lh 
replacement tone) on plural noun roots; secondly, we present nominative plural noun roots without suffixes; 

thirdly, the tonal changes of ablative -ei, -nei and genitive –u, -nu suffixes (all with either Lh replacement or L 
tone); and lastly, the various cases together on plural nouns grouped according to syllable patterns. In noun 

plural roots, there is a bigger tone distinction between consonant-final and vowel-final roots than between the 

final segments in singular noun roots.  

 

There are two nominative suffixes which attach to plural noun roots: -a with Low tone attaches to consonant-
final roots and -na with Lh replacement tone attaches to vowel-final roots. The Low tone nominative suffix -a 
attached to consonant-final plural noun roots has the same tone changes as the Low tone nominative suffix –i 
on singular noun roots, except that HL – L underlying tone becomes H – L instead of remaining HL – L, as in 

singular noun roots. In addition, whereas the nominative suffix –i on High tone singular nouns can result in 
either H – L or L – L tone, the suffix –a on High tone plural nouns can only result in L – L.  
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Tone changes in plural nouns with nominative suffixes –a (L), -na [Lh(R)] 

 Root tone UT  ST ACC PL NOM PL  
     [� �] [� � �]  
C-final H H – L = L – L munyuny munyuny-a ‘star’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 L L – L = L – L ruguang ruguang-a ‘coconut meat’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 Lh Lh – L = LH – L varany varany-a ‘palm branch’ 

     [� �] [� � � � ]  
 HL HL – L = H – L nyeterak nyeterah-a ? ‘bride, groom’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 LH LH – L  = LH – L yayan yayan-a ‘porcupine’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
V-final H H – Lh(R) = L – H laabi laabi-na ‘grain’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  

 L L – Lh(R) = L – H teeva teeva-na ‘tree type’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 Lh Lh – Lh(R) = L – H buuwo buuwo-na ‘tree type’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 HL HL – Lh(R) = L – H kũũrũ kũũrũ-na ‘tendon’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 LH LH – Lh(R) = L – H ciili ciili-na ‘star type’ 

 

As with singular noun roots, some plural noun roots can also occur in the nominative case without a suffix. 

However, only vowel-final nominative plural noun roots can occur without a suffix. The tone of nominative 

plural nouns is the same as for nominative singular nouns except that there is Low tone replacement for vowel-

final High tone plural noun roots. (Recall that there is Low tone replacement for consonant-final High tone 
singular noun roots, but not for vowel-final singular noun roots.) This amounts to approximately 30% of plural 
noun roots which can be marked for nominative case by tone, all of which can also be marked by a segmental 

suffix. Although there is significant functional load of tone for marking nominative case in plural noun 

roots, there is no need for writers to mark tone, since they have the option of writing the segmental 

suffix whenever there is ambiguity. 

 

Tone changes in disyllabic nominative plural nouns without suffix  

 UT  ST ACC PL NOM PL  
    [� �]   
C-final H = --- munyuny --- ‘star’ 

    [� �]   
 L = --- ruguang --- ‘coconut meat’ 

    [� �]   
 Lh = --- varany --- ‘palm branch’ 

    [� �]   
 HL = --- nyeterak --- ‘bride, groom’ 

    [� �]   
 LH = --- yayan --- ‘porcupine’ 
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    [� �] [� �]  
V-final H = L laabi laabi ‘grain’ 

    [� �] [� �]  

 L = L teeva teeva ‘tree type’ 

    [� �] [� �]  
 Lh = LH buuwo buuwo ‘tree type’ 

    [� �] [� �]  
 HL = HL kũũrũ kũũrũ ‘tendon’ 

    [� �] [� �]  
 LH = LH ciili ciili ‘star type’ 

 

The tone of ablative suffixes –ei, -nei and genitive suffixes –u, -nu on plural noun roots is optionally either Lh 
replacement or less commonly, L tone. The Lh replacement suffix changes all tone in consonant-final and 

vowel-final roots to L – H tone, regardless of the root tone melody. The L tone ablative and genitive suffixes 

make the same changes as the Low tone nominative suffix –a except that H – L results as H – L instead of L – L. 
In additon, in vowel-final plural nouns, HL – L results as LH – L.  

 

Tone changes in plural nouns with Ablative and Genitive suffixes  

–ei [Lh(R) or L], -nei [Lh(R) or L], -u [Lh(R) or L], -nu [Lh(R) or L] 
 UT  ST ACC PL ABL PL  
    [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
C-final H – Lh(R); H – L = L – H; H – L munyuny munyuny-ei ‘star’ 

    [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 L – Lh(R); L – L = L – H; L – L ruguang ruguang-ei ‘coconut meat’ 

    [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 Lh – Lh(R); Lh – L = L – H; LH – L varany varany-ei ‘palm branch’ 

    [� �] [� � � �], [� � � �]  
 HL – Lh(R); HL – L = L – H; H – L nyeterak nyetera-ei ‘bride, groom’ 

    [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 LH – Lh(R); LH – L = L – H; LH – L yayan yayan-ei ‘porcupine’ 

    [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
V-final H – Lh(R); H – L = L – H; H – L laabi laabi-nei ‘grain’ 

    [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  

 L – Lh(R); L – L = L – H; L – L teeva teeva-nei ‘tree type’ 

    [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 Lh – Lh(R); Lh – L = L – H; LH – L buuwo buuwo-nei ‘tree type’ 

    [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 HL – Lh(R); HL – L = L – H; LH - L kũũrũ kũũrũ-nei ‘tendon’ 

    [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 LH – Lh(R); LH – L = L – H; LH – L ciili ciili-nei ‘star type’ 

 

We now present various cases of plural noun roots together in the same charts, grouped according to root 

syllable patterns. First we present the consonant-final CVCVC pattern and then the vowel-final CVCV and 

CVVCV patterns. Monosyllabic plural noun roots are rare and nearly all tri-syllabic plural noun roots are either 

derived or compound nouns. 
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Tonal melodies of CVC(V)VC plural nouns in four cases with L following 

Tone # ISO SG ISO PL ACC PL NOM PL NOM PL ABL PL  
H  [� � �] [� �] [� �] [� � �]  [� � �], [� � �]  
 5 (munyuny-oc) munyuny munyuny munyuny-a --- munyuny-ei ‘star’ 

L  [� � �] [� �] [� �] [� � �]  [� � �], [� � �]  
 1 (ruguang-oc) ruguang ruguang ruguang-a --- ruguang-ei ‘coconut meat’ 

Lh  [� � 	] [� �] [� �] [� � �]  [� � �], [� � �]  
 1 (varany-ĩt) varany varany varany-a --- varany-ei ‘palm branch’ 

LH  [� � 	] [� �] [� �] [� � �]  [� � �], [� � �]  
 2 (yayan-oc) yayan yayan yayan-a --- yayan-ei ‘porcupine’ 

 

Tonal melodies of CVCV plural nouns in four cases with L following 

Tone # ISO SG ISO PL ACC PL NOM PL NOM PL ABL PL  
H  [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 10 (kinyo-c) kinyo kinyo kinyo-na kinyo kinyo-nei ‘pipe’ 

L  [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  

 1 (taha-c) taha taha taha-na taha taha-nei ‘shell’ 

Lh  [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 2 (bẽrẽ-c) bẽrẽ bẽrẽ bẽrẽ-na bẽrẽ bẽrẽ-nei ‘ankle’ 

HL  [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 1 (rima-c) rima rima rima-na rima rima-nei ‘firewood’ 

 

Tonal melodies of CVVCV plural nouns in four cases with L following 

Tone # ISO SG ISO PL ACC PL NOM PL NOM PL ABL PL  
H  [� � �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 1 (laabi-tõt) laabi laabi laabi-na laabi laabi-nei ‘grain’ 

L  [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  

 4 (teeva-c) teeva teeva teeva-na teeva teeva-nei ‘tree type’ 

Lh  [� 	] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 7 (buuwo-c) buuwo buuwo buuwo-na buuwo buuwo-nei ‘tree type’ 

HL  [� � 	] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 5 (kũũr-nanĩt) kũũrũ kũũrũ kũũrũ-na kũũrũ kũũrũ-nei ‘tendon’ 

LH  [� � �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �], [� � �]  
 3 (ciil-enit) ciili ciili ciili-na ciili ciili-nei ‘star type’ 

 

 

1.2.7 Morphological tone on nouns with plural suffixes 
 

In this section, we first present four underlying tone possibilities on plural suffixes; secondly, we present tonal 

changes when the nominative suffixes –a, -na with Low tone are added; thirdly, the tonal changes when other 
case suffixes with polar tone are added; and lastly, the various cases of nouns together in the same chart. 

 

As previously shown, singular noun roots add one of twelve main plural suffixes or other less common plural 

suffixes. Each suffix has one of the following four underlying tone types, all of which replace the root tone: 

H(R), L(R), Lh(R), LH(R).  
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In the chart below, plural suffixes with various underlying tone types are added to singular roots with various 

tone melodies to show that there are four contrastive suffix tones. The plural surface tone in the chart below is 

often not contrastive from the noun of one suffix tone type to the next. But, the suffix tone types are analyzed 

as such from nouns where the same segemental suffix has contrastive tone in different cases, as will be shown 

shortly.  

 

Tone of plural suffixes added to singular roots with various tone melodies in isolation 

Root 

Tone 
H (Replacement) L (Replacement) Lh (Replacement) LH (Replacement) 

SG PL SG PL SG PL SG PL 

   [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� �] [� � �] 

H   nyataba nyatab-eeta nyetiko nyetiko-nya vatik vatiw-ua 

   ‘leprosy’  ‘zebra’  ‘fishing stick’ 

 [�] [� �] [� � � ] [� � � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] 

L bĩĩ bĩĩ-yẽẽn lorudo lorud-eeta ũllũa ũllũa-nya borrok borrow-ua 

 ‘stone’  ‘fog, mist’  ‘sorrow’  ‘fish dam’  
   [� �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �]   

Lh   thitaan thitaan-eta napuca napuca-nya   
   ‘demon’  ‘butterfly’    
   [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] 

HL   logoro logor-eeta nyepira nyepira-nya tdõlõk tdõlõw-ua 

   ‘rattle’  ‘hippo’  ‘shrew’ 

   [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �]   

LH   talara talar-eeta tehele tehele-nya   
   ‘porridge’  ‘parrot’    
 

With the four suffix tone types, the stem tone of nouns with plural suffixes can be one of four melodies: H, L, 

Lh, or LH. Recall that the nominative suffix –a on consonant-final plural noun roots has Low tone, and the 
nominative suffix –na on vowel-final plural noun roots has Lh replacement tone. However, on nouns with 
plural suffixes, both the consonant-final suffix –a and the vowel-final suffix –na have Low tone. Whereas High 
tone plural noun roots with nominative suffix result in L – L tone, High tone nouns with plural suffixes and the 

nominative suffix result in H – L tone. Nouns with plural suffixes do not occur without a nominative suffix in 

nominative case.  Therefore, there is no need for writers to mark tone in any nominative nouns with 

plural suffixes. 

 

Tone changes with L tone on nominative suffixes –a, -na on nouns with plural suffixes 

Stem tone UT  ST ACC PL NOM PL  
    [� �] [� � �]  
H H – L = H – L bĩĩ-yẽẽn bĩĩ-yẽẽn-a ‘stone’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
L L – L = L – L  laaj-een laaj-een-a ‘hail’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
Lh Lh – L = Lr – L mẽrt-ẽẽn mẽrt-ẽẽn-a ‘beer’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
    banaw-ua banaw-ua-na ‘bag’ 
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    [� � � �] [� � � �]  
  = L – L netiko-nya nyetiko-ny-a ‘zebra’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
    ibaa-ti ibaa-ti-na ‘upper arm’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
LH LH – L = Lr – L vatiw-ua vatiw-ua-na ‘fishing stick’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
  = LH – L dõõng-ĩt dõõng-ĩt-a ‘arrow’ 

 

In Lh noun stems with plural suffixes, when the plural suffix vowel is long or a vowel sequence, as in mẽrt-ẽẽn-
a ‘beer’ or banaw-ua-na ‘bag’, there is often a rising tone on the long vowel or vowel sequence in the 
nominative form. When the plural suffix vowel is elided or short in Lh stems, as in nyetiko-ny-a ‘zebra’ and 
ibaa-ti-na ‘upper arm’, the resulting tone is often L – L. Similarly in nominative LH stems, when the plural 
suffix vowel is a vowel sequence as is in vatiw-ua-na ‘fishing stick’, the tone on the vowels rises. When the 
plural suffix vowel is short, as in dõõng-ĩt-a ‘arrow’, the tone on the vowel is level High.   
 

As mentioned, the tone of ablative suffixes –ei, -nei and genitive suffixes –u, -nu on plural noun roots is 
optionally either Lh replacement or less commonly, L tone. However, the tone of these suffixes on nouns with 

plural suffixes is always polar tone. As with nominative suffixes, when ablative and genitive suffixes are added 

to Lh nouns with plural suffixes, there is rising tone on long plural suffix vowels or vowel sequences, but tone 

remains Low on short vowels. Therefore the case polar tone surfaces as Low on nouns with long plural suffix 

vowels or vowel sequences, but surfaces as High on nouns with short plural suffix vowels. In LH nouns with 

plural suffixes, there is rising tone on long plural suffix vowels, but level H tone on short plural suffix vowels. 

 

Tone changes with polar (P) tone on ablative –ei, -nei, -ni or genitive –u, -nu suffixes  

on nouns with plural suffixes 
Stem tone UT  ST ACC PL ABL PL  
    [� �] [� � �]  
H H – P = H – L bĩĩ-yẽẽn bĩĩ-yẽẽn-ei ‘stone’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
L L – P = L – H laaj-een laaj-een-ei ‘hail’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
Lh Lh – P = Lr – L mẽrt-ẽẽn mẽrt-ẽẽn-ei ‘beer’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
    banaw-ua banaw-ua-ni ‘bag’ 

    [� � � �] [� � � � �]  
  = L – H netiko-nya nyetiko-nya-nei ‘zebra’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
    ibaa-ti ibaa-ti-nei ‘upper arm’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
LH LH – P = Lr – L vatiw-ua vatiw-ua-ni ‘fishing stick’ 

    [� �] [� � �]  
  = LH – L dõõng-ĩt dõõng-ĩt-ei ‘arrow’ 
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We now present various cases of nouns with plural suffixes in the same chart so that the reader can verify the 

tonal changes which occur when plural and case suffixes are added. The singular root noun is given in 

parentheses and provides the root tone. However, the root tone does not affect the resultant tone of plural 

nouns with case suffixes. The stem tone of nouns with plural suffixes is best represented by the accusative form. 

As mentioned above, the possible stem tone options after singular suffixes are added are: H, L, Lh, LH. Most of 

the twelve main plural suffixes have one tone type. However, the suffixes –ua and -ẽẽn have two, and the two 
tone types are not predicatable with the root. The suffix tonal contrasts on root tone melodies in the chart at 

the beginning of this section are based on the suffix tone analysis of this chart.  

 

Tone of plural noun suffixes in 3 cases with L after 

Suffix Root 

tone 
# ISO SG ISO PL ACC PL NOM PL ABL PL Gloss 

-ua H 16 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
LH(R)   (vatik) vatiwua vatiwua vatiwua-na vatiwua-ni ‘fishing stick’ 

 L 17 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (borrok) borrowua borrowua borrowua-na borrowua-ni ‘fish dam’ 

 HL 3 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (tdõlõk) tdõlõwua tdõlõwua tdõlõwua-na tdõlõwua-ni ‘shrew’ 

-ua H 8 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
Lh(R)   (banak) banawua banawua banawua-na banawua-ni ‘bag’ 

 L 13 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (mẽlẽk) mẽlẽwua mẽlẽwua mẽlẽwua-na mẽlẽwua-ni ‘axe’ 

 Lh 2 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (mĩdĩl) mĩdĩlua mĩdĩlua mĩdĩlua-na mĩdĩlua-ni ‘shin’ 

-eeta H 5 [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
L(R)   (nyataba) nyatabeeta nyatabeet nyatabeet-a nyatabeet-ei ‘leprosy’ 

 L 17 [� � � ] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (lorudo) lorudeeta lorudeet lorudeet-a lorudeet-ei ‘fog, mist’ 

 Lh 5 [� �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (thitaan) thitaaneta thitaanet thitaanet-a thitaanet-ei ‘demon’ 

 HL 8 [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (logoro) logoreeta logoreet logoreet-a logoreet-ei ‘rattle’ 

 LH 15 [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (talara) talareeta talareet talareet-a talareet-ei ‘porridge’ 

-nya H 14 [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � � �]  
Lh(R)   (nyetiko) nyetikonya netikonya nyetikony-a nyetikonya-nei ‘zebra’ 

 L 2 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �]  
   (ũllũa) ũllũanya ũllũanya ũllũany-a ũllũanya-nei ‘sorrow’ 

 Lh 5 [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � � �]  
   (napuca) napucanya napucanya napucany-a napucanya-nei ‘butterfly’ 

 HL 10 [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � � �]  
   (nyepira) nyepiranya nyepiranya nyepirany-a nyepiranya-nei ‘hippo’ 

 LH 4 [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � � � �]  
   (tehele) tehelenya tehelenya teheleny-a tehelenya-nei ‘parrot’ 

-iok H 5 [�] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
L(R)   (weet) weetiok weetiok weetiow-a weetiow-ei ‘movement’ 
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 L 14 [�] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
   (ngõõt) ngõõtiok ngõõtiok ngõõtiow-a ngõõtiow-ei ‘wind’ 

-i H 4 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
L(R)   (bawuc) bawuci bawuci bawuci-na bawuci-nei ‘back’ 

 L 4 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (buweec) buweeci buweeci buweeci-na buweeci-nei ‘girl’ 

-ẽẽn H 5 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
Lh(R)   (mẽrtẽ) mẽrtẽẽn mẽrtẽẽn mẽrtẽẽn-a mẽrtẽẽn-ei ? ‘beer’ 

 HL 1 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
   (duwwo) duwwẽẽn duwwẽẽn duwwẽẽn-a duwwẽẽn-ei ? ‘river’ 

-ẽẽn L 2 [�] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
H(R)   (bĩĩ) bĩĩyẽẽn bĩĩyẽẽn bĩĩyẽẽn-a bĩĩyẽẽn-ei ? ‘stone’ 

-eena L 4 [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
L(R)   (laajo) laajeena laajeen laajeen-a laajeen-ei ‘hail’ 

 LH 1 [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
   (tũũrĩ) tũũreena tũũreen tũũreen-a tũũreen-ei ‘gun’ 

-ta L 2 [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
L(R)   (lobele) lobeleta lobelet lobetet-a lobelet-ei ‘bed’ 

 LH 2 [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (kõrrõõnĩ) kõrrõõnĩta kõrrõõnĩt kõrrõõnĩt-a kõrrõõnĩt-ei ‘gourd’ 

-ĩt L 2 [�] [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� � �]  
LH(R)   (dõõng) dõõngĩt dõõngĩt dõõngĩt-a dõõngĩt-ei ‘arrow’ 

 HL 1 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (nyarrang) nyarrangĩt nyarrangĩt nyarrangĩt-a nyarrangĩt-ei ‘arrow’ 

-e L 7 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �]  
Lh(R)   (laamuc) laamuce laamuce laamuce laamuce-nei ‘lace (shoe)’ 

 LH 1 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �]  
   (dũwũc) dũwũce dũwũce dũwũce dũwũce-nei ‘river’ 

-ti H 2 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
Lh(R)   (ĩbaa) ibaati ibaati ibaati-na ibaati-nei ‘upper arm’ 

 L 4 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �]  
   (ẽlẽẽ) eleeti eleeti eleeti-na eleeti-nei ‘body’ 

-õg-(a) L 1 [� �] [� � 	] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  
LH-(L)   (gõõna) gõõnõga gõõnõga gõõnõga gõõnõga ‘friend’ 

 HL 3 [� �] [� � 	] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  
   (ngõõna) ngõõnõga ngõõnõga ngõõnõga ngõõnõga ‘sister’ 

 

2. Verbs 
 

The segmental verb root is best seen in third person incompletive or third singular completive forms, since 

these forms have no suffixes. However, the tone is changed for certain underlying tone melodies on these 

forms. The verb root tone is usually better seen on imperative singular forms which have the suffix –ũ with no 
underlying tone.  
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Underived singular and plural imperative (command to more than one person) forms have the affixes –ũ/-ĩt, 
which contrast with each set of derivational affixes (such as directional -a/-C2a, benefactive -ek/-C2ek, etc.) in 
imperative form.  Therefore, the singular and plural imperative forms are listed first for each paradigm for ease 

of comparison with one verb to another.  

 

The verb root is most commonly monosyllabic, although approximately 28% of verb roots are disyllabic. Most 

verb roots are consonant final, but approximately 15% are vowel final. Approximately 45% of the verbs in the 

data set are underived. Both prefixes and suffixes indicate nominative verbs, whereas only suffixes indicate 

accusative verbs. Prefix vowels are usually copied from the root, although the prefix vowel a is attached to 
roots with high vowels. Initial consonants of nominative and accusative person suffixes depend on the root-

final consonant. There are five derivational pairs of affixes which agree in number with the nominative person, 

as well as two other derivational affixes which do not agree in number. 

 

There are only three contrastive tone melodies on any one verb root syllable pattern. Although inflectional verb 

prefixes always have no underlying tone, inflectional and derivation verb suffixes have a wide variety of tone 

types, which include tone melodies, no underlying tone, or replacement tone.  As in noun morphology, when 

tones come together in verb morphology, there are several possibilities, usually predictable with the verb form, 

but not necessarily predictable with any set of would-be tone rules applying throughout the language. 

 

Of the four third nominative forms (singular and plural of both completive and incompletive verbs) only the 

third plural completive form attaches a suffix. In approximately 20% of verbs, one of the three suffix-less third 

person forms is distinguished only by tone. Further, approximately 60% of derived verbs distinguish first and 

second singular forms only by tone. Finally, one in four accusative suffixes is distinguished only by tone. This 

amounts to 6-7% of verb occurrences in which there is grammatical distinction made only by tone. However, 

all of these occurrences can be made unambiguous in writing by inserting a nominative or accusative 

pronoun following the verb.  

 

2.1 Consonant-final underived verbs 
 

In this section, we present verb paradigms and other forms of underived verbs. First we present consonant-final 

verbs, showing examples of each stem vowel, as well as examples of each final consonant, and then we present 

vowel-final verbs.  

 

Approximately 85% of underived verb roots are consonant final. The incompletive and completive subject verb 

paradigms of consonant-final underived verbs commonly differ by prefix and suffix as shown in the chart 

below, where V1 and V2 are vowels that depend on the stem vowel, and C1 and C2 are consonants that depend 

on the stem-final consonant. Example verb paradigmns follow in the sections below and are elicited with 

subject pronouns following the verb, which may all begin with Low tone.  For a similar discussion of the 

Tennet verb system, see (Kilpatrick and Waag 2011). 
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A nominative suffix as well as a nominative pronoun indicating the same referent can both be present in the 

same clause in this VSO language. The nominative suffix does not change with the presence or absence of the 

nominative pronoun. 

 

Same referent with and without the nominative pronoun 

[� � �  � � � �]  [� � � � � �] 

Uruw-a na kẽlẽgĩt.  Uruw-a kẽlẽgĩt. 

kill-1sN 1sN animal  kill-1sN animal 

‘I killed the animal.’  ‘I killed the animal.’ 
 

2.1.1 Verb stem vowels 
 

Consonant-intial roots and stems with high vowel ĩ, i, ũ, u take the prefix vowel a- in the incompletive form, 
but take a copy vowel of the stem in the completive form. Stems with non-high vowel ẽ, e, õ, o, a take a copy 
vowel prefix in both the incompletive and completive forms.  Monsyllabic roots with vowel o are rare, and 
roots with long vowel oo take the prefix vowel i- instead of the copy vowel o- in completive forms.  
 

CVC verb paradigms with various root vowels in incompletive and completive forms 

Vowel Tone INCP  COMP    
ĩ H k-a-cin-i [� � �] k-ĩ-cĩn-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘see’ 

    a-cin-i [� � �]   i-cin-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-cĩn [� �]   ĩ-cĩn [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-cĩn-na [� � �] k-ĩ-cĩn-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-cin-nu [� � �]   i-cin-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-cĩn [� �]   ĩ-cĩn-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
i H k-a-thim-i [� � �] k-i-thim-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘abstain’ 

    a-thim-i [� � �]   i-thim-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-thim [� �]   i-thim [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-thim-nya [� � �] k-i-thim-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-thim-nyu [� � �]   i-thim-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-thim [� �]   i-thim-it [� � �] ‘they’  
ũ H k-a-rum-i [� � �] k-ũ-rũm-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘join’ 

    a-rum-i [� � �]   u-rum-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-rũm [� �]   ũ-rũm [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-rũm-nya [� � �] k-ũ-rũm-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-rum-nyu [� � �]   u-rum-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  

Nominative affixes on consonant-final verbs 

Incompletive Completive  
Prefix Suffix Prefix Suffix  
k-V1- -i k-V2- -a 'I' 

  V1- -i   V2- -u 'You(sg)' 

  V1-    V2-  'He/she' 

k-V1- -C1a k-V2- -C2a 'We' 

  V1- -C1u   V2- -C2u 'You(pl)' 

  V1-    V2- -ĩt, -ito 'They' 

Subject Pronouns 

na Lh [�], [�] 'I' 

nia Lh, H [�], [�] 'You(sg)' 

nẽ Lh [�], [�] 'He/she' 

naaga Lh [� �], [� �] 'We' 

niigia Lh [� �], [� �] 'You(pl)' 

nẽẽgẽ Lh [� �], [� �] 'They' 
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    a-rũm [� �]   ũ-rũm-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
u H k-a-wum-i [� � �] k-u-wum-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘touch’ 

    a-wum-i [� � �]   u-wum-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-wum [� �]   u-wum [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-wum-nya [� � �] k-u-wum-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-wum-nyu [� � �]   u-wum-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-wum [� �]   u-wum-it [� � �] ‘they’  
ẽ H k-e-ceb-i [� � �] k-ẽ-cẽb-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘tie’ 

    e-ceb-i [� � �]   e-ceb-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    ẽ-cẽb [� �]   ẽ-cẽb [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-ẽ-cẽb-ja [� � �] k-ẽ-cẽp-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    e-ceb-ju [� � �]   e-cep-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    ẽ-cẽb [� �]   ẽ-cẽb-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
e H k-e-dec-i [� � �] k-e-dec-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘answer’ 

    e-dec-i [� � �]   e-dec-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    e-dec [� �]   e-dec [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-e-dec-ca [� � �] k-e-dec-ca [� � �] ‘we’  
    e-dec-cu [� � �]   e-dec-cu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    e-dec [� �]   e-dec-it [� � �] ‘they’  
õ H k-o-wob-i [� � �] k-õ-wõb-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘follow’ 

    o-wob-i [� � �]   o-wob-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    õ-wõb [� �]   õ-wõb [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-õ-wõb-ja [� � �] k-õ-wõp-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    o-wob-ju [� � �]   o-wop-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    õ-wõb [� �]   õ-wõb-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
o L k-o-co-i [� � �] k-o-cow-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘soak’ ? 

    o-co-i [� � �]   o-cow-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    o-cok [� �]   o-cok [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-o-cok-ca [� � �] k-o-cok-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    o-cok-cu [� � �]   o-cok-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    o-cok [� �]   o-co-ito [� � � �] ‘they’  
a H k-a-gam-i [� � �] k-a-gam-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘rule’ 

    a-gam-i [� � �]   a-gam-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-gam [� �]   a-gam [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-gam-nya [� � �] k-a-gam-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-gam-nyu [� � �]   a-gam-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-gam [� �]   a-gam-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
 

The [+ATR] suffixes –i INCP ‘I’, –i INCP ‘you(sg)’, -u COMP ‘you(sg)’, -C1u INCP ‘you(pl)’, and COMP –C2u 
‘you(pl)’ spread [+ATR] quality to the verb stem. The suffix –ĩt COMP ‘they’, which only attaches to roots with 
H, HL, or LH tone melody, takes the [ATR] quality of the verb stem, but surfaces as [-ATR] when attached to a 

verb stem with only the vowel a. The suffix –ito COMP ‘they’, which only attaches to roots with L or Lh tone 
melody, is [+ATR] and spreads its quality to the verb stem. Third singular incompletive and completive, as 

well as third plural incompletive forms are often the same segmentally as well as tonally. When the language 

does not distinguish grammatically different forms such as these, there is also no need to distinguish 

them orthographically. 
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Before discussing vowel-final verbs, we present a few more consonant-final verb forms. Example sentences are 

given below for imperative, imperative plural, passive, subjunctive, and two different verbal nouns. The 

sentences are also the primary frames for eliciting verb data for this paper4. 

 

Imperative singular (IMP SG)  Imperative plural (IMP PL) 

�� � �� 
 

�� � � �� 

Ruw-u gii.  U-ruw-it gii. 

kill-IMP.SG   kill-IMP.PL  
‘(You,) kill something!’  ‘(All of you,) kill something!’ 
 

Active   Active   Passive (PAS)  

�� � � � � � � � �� �� � � � � � � � �� �� � � � � � � � �� 

Uruk balna kẽlẽgĩt-ĩ eet. Uruk balna eet-i kẽlẽgĩt. Uruw-e balna kelegit-i. 

kill was animal-NOM man kill was man-NOM animal kill-PAS was animal-NOM 

‘The animal killed the man.’ ‘The man killed the animal.’ ‘The animal was killed.’ 
 

Subjunctive (SUBJ)   Action verbal noun 

(VN) 

Actor verbal noun (VN) 

�� � � �  � � � � � �� �� � � � � �� �� � � � � � � � �� 

Aanyi eet-i eet ku-ruk bolowath. Abunna ruw-ent-i. Icin eet-i ruk-cok bolowath. 

allowed man- 

NOM 
man SUB-kill yesterday good killing- 

VN-NOM 
saw man- 

NOM 
help-VN yesterday 

‘The man was allowed to kill yesterday.’ ‘Killing is good.’ ‘The man saw killers yesterday.’ 
 

A list of each new affix is given below followed by a discussion of each affix with example verbs. 

 

Other affixes on underived consonant-final verbs 

IMP SG IMP PL PAS SUBJ 

3sN COMP 
Action VN Actor VN 

Suffix Prefix Suffix Prefix Suffix Prefix Suffix Suffix 

-ũ V2- -ĩt V2- -e kV2- -en(e)t, 

-in(i)t 
-Cok, 

-Cak 
 

The imperative plural, passive, and subjunctive forms take a copy vowel prefix of the stem. The imperative 

singular suffix –ũ and the imperative plural suffix -ĩt take the [ATR] quality of the stem. The passive suffix –e 
and verbal noun suffixes –en(e)t or –in(i)t always surface as [+ATR], but do not spread the quality to the 
stem.  The verbal noun suffix –en(e)t is attached to stems with high vowel ĩ, i, ũ, u and the suffix –in(i)t is 
                                           
4 Except for imperative forms since the linguist forgot to elicit these forms in a frame with a word with Low 
tone after the verb. 
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attached to stems with non-high vowel ẽ, e, õ, o, a . The second vowel of the suffix is present when there is no 
following suffix as in the accusative case, but is most commonly not present when there is a following suffix as 

in the nominative case. Verbal nouns with the suffixes –en(e)t, -in(i)t usually mean ‘action of (verb)’. Theses 
suffixes are at least 80% productive on verb roots. Verbal nouns attaching these suffixes are singular nouns and 

have no plural form. 

 

Verbs with various root vowels in imperative singular and plural, passive, subjunctive, and verbal noun forms 

Vowel Tone IMP SG IMP PL PAS SUBJ Action VN- 

NOM 
Actor VN ACC  

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� �]  
ĩ H cĩn-ũ ĩ-cĩn-ĩt ĩ-cĩn-e kĩ-cĩn cĩn-en(e)t-i cin-iok ‘see’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� �]  
i H thim-u i-thim-it i-thim-e ki-thim thim-en(e)t-i thim-yok ‘abstain’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� �] ?  
ũ H rũm-ũ ũ-rũm-ĩt ũ-rũm-e kũ-rũm rũm-en(e)t-i rum-yok  ‘join’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� �] ?  
u H wum-u u-wum-it u-wum-e ku-wum wum-en(e)t-i wum-yok  ‘touch’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� �]  
ẽ H cẽc-ũ ẽ-cẽb-ĩt ẽ-cẽb-e kẽ-cẽb cẽb-in(i)t-i ceb-jok ‘tie’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� �] ?  
e H dec-u e-dec-it e-dec-e ke-dec dec-in(i)t-i dec-iok ‘answer’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� �] ?  
õ H wõb-ũ õ-wõb-ĩt õ-wõb-e kõ-wõb wõb-in(i)t-i wob-jok ‘follow’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� �]  
o L cow-u o-co-it o-cow-e ko-cok cow-in(i)t-i cok-cok ‘soak’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� �] ?  
a H gam-ũ a-gam-ĩt a-gam-e ka-gam gam-in(i)t-i gam-yok  ‘rule’ 

 

There is another set of verbal nouns, slightly less productive than the verbal nouns with –enet or –init suffixes. 
Verbal nouns with suffix –Cok, -Cak usually have the meaning: ‘actor of (verb)’. (There could be a difference in 
meaning between the suffixes; however, there is no tone difference and verbs may take both suffixes if they can 

take either of them.) Often the initial consonant of the suffix -C becomes the vowel i as discussed shortly. Both 
suffixes are [+ATR] and spread their quality onto the root. Verbal nouns with suffixes –Cok, -Cak are plural 
and attach the singular suffix –it in order to form the singular noun.  
 

Verbal nouns with suffixes –Cok, -Cak taking singular suffix –it 
Root tone IMP SG V Noun PL (ISO) V Noun SG (ISO)  
H [� �] [� �] [� � 	]  
 ẽẽl-ũ eel-iok eel-io-it ‘help’ 

 [� �] [� �] [� � �]  

 wõb-ũ wob-jiak wob-jia-it ‘follow’ 

HL [� � �] [� � �] [� � � 	]  

 liman-u liman-niok liman-nio-it ‘teach, learn’ 

 [� � �] [� � �] [� � � 	]  
 võlõng-ũ volong-nyiak volong-nyia-it ‘lie, deceive’ 
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2.1.2 Stem-final consonants 
 

There are a significant number of predictable consonant changes in nominative suffixes, which we now discuss. 

The initial consonant of the first plural nominative suffixes -C1a ‘we’, and –C2a ‘we’ depends on the stem-final 
consonant. For stem-final consonants d, td, j, t, th, c, l, the consonant is copied to the suffix in the 
incompletive form, but the suffix consonant becomes i in the completive form. For stem-final consonants r and 
w, the suffix consonant becomes y in the incompletive and i in the completive form. For stem-final consonant 
ny, the consonant is copied to the suffix in the incompletive, but becomes c in the completive. For stem-final 
consonants b, v, m, n, ng, the suffix consonant surfaces as any one of a number of consonants in the 
incompletive, but becomes t in the completive. In the completive, a stem-final b becomes p before t. For stem-
final ũk, the suffix consonant becomes n in the incompletive, whereas for stem-final õk, the consonant becomes 
j in the incompletive. For all other vowels before stem-final k, the suffix consonant becomes c in the 
incompletive. In the completive, the suffix consonant always becomes t for stem-final k, regardless of the stem 
vowel. The consonant of the second plural suffixes -C1u ‘you(pl)’ and –C2u ‘you(pl)’ is usually the same, as in 
first plural suffixes -C1a ‘we’, and –C2a ‘we’. 
 

Changes when first plural subject suffix –Ca ‘we’ is added to incompletive and completive verbs 

with various root-final consonants 

INCP COMP  
d + C1 = dd k-a-had-da d + C2 = di k-a-had-ia ‘hope’ 

j + C1 = jj k-a-muj-ja j + C2 = ji k-u-muj-ia ‘soften’ 

t + C1 = tt k-a-lut-ta t + C2 = ti k-u-lut-ia ‘accumulate’ 

th + C1 = thth k-ẽ-gẽth-tha th + C2 = thi k-e-geth-ia ‘gnaw’ 

c + C1 = cc k-e-dec-ca c + C2 = ci k-e-dec-ia ‘answer’ 

l + C1 = ll k-a-tal-la l + C2 = li k-a-tal-ia ‘please’ 

r + C1 = ry k-ẽ-ngẽr-ya r + C2 = ri k-e-nger-ia ‘divide’ 

w + C1 = yy k-a-bũy-ya w + C2 = yi k-u-buy-ia ‘cast spell’ 

ny + C1 = nyny k-õ-ngõny-nya ny + C2 = nyc k-õ-ngõny-ca ‘mix’ 

b + C1 = bj k-ẽ-cẽb-ja b + C2 = pt k-ẽ-cẽp-ta ‘tie’ 

v + C1 = vy k-ũũv-ya v + C2 = vt k-ũũv-ta ‘point’ 

m + C1 = mny k-a-rũm-nya m + C2 = mt k-ũ-rũm-ta ‘join’ 

n + C1 = nn k-a-cĩn-na n + C2 = nt k-ĩ-cĩn-ta ‘see’ 

ng + C1 = ngny k-a-bung-nya ng + C2 = ngt k-u-bung-ta ‘cover’ 

ũk + C1 = kn k-a-rũk-na ũk + C2 = kt k-ũ-rũk-ta ‘live’ 

õk + C1 = kj k-õõk-ja õk + C2 = kt k-õõk-ta ‘untie’ 

Vk + C1 = kc k-a-duk-ca Vk + C2 = kt k-u-duk-ta ‘eat’ 

 

The full paradigm for each verb is given below. The consonant of the first plural incompletive suffix -C1a ‘we’ 
is copied from stem-final consonants d, j, t, th, c, l, but the consonant in the completive suffix –C2a ‘we’ 
becomes i following these stem-final consonants. The consonant of the second plural suffixes -C1u ‘you(pl)’ and 
–C2u ‘you(pl)’ is copied from the stem in both the incompletive and completive forms. Only verbs with the 
stem-final consonants d, j, t, th, c, l and r, w of the charts below have different suffix-intial segments in first 
and second plural person completive forms. Verbs with all other stem-final consonants have the same suffix 

consonant in first and second plural forms. 
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Verb paradigms with various root-final consonants in incompletive and completive forms 

Consonant Tone INCP  COMP    
d H k-a-had-i [� � �] k-a-had-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘hope’ 

    a-had-i [� � �]   a-had-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-had [� �]   a-had [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-had-da [� � �] k-a-had-ia [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-had-du [� � �]   a-had-du [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-had [� �]   a-had-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
j H k-a-muj-i [� � �] k-u-muj-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘soften’ 

    a-muj-i [� � �]   u-muj-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.i 

    a-muj [� �]   u-muc [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-muj-ja [� � �] k-u-muj-ia [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-muj-ju [� � �]   u-muj-ju [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-muj-i [� � �]   u-muj-it [� � �] ‘they’  
t H k-a-lut-i [� � �] k-ũ-lũt-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘accumulate’ 

    a-lut-i [� � �]   u-lut-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-lũt [� �]   ũ-lũt [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-lũt-ta [� � �] k-u-lut-ia [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-lut-tu [� � �]   u-lut-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-lũt [� �]   ũ-lũt-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
th H k-e-geth-i [� � �] k-ẽ-gẽth-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘gnaw’ 

    e-geth-i [� � �]   e-geth-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    ẽ-gẽth [� �]   ẽ-gẽth [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-ẽ-gẽth-tha [� � �] k-e-geth-ia [� � �] ‘we’  
    e-geth-thu [� � �]   e-geth-thu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    ẽ-gẽth [� �]   ẽ-gẽth-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
c H k-e-dec-i [� � �] k-e-dec-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘answer’ 

    e-dec-i [� � �]   e-dec-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    e-dec [� �]   e-dec [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-e-dec-ca [� � �] k-e-dec-ia [� � �] ‘we’  
    e-dec-cu [� � �]   e-dec-cu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    e-dec [� �]   e-dec-it [� � �] ‘they’  
l H k-a-tal-i [� � �] k-a-tal-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘please’ 

    a-tal-i [� � �]   a-tal-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-tal [� �]   a-tal [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-tal-la [� � �] k-a-tal-ia [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-tal-lu [� � �]   a-tal-lu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-tal [� �]   a-tal-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
 

For stem-final consonants r and w, the consonant in both first and second plural suffixes becomes y in the 
incompletive forms and in the second plural completive, but becomes i in the first plural completive form. For 
stem-final consonant ny, in both persons the consonant is copied to the suffix in the incompletive, but becomes 
c in the completive.  
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Verb paradigms with various root-final consonants in incompletive and completive forms 

Consonant Tone INCP  COMP    
r H k-e-nger-i [� � �] k-ẽ-ngẽr-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘divide’ 

    e-nger-i [� � �]   e-nger-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    ẽ-ngẽr [� �]   ẽ-ngẽr [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-ẽ-ngẽr-ya [� � �] k-e-nger-ia [� � �] ‘we’  
    e-nger-yu [� � �]   e-nger-yu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    ẽ-ngẽr [� �]   ẽ-ngẽr-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
w H k-a-bu-i [� � �] k-ũ-bũw-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘cast spell’ 

    a-bu-i [� � �]   u-buw-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-bũ [� �]   ũ-bũ [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-bũy-ya [� � �] k-u-buy-ia [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-buy-yu [� � �]   u-buy-yu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-bũ [� �]   u-bu-ito [� � � �] ‘they’  
ny H k-o-ngony-i [� � �] k-õ-ngõny-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘mix’ 

    o-ngony-i [� � �]   o-ngony-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    õ-ngõny [� �]   õ-ngõny [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-õ-ngõny-nya [� � �] k-õ-ngõny-ca [� � �] ‘we’  
    o-ngony-nyu [� � �]   o-ngony-cu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    õ-ngõny [� �]   õ-ngõny-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
 

For stem-final consonants b, v, m, n, ng, in both first and second plural persons, the suffix consonant surfaces 
as various different consonants in the incompletive, but the suffix consonant becomes t in the completive. In 
the completive, a stem-final b becomes p before t. 
 

Verb paradigms with various root-final consonants in incompletive and completive forms 

Consonant Tone INCP  COMP    
b H k-e-ceb-i [� � �] k-ẽ-cẽb-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘tie’ 

    e-ceb-i [� � �]   e-ceb-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    ẽ-cẽb [� �]   ẽ-cẽb [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-ẽ-cẽb-ja [� � �] k-ẽ-cẽp-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    e-ceb-ju [� � �]   e-cep-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    ẽ-cẽb [� �]   ẽ-cẽb-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
v H k-uuv-i [� �] k-ũũv-a [� �] ‘I’ ‘point’ 

    uuv-i [� �]   uuv-u [� �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    ũũv [�]   ũũv [�] ‘(s)he’  
  k-ũũv-ya [� �] k-ũũv-ta [� �] ‘we’  
    uuv-yu [� �]   uuv-tu [� �] ‘you PL’  
    ũũv [�]   ũũv-ito [� � �] ‘they’  
m H k-a-rum-i [� � �] k-ũ-rũm-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘join’ 

    a-rum-i [� � �]   u-rum-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-rũm [� �]   ũ-rũm [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-rũm-nya [� � �] k-ũ-rũm-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-rum-nyu [� � �]   u-rum-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-rũm [� �]   ũ-rũm-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
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n H k-a-cin-i [� � �] k-ĩ-cĩn-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘see’ 

    a-cin-i [� � �]   i-cin-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-cĩn [� �]   ĩ-cĩn [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-cĩn-na [� � �] k-ĩ-cĩn-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-cin-nu [� � �]   i-cin-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-cĩn [� �]   ĩ-cĩn-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
ng H k-a-bung-i [� � �] k-u-bung-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘cover’ 

    a-bung-i [� � �]   u-bung-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-bung [� �]   u-bung [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-bung-nya [� � �] k-u-bung-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-bung-nyu [� � �]   u-bung-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-bung [� �]   ubung-it [� � �] ‘they’  
 

 

For stem-final ũk, the suffix consonant becomes n in the incompletive, whereas for stem-final õk, the consonant 
becomes j. For all other vowels before stem-final k, the suffix consonant becomes c in the incompletive. In the 
completive, the suffix consonant always becomes t for stem-final k, regardless of the stem vowel. 
 

Verb paradigms with various root-final vowels before /k/ in incompletive and completive forms 

Vowel + k Tone INCP  COMP    
ũk H k-a-rug-i [� � �] k-ũ-rũg-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘live’ 

    a-rug-i [� � �]   u-rug-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.i 

    a-rũg-i [� � �]   ũ-rũk [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-rũk-na [� � �] k-ũ-rũk-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-ruk-nu [� � �]   u-ruk-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-rũg-i [� � �]   ũ-rũg-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
õk H k-oog-i [� �] k-õõg-a [� �] ‘I’ ‘untie’ 

    oog-i [� �]   oog-u [� �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    õõk [�]   õõk [�] ‘(s)he’  
  k-õõk-ja [� �] k-õõk-ta [� �] ‘we’  
    ook-ju [� �]   ook-tu [� �] ‘you PL’  
    õõk [�]   oog-ito [� � �] ‘they’  
        
uk H k-a-du-i [� � �] k-u-duw-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘eat’ 

    a-du-i [� � �]   u-duw-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-duk [� �]   u-duk [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-duk-ca [� � �] k-u-duk-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-duk-cu [� � �]   u-duk-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-duk [� �]   u-du-it [� � �] ‘they’  
ik H k-a-ri-i [� � �] k-i-rih-a ? [� � �] ‘I’ ‘flow’ 

    a-ri-i [� � �]   i-riw-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.i 

    a-rik [� �]   i-rik [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-rik-ca [� � �] k-i-rik-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-rik-cu [� � �]   i-rik-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-rik [� �]   i-rih-it [� � �] ‘they’  
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ek H k-e-re-i [� � �] k-e-reh-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘grind’ 

    e-re-i [� � �]   e-rew-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    e-rek [� �]   e-rek [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-e-rek-ca [� � �] k-e-rek-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    e-rek-cu [� � �]   e-rek-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    e-rek [� �]   e-re-it [� � �] ‘they’  
ok L k-o-co-i [� � �] k-o-cow-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘soak’ ? 

    o-co-i [� � �]   o-cow-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    o-cok [� �]   o-cok [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-o-cok-ca [� � �] k-o-cok-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    o-cok-cu [� � �]   o-cok-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    o-cok [� �]   o-co-ito [� � � �] ‘they’  
ak H k-a-da-i [� � �] k-a-dah-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘bite’ 

    a-da-i [� � �]   a-daw-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.i 

    a-dak [� �]   a-dak [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-dak-ca [� � �] k-a-dak-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-dak-cu [� � �]   a-dak-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-dak [� �]   a-da-it [� � �] ‘they’  
kk H k-a-tduk-i [� � �] k-u-tduk-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘throw away’ 

    a-tduk-i [� � �]   u-tduk-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-tduk [� �]   u-tduk [� �] ‘(s)he’  
  k-a-tduk-ca [� � �] k-u-tduk-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-tduk-cu [� � �]   u-tduk-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-tduk [� �]   u-tduk-it [� � �] ‘they’  
 

There are similar changes that take place in the actor verbal noun suffixes –Cok, -Cak. The initial consonant –
C of both suffixes surfaces as i following all stem-final consonants, where C2 becomes i in completive verbs with 
first plural nominative suffix. When following all other consonants, the initial consonant –C of both suffixes 
becomes the same consonant as C1 does in incompletive verbs with first plural nominative suffix. One exception 

is that –C becomes i following root-final n in the verbal noun suffixes. In addition, verbal nouns with C1 
consonant-final segments can optionally have i in the suffix in addition to the change of the initial suffix 
consonant –C.  
 

Changes when the verbal noun suffixes –Cok and -Cak are added to verbs with various root-final 
consonants 
   Action V Noun Actor V Noun  
d + C2 = di had-iok had-iak ‘hope’ 

j + C2 = ji muj-iok muj-iak ‘soften’ 

t + C2 = ti lut-iok lut-iak ‘accumulate’ 

th + C2 = thi geth-iok geth-iak ‘gnaw’ 

c + C2 = ci dec-iok dec-iak ‘answer’ 

l + C2 = li tal-iok tal-iak ‘please’ 

r + C1 = ry nger-yok, -yiok nger-yak, -yiak ‘divide’ 

w + C1 = yy buy-yok, -yiok buy-yak, -yiak ‘cast spell’ 

ny + C1 = nyny muny-nyok, -nyiok muny-nyak, -nyiak ‘crush’ 

b + C1 = bj ceb-jok, -jiok ceb-jak, -jiak ‘tie’ 
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v + C1 = vy uuv-yok, -yiok uuv-yak, -yiak ‘point’ 

m + C1 = mny rum-nyok ?, -yiok rum-nyak ?, -nyiak ‘join’ 

n + C1 = ni cin-iok, -niok cin-iak, -niak ‘see’ 

ng + C1 = ngny bung-nyok, -nyiok bung-nyak, -nyiak ‘cover’ 

ũk + C1 = kn rũk-nok ?, -niok rũk-nak ?, -niak ‘live’ 

õk + C1 = kj ook-jok, -jiok ook-jak, -jiak ‘untie’ 

Vk + C1 = kc duk-cok, -ciok duk-cak, -ciak ‘eat’ 

 

2.2 Vowel-final underived verbs 
 

Only 22 verbs were found to be vowel-final, taking the imperative plural suffix –c or -eec. The nominative 
suffixes on incompletive and completive paradigms do not change from one vowel-final verb to another, 

regardless of final vowel.  

 

Nominative affixes on vowel-final verbs 

Incompletive Completive  
Prefix Suffix Prefix  Suffix  
k-V1-  k-V2- -wa 'I' 

  V1-    V2- -wu 'You(sg)' 

  V1-    V2-  'He/she' 

k-V1- -ya k-V2- -ya 'We' 

  V1- -yu   V2- -yu 'You(pl)' 

  V1-    V2- -co 'They' 

 

The [+ATR] suffixes -wu COMP ‘you(sg)’ and -yu ‘you(pl)’ spread [+ATR] quality to the verb stem. The suffix 
–co COMP ‘they’ always surfaces with [+ATR] quality but does not spread the quality to the verb stem. Prefix 
vowels are the same as for consonant-final verbs, becoming a in the incompletive forms of stems with high 
vowels, and copying the vowel in stems with non-high vowels. However, there are a few verbs such as thaa/i-
thaa-c ‘greet, say farewell’ which take a prefix vowel i instead of copying the root vowel. Vowels lengthen in 
monosyllabic open-syllable nouns and verbs. Short root vowels lengthen before the third plural suffix –co 
COMP ‘they’ and the imperative plural suffix –c is added. 
 

Verb paradigms with various root-final vowels in incompletive and completive forms (-/-c) 

Vowel Tone IMP SG IMP PL INCP  COMP    
i L [�] [� �] ka-thi [� �] ki-thi-wa [� � �] ‘I’ ‘die, loose’ 

  thii i-thii-c  a-thi [� �]  i-thi-wu [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.i 

     a-thi [� �]  i-thi [� �] ‘(s)he’  
    ka-thi-ya [� � �] ki-thi-ya [� � �] ‘we’  
     a-thi-yu [� � �]  i-thi-yu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
     a-thi [� �]  i-thii-co [� � �] ‘they’  
a H [�] [� �] ka-da [� �] ka-da-wa [� � �] ‘I’ ‘bury’ 

  daa a-daa-c  a-da [� �]  a-da-wu [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

     a-da [� �]  a-da [� �] ‘(s)he’  
    ka-da-ya [� � �] ka-da-ya [� � �] ‘we’  
     a-da-yu [� � �]  a-da-yu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
     a-da [� �]  a-daa-co [� � �] ‘they’  
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ẽ L [�] [� �] kẽ-tẽ [� �] kẽ-tẽ-wa [� � �] ‘I’ ‘skin’ 

  tẽẽ  ẽ-tẽẽ-c  ẽ-tẽ [� �]  e-te-wu [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t  

     ẽ-tẽ [� �]  ẽ-t [�] ‘(s)he’  
    kẽ-tẽ-ya [� � �] kẽ-tẽ-ya [� � �] ‘we’  
     e-te-yu [� � �]  e-te-yu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
     ẽ-tẽ [� �]  ẽ-tẽẽ-co [� � �] ‘they’  
 

The other affixes on vowel-final verbs are similar to that of consonant-final verbs, the main differences being 

that there is no suffix on singular imperative forms, the plural imperative suffix is –c or –eec, passive and 
action verbal noun suffixes begin with -w, and actor verbal noun suffixes begin with -y. 
 

Other affixes on underived vowel-final verbs 

IMP SG IMP PL PAS SUBJ Action VN Actor VN 

Suffix Prefix Suffix Prefix Suffix Prefix Suffix Suffix 

- V2- -c 

-eec 
V2- -we kV2- -wen(e)t, 

-win(i)t 
-yok, 

-yak 
 

As with consonant-final stems, vowel-final stems in the imperative plural, passive, and subjunctive forms take a 

copy vowel prefix of the stem.  

 

Various vowel-final verb paradigms in imperative singular and plural, passive, subjunctive, and verbal 

noun forms 

Vowel Tone IMP SG IMP PL PAS SUBJ 

3sN COMP 
Action  

VN-NOM 
Actor 

VN ACC 
 

  [�] [� �]  [� �] [� � �] [� �]  
i L thii i-thii-c --- ki-thii thi-went-i thi-yok ‘die’ 

  [�] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �]  
a H daa a-daa-c a-da-we ka-daa da-wint-i da-yok ‘bury’ 

  [�] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �]  
ẽ L tẽẽ ẽ-tẽẽ-c e-te-we kẽ-tẽẽ tẽ-wint-i te-yok ‘skin’ 

 

2.3 Verb tone 
 

2.3.1 Root tone 
 

Now we present tone of verb roots followed by tone of verb stems. After discussing a chart of tone contrasts in 

monomorphemic verb roots, we present the contrastive tones on suffixes and prefixes that attach to roots. 

Finally, after presenting the tonal changes caused by the tone of each affix individually, we present all the verb 

forms with their affixes together in the same pair of charts, grouped by syllable patterns.  

 

Whereas five contrastive melodies are found in nouns, only three contrastive melodies are found in verbs. In 

verbs, even more than in nouns, tone melodies are affected by the syllable pattern. There are seven main 

syllable patterns for monomorphemic verb roots, the most common of which are CVC, CVVC, and CVCVC. In 

the chart below, the number of verbs with each syllable pattern and underlying root tone melody is given in 

parentheses. The imperative singular form is used since it is a better representation of the root tone than other 

forms.  
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Tone melodies of various syllable patterns on verb roots in imperative singular form 

 CVC CVVC VVC CVV Disyl change  CVCVC VVCVC CVCVVC 

H [� �]  [� �] [�] H → HL [� � �] [� � 	]  

 cĩn-ũ   ũũv-ũ daa  luguny-u uumur-u  
 ‘see’ (58)  ‘point’ (5) ‘bury’ (1)  ‘hide’ (23) ‘chase’ (4)  
L [� �] [� �]  [�] L → LH [� � �] [� � 	]  

 tũny-ũ duul-u  tẽẽ  mĩnkĩt-ũ aakat- ũ  
 ‘wash’ (5) ‘break’ 16)  ‘skin’ (3)  ‘be soft’ (3) ‘be bitter’ (3)  
Lh [� �] [� �]  [�]  [� � �]  [� � �] 

 buw-u cĩĩn-ũ  thaa  thĩrar-ũ  tithoon-u 

 ‘open’ (5) ‘curse’ (15)  ‘greet’ (3)  ‘hear’ (5)  ‘sneeze’ (3) 

 

The three melodies H, L, Lh are not contrastive in the imperative singular form in any one syllable pattern. In 

all verb syllable patterns, the contrast between at least some tonal melodies is neutralized. However, as will be 

seen from the tonal contrasts of the verb form of each syllable pattern, which follow shortly, there are enough 

contrasts to validate three tone melodies. For example, in third singular incompletive form, a-tũny [� �] ‘he 
washes’ and a-buk [� �] ‘he opens’ have contrastive tone, but the contrast is neutralized in the imperative 
singular form as shown in the chart above. In third singular incompletive form, a-luguny [� � �] ‘he hides’ and 
a-mĩnkĩt [� � �] ‘he is soft’ have contrastive tone, but the contrast is neutralized in the imperative singular 
form as shown in the chart above.  

 

In disyllabic verbs there are no High or Low tone melodies represented on imperative singular forms, but only 

HL, LH and Lh. It is therefore posited that in disyllabic verbs, High tone melody becomes HL and Low tone 

melody becomes LH.  

 

2.3.2 Tone of nominative affixes on verbs 
 

In this section, we present the tone of nominative affixes on consonant-final underived verbs5. In the next 

section, we present the tone of other affixes on the same verb forms. First we present a chart which lists the 

tone of various nominative affixes, then a discussion of each individual suffix tone type with example verbs.  

 

All prefixes have no underlying tone (NUT) and usually surface with the first root tone. There are eight suffixes 

with HL tone and two with LH replacement tone. Third person nominative forms without suffixes generally 

surface with underlying tone, but Low root tone melody changes to High tone, LH root tone melody changes to 

HL in third plural incompletive forms, and HL root tone melody changes to LH in third singular completive 

forms. 

                                           
5 More data is needed to determine the tone of vowel-final verbs. 
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Tone of nominative affixes on consonant-final verbs 

Incompletive Completive  
Prefix Suffix Prefix Suffix  
k-V1- NUT -i HL k-V2- NUT -a HL 'I' 

  V1- NUT -i HL   V2- NUT -u LH(R) 'You(sg)' 

  V1- NUT  L → H   V2- NUT  L → H 

HL → LH 
'He/she' 

k-V1- NUT -C1a HL k-V2- NUT -C2a HL 'We' 

  V1- NUT -C1u HL   V2- NUT -C2u HL 'You(pl)' 

  V1- NUT  L → H 

LH → HL 
  V2- NUT -ĩt HL 'They' 

      -ito LH(R) ‘They’ 

 

There are eight nominative person suffixes with HL tone, four of which are found on incompletive forms and 

four of which are on completive forms: -i INCP ‘I’, -i INCP ‘you(sg)’, -C1a INCP ‘we’, -C1u INCP ‘you(pl)’, -a 
COMP ‘I’, -C2a COMP ‘we’, -C2u COMP ‘you(pl)’, -ĩt COMP ‘they’. Similar to the HL tone on ablative –a, 
genitive SG –o, and genitive PL –ak suffixes on nouns with singular suffixes, the nominative person suffixes 
with underlying HL tone only surface with one tone. The person prefixes (k)V1-, (k)V2- have no underlying 
tone (NUT) and the first root tone spreads leftward to prefixes with vowels. The Lh melody on long root vowels 

surfaces as Low rising tone (r), whereas on short vowels surfaces as High (with Low on a following syllable).  

 

HL tone suffixes -i INCP ‘I’, -i INCP ‘you(sg)’, -C1a INCP ‘we’, -C1u INCP ‘you(pl)’, -a COMP ‘I’, 
 -C2a COMP ‘we’, -C2u COMP ‘you(pl)’, -ĩt COMP ‘they’ on CVC and CVVC root verbs 
Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG 1pN COMP  
     [� �] [� � �]  
H CVC NUT – H – HL = H – H – L cĩn-ũ kĩ-cĩn-ta ‘see’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
L CVC NUT – L – HL =  L – H – L tũny-ũ kũ-tũny-ca ‘wash’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVVC  = L – H – L duul-u ku-duul-ia ‘break’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
Lh CVC NUT – Lh – HL =  L – H – L buw-u ku-buk-ta ‘open’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVVC  = L – r – L cĩĩn-ũ kĩ-cĩĩn-ta ‘curse’ 

 

On disyllabic verbs, a High root tone melody becomes HL, a Low tone melody becomes LH, and Lh remains Lh. 

Verbs with root tone changed to HL and LH both surface as L – L – H when a HL suffix is added. The HL suffix 

on HL verbs, resulting in L – H, is the same tone change as when HL ablative –a, genitive singular –o and 
genitive plural –u suffixes are attached to HL nouns with singular suffixes (rima-c [� �] / rima-c-a [� � �] 
‘firewood’; HL – HL = L - H). In verbs with LH and Lh tone melodies, the two High tones adjacent through 

morphology are combined. Low tone spreads leftward to the prefix in each verb tone melody. 
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HL tone suffixes -i INCP ‘I’, -i INCP ‘you(sg)’, -C1a INCP ‘we’, -C1u INCP ‘you(pl)’,  
-a COMP ‘I’, -C2a COMP ‘we’, -C2u COMP ‘you(pl)’on CVCVC root verbs 
Disyllabic change UT  ST IMP SG 1pN ‘we’  
    [� � �] [� � � �]  
H → HL NUT – HL – HL = L – L – H luguny-u ku-luguny-ta ‘hide’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
L → LH NUT – LH – HL =  L – L – H mĩnkĩt-ũ ki-minkit-ia ‘be soft’ 

    [� � �] [� � � �]  
Lh NUT – Lh – HL =  L – LH – L thĩrar-ũ kĩ-thĩrar-ya ‘hear’ 

 

The second singular completive suffix –u ‘you(sg)’ has LH replacement tone. All verbs with this suffix surface 
with L – L – H tone, regardless of the underlying tone melody or syllable pattern. 

 

LH replacement tone on –u 2sN COMP ‘you (sg)’ 
Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG 1pN COMP  
     [� �] [� � �]  
H CVC NUT – H – LH(R) = L – L – H cĩn-ũ i-cin-u ‘see’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
L CVC NUT – L – LH(R) =  L – L – H tũny-ũ u-tuny-u ‘wash’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVVC  = L – L – H duul-u u-duul-u ‘break’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
Lh CVC NUT – Lh – LH(R) =  L – L – H buw-u u-buw-u ‘open’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVVC  = L – L – H cĩĩn-ũ i-ciin-u ‘curse’ 

     [� � �] [� � � �]  
 CVCVC  = L – L – H thĩrar-ũ i-thirar-u ‘hear’ 

     [� � �] [� � � �]  
H → HL CVCVC NUT – HL – LH(R) = L – L – H luguny-u u-luguny-u ‘hide’ 

     [� � �] [� � � �]  
L → LH CVCVC NUT – LH – LH(R) = L – L – H mĩnkĩt-ũ i-minkit-u ‘be soft’ 

 

Third singular nominative incompletive verbs attach no suffix. Verbs with Low root tone surface with High 

tone, but verbs with all other root tone melodies surface with the root tone.  

 

Tone of third singular nominative incompletive verbs 

Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG 3sN INCP  
     [� �] [� �]  
H CVC NUT – H = H – H cĩn-ũ a-cĩn ‘see’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
L CVC NUT – L =  H – H tũny-ũ a-tũny ‘wash’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
 CVVC  = H – H duul-u a-duul ‘break’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
Lh CVC NUT – Lh =  L – H buw-u a-buk ‘open’ 
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     [� �] [� �]  
 CVVC  = L – r cĩĩn-ũ a-cĩĩn ‘curse’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC  = L – H thĩrar-ũ a-thĩrar ‘hear’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
H → HL CVCVC NUT – HL = H – HL luguny-u a-luguny ‘hide’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
L → LH CVCVC NUT – LH = L – LH mĩnkĩt-ũ a-mĩnkĩt ‘be soft’ 

 

Third plural nominative incompletive verbs have the same form and surface tone as third singular incompletive 

verbs except for verbs with LH root tone which surface as H – HL, the same as verbs with HL root tone.  

 

Tone of third plural nominative incompletive verbs 

Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG 3pN INCP  
     [� �] [� �]  
H CVC NUT – H = H – H cĩn-ũ a-cĩn ‘see’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
L CVC NUT – L =  H – H tũny-ũ a-tũny ‘wash’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
 CVVC  = H – H duul-u a-duul ‘break’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
Lh CVC NUT – Lh =  L – H buw-u a-buk ‘open’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
 CVVC  = L – r cĩĩn-ũ a-cĩĩn ‘curse’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC  = L – H thĩrar-ũ a-thĩrar ‘hear’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
H → HL CVCVC NUT – HL = H – HL luguny-u a-luguny ‘hide’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
L → LH CVCVC NUT – LH = H – HL mĩnkĩt-ũ a-mĩnkĩt ‘be soft’ 

 

Third singular nominative completive verbs have the same form and surface tone as third singular incompletive 

verbs except for verbs with HL root tone which surface as L – LH, the same as verbs with LH root tone. 

 

Tone of third singular nominative completive verbs 

Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG 3pN INCP  
     [� �] [� �]  
H CVC NUT – H = H – H cĩn-ũ ĩ-cĩn ‘see’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
L CVC NUT – L =  H – H tũny-ũ ũ-tũny ‘wash’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
 CVVC  = H – H duul-u u-duul ‘break’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
Lh CVC NUT – Lh =  L – H buw-u u-buk ‘open’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
 CVVC  = L – r cĩĩn-ũ ĩ-cĩĩn ‘curse’ 
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     [� � �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC  = L – H thĩrar-ũ ĩ-thĩrar ‘hear’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
H → HL CVCVC NUT – HL = L – LH luguny-u u-luguny ‘hide’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
L → LH CVCVC NUT – LH = L – LH mĩnkĩt-ũ ĩ-mĩnkĩt ‘be soft’ 

 

The suffix of third plural nominative completive forms depends on the tone melody. All verbs with H, HL, LH 

tone melodies attach the third plural suffix –it with HL tone, whereas all verbs with L and Lh tone melodies 
attach the third plural suffix –ito with LH replacement tone. The tone changes with the HL third plural suffix –
it are the same changes as with the other HL person suffixes. The third plural suffix –ito has the same LH 
replacement tone as the second singular completive suffix –u, although the third plural suffix has two syllables 
instead of one. 

 

Third plural nominative completive suffixes –it ‘they’ with HL and –ito ‘they’ with LH(R) 
Suffix Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG 3pN INCP  
      [� �] [� � �]  
-ĩt H CVC NUT – H – HL = H – H – L cĩn-ũ ĩ-cĩn-ĩt ‘see’ 

      [� �] [� � � �]  
-ito L CVC NUT – L – LH(R) =  L – L – LH tũny-ũ u-tuny-ito ‘wash’ 

      [� �] [� � � �]  
  CVVC  = L – L – LH duul-u u-duul-ito ‘break’ 

      [� �] [� � � �]  
 Lh CVC NUT – Lh – LH(R) =  L – L – LH buw-u u-bu-ito ‘open’ 

      [� �] [� � � �]  
  CVVC  = L – L – LH cĩĩn-ũ i-ciin-ito ‘curse’ 

      [� � �] [� � � � �]  
  CVCVC  = L – L – LH thĩrar-ũ i-thirar-ito ‘hear’ 

      [� � �] [� � � �]  
-ĩt H → HL CVCVC NUT – HL – HL = L – L – H luguny-u u-luguny-it ‘hide’ 

      [� � �] [� � � �]  
 L → LH CVCVC NUT – LH – HL = L – L – H mĩnkĩt-ũ ĩ-mĩnkĩt-ĩt ‘be soft’ 

 

2.3.3 Tone of other affixes of underived verbs 
 

We now discuss the tone of other affixes of underived verbs, listed in the chart below and followed by a 

discussion of each affix with examples. All prefixes as well as the imperative singular suffix have no underlying 

tone. The passive suffix has High tone, and the other suffixes have replacement tone. 

 

Tone of other affixes on underived consonant-final verbs 

IMP SG IMP PL PAS SUBJ Action VN Actor VN 

Suffix Prefix Suffix Prefix Suffix Prefix Suffix Suffix 

-ũ NUT V2- NUT -ĩt L(R) V2- NUT -e H kV2- NUT -en(e)t, 

-in(i)t 
LHL(R) -Cok, 

-Cak 
LH(R) 
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The imperative singular suffix – ũ has no underlying tone and the final root tone is copied to the suffix vowel. 
However, different from what one would expect imperative singular verbs with LH root tone melody surface as 

H – L instead of as L – H6.  

 

No underlying tone on imperative singular suffix - ũ 

Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG  
     [� �]  
H CVC H – NUT = H – H cĩn-ũ ‘see’ 

     [� �]  
L CVC L – NUT =  L – L tũny-ũ ‘wash’ 

     [� �]  
 CVVC  = L – L duul-u ‘break’ 

     [� �]  
Lh CVC Lh – NUT =  L – L buw-u ‘open’ 

     [� �]  
 CVVC  = L – L cĩĩn-ũ ‘curse’ 

     [� � �]  
 CVCVC  = L – L thĩrar-ũ ‘hear’ 

     [� � �]  
H → HL CVCVC HL – NUT = H – L luguny-u ‘hide’ 

     [� � �]  
L → LH CVCVC LH – NUT = H – L mĩnkĩt-ũ ‘be soft’ 

 

The imperative plural suffix –ĩt has L replacement tone7 and all imperative plural verbs surface with L tone 
regardless of the root tone melody or syllable pattern. Low tone spreads leftward to the toneless prefix vowel. 

 

L replacement tone on imperative plural suffix -ĩt 

Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG IMP PL  
     [� �] [� � �]  
H CVC NUT – H – L(R) = L – L – L cĩn-ũ ĩ-cĩn-ĩt ‘see’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
L CVC NUT – L – L(R) =  L – L – L tũny-ũ ũ-tũny-ĩt ‘wash’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVVC  = L – L – L duul-u u-duul-it ‘break’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
Lh CVC NUT – Lh – L(R) =  L – L – L buw-u u-buw-it ‘open’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVVC  = L – L – L cĩĩn-ũ ũ-cĩĩn-ĩt ‘curse’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC  = L – L – L thĩrar-ũ ĩ-thĩrar-ĩt ‘hear’ 

 

                                           
6 Since imperative forms were not elicited in a frame with Low tone after, the end of the phrase probably 
causes imperatives with Lh tone melody to surface as L – L instead of as L – H. 
7 Or, if the end of the phrase is causing final tone to lower, the imperative plural suffix could have Lh 
replacement tone. 
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     [� � �] [� � � �]  
H → HL CVCVC NUT – HL – L(R) = L – L – L luguny-u u-luguny-it ‘hide’ 

     [� � �] [� � � �]  
L → LH CVCVC NUT – LH – L(R) = L – L – L mĩnkĩt-ũ ĩ-mĩnkĩt-ĩt ‘be soft’ 

 

The passive suffix –e has High tone. Passive verbs with HL or LH root tone surface as L – L – H, much like verbs 
with HL person suffixes. However, passive verbs with L root tone surface as H – H – H, instead of as L – L – H 

as one would expect. The verb mĩnkĩt-ũ ‘be soft’ with LH is intransitive and has no passive, thus the verb ũdũt-
ũ ‘complete’ is used in the chart below in its place. 
 

H tone on passive suffix -e 

Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG PAS  
     [� �] [� � �]  
H CVC NUT – H – H = H – H – H cĩn-ũ ĩ-cĩn-e ‘see’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
L CVC NUT – L – H =  H – H – H tũny-ũ ũ-tũny-e ‘wash’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVVC  = H – H – H duul-u u-duul-e ‘break’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
Lh CVC NUT – Lh – H =  L – L – H buw-u u-buw-e ‘open’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVVC  = L – L – H cĩĩn-ũ ĩ-cĩĩn-e ‘curse’ 

     [� � �] [� � � �]  
 CVCVC  = L – LH – H thĩrar-ũ ĩ-thĩrar-e ‘hear’ 

     [� � �] [� � � �]  
H → HL CVCVC NUT – HL – H = L – L – H luguny-u u-luguny-e ‘hide’ 

     [� � 	] [� � �]  
L → LH VCVC NUT – LH – H = L – L – H ũdũt-ũ ũdũt-e ‘complete’ 

 

The third singular subjunctive prefix kV2-, which takes a copy vowel of the root, as in completive forms with 
nominative suffixes, has no underlying tone. The third singular subjunctive form has the same segments and 

surface tone as the third singular completive form, except that the subjunctive form has an added k in the 
prefix. In third singular subjunctive verbs, as well as in third singular completive forms, verbs with Low root 

tone surface as H – H, and verbs with HL root tone surface as L – LH.  

 

No underlying tone on third singular completive subjunctive prefix kV2- 

Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG 3s SUBJ  
     [� �] [� �]  
H CVC NUT – H = H – H  cĩn-ũ kĩ-cĩn ‘see’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
L CVC NUT – L =  H – H tũny-ũ kũ-tũny ‘wash’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
 CVVC  = H – H duul-u ku-duul ‘break’ 

     [� �] [� �] ?  
Lh CVC NUT – Lh =  L – H buw-u ku-buk ‘open’ 
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     [� �] [� �] ?  
 CVVC  = L – r cĩĩn-ũ kĩ-cĩĩn ‘curse’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC  = L – LH thĩrar-ũ kĩ-thĩrar ‘hear’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
H → HL CVCVC NUT – HL = L – LH luguny-u ku-luguny ‘hide’ 

     [� � �] [� � �]  
L → LH CVCVC NUT – LH = L – LH mĩnkĩt-ũ kĩ-mĩnkĩt ‘be soft’ 

 

The verbal noun suffix –en(e)t has LHL replacement tone, and all verbal nouns with this suffix have L – HL 
tone regardless of the root tone melody or syllable pattern. In the chart below, verbal nouns are listed with the 

nominative case suffix –i with Low tone attached, and are also listed in isolation without the nominative case 
suffix. 

 

LHL replacement tone on singular verbal noun suffix –en(e)t 
Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG V Noun NOM ISO  
     [� �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
H CVC H – LH(R) – L = L – HL – L  cĩn-ũ cĩn-en(e)t-i cĩn-enet ‘see’ 

     [� �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
L CVC L – LH(R) – L =  L – HL – L tũny-ũ tuny-en(e)t-i tuny-enet ‘wash’ 

     [� �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
 CVVC  = L – HL – L duul-u duul-en(e)t-i duul-enet ‘break’ 

     [� �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
Lh CVC Lh – LH(R) – L =  L – HL– L buw-u buw-en(e)t-i buw-enet ‘open’ 

     [� �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
 CVVC  = L – HL – L cĩĩn-ũ cĩĩn-en(e)t-i cĩĩn-enet ‘curse’ 

     [� � �] [� � � � �] [� � � �]  
 CVCVC  = L – HL – L thĩrar-ũ thĩrar-in(e)t-i thĩrar-inet ‘hear’ 

     [� � �] [� � � � �] [� � � �]  
H → HL CVCVC HL – LH(R) – L = L – HL – L luguny-u luguny-en(e)t-i luguny-enet ‘hide’ 

     [� � �] [� � � � �] [� � � �]  
L → LH CVCVC LH – LH(R) – L = L – HL – L mĩnkĩt-ũ mĩnkĩt-en(e)t-i mĩnkĩt-enet ‘be soft’ 

 

Actor verbal nouns with suffixes –Cok, –Cak have LH replacement tone. However, the tone does not always 
surface as LH in verb roots with underlying High tone. In the accusative case, approximately two-thirds of 

verbal nouns attaching these suffixes to High tone roots have H – H tone, and approximately one-third have L – 

H tone. However in the isolation form, these verbal nouns with root High tone all have Low tone. 

 

LH replacement tone on plural verbal noun suffixes –Cok, -Cak 
Root SYL UT  ST IMP SG V Noun ACC V Noun ISO  
     [� �] [� �] [� �]  
H CVC H – LH(R) = H – H tar-ũ tar-yok tar-yok ‘taste’ 

     [� �] [� �] [� �]  
   = L – H vir-u vir-yok vir-yok ‘flee, run’ 

     [� �] [� �] [� �]  
L CVC L – LH(R) =  L – H tũny-ũ tuny-nyok tuny-nyok ‘wash’ 
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     [� �] [� �] [� �]  
 CVVC  = L – H duul-u duul-iok duul-iok ‘break’ 

     [� �] [� �] [� �]  
Lh CVC Lh – LH(R) =  L – H buw-u buk-cok buk-cok ‘open’ 

     [� �] [� �] [� �]  
 CVVC  = L – H cĩĩn-ũ ciin-iok ciin-iok ‘curse’ 

     [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC  = L – H tivil-u tivil-iok tivil-iok ‘sweep’ 

     [� � �] [� � �] [� � �]  
H → HL CVCVC HL – LH(R) = L – H luguny-u luguny-nyok luguny-nyok ‘hide’ 

     [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] ?  
L → LH CVCVC LH – LH(R) = L – H mĩnkĩt-ũ minkit-iok minkit-iok ‘be soft’ 

 

We now present various verb forms together in the same charts according to syllable pattern so that the reader 

can compare the tonal changes with the underlying root tone. First, all nominative person forms are listed in a 

chart along with singular and plural imperatives. Then passive, subjunctive, and verbal noun forms are listed in 

a second chart, along with singular and plural imperatives of the same verbs for easy reference. There are four 

pairs of charts for monosyllabic verb roots CVC, CVVC, VVC, CVV, then three pairs of charts for disyllabic verb 

roots CVCVC, VVCVC, CVCVVC. 

 

CVC verb paradigms with various tone melodies in incompletive and completive forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL INCP  COMP    
H [� �] [� � �] k-a-cin-i [� � �] k-ĩ-cĩn-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘see’ 

58 cĩn-ũ ĩ-cĩn-ĩt   a-cin-i [� � �]   i-cin-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

     a-cĩn [� �]   ĩ-cĩn [� �] ‘(s)he’  
   k-a-cĩn-na [� � �] k-ĩ-cĩn-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
     a-cin-nu [� � �]   i-cin-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
     a-cĩn [� �]   ĩ-cĩn-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
L [� �] [� � �] k-a-tuny-i [� � �] k-ũ-tũny-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘wash’ 

5 tũny-ũ ũ-tũny-ĩt   a-tuny-i [� � �]   u-tuny-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

     a-tũny [� �]   ũ-tũny [� �] ‘(s)he’  
   k-a-tũny-nya [� � �] k-ũ-tũny-ca [� � �] ‘we’  
     a-tuny-nyu [� � �]   u-tuny-cu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
     a-tũny [� �]   u-tuny-ito [� � � �] ‘they’  
Lh [� �] [� � �] ka-bu-i [� � �] ku-buw-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘open’ 

5 buw-u u-buw-it  a-bu-i [� � �]  u-buw-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-buk [� �]  u-buk [� �] ‘(s)he’  
   ka-buk-ca [� � �] ku-buk-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-buk-cu [� � �]  u-buk-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-buk [� �]  u-bu-ito [� � � �] ‘they’  
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CVC verbs with various tone melodies in imperative singular and plural, passive, subjunctive, 

and verbal noun forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL PAS 3s SUBJ Action VN Actor VN  
 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �]  
H cĩn-ũ ĩ-cĩn-ĩt ĩ-cĩn-e kĩ-cĩn cĩn-ent-i cin-iok ‘see’ 

 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �]  
L tũny-ũ ũ-tũny-ĩt ũ-tũny-e kũ-tũny tuny-ent-i tuny-nyok ‘wash’ 

 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �]  
Lh buw-u u-buw-it u-buw-e ku-buk buw-ent-i buk-cok ‘open’ 

 

CVVC verb paradigms with various tone melodies in incompletive and completive forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL INCP  COMP    
L [� �] [� � �] k-a-duul-i [� � �] k-u-duul-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘break’  

16 duul-u u-duul-it   a-duul-i [� � �]   u-duul-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

     a-duul [� �]   u-duul [� �] ‘(s)he’  
   k-a-duul-la [� � �] k-u-duul-ia [� � �] ‘we’  
     a-duul-lu [� � �]   u-duul-lu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
     a-duul [� �]   u-duul-ito [� � � �] ‘they’  
Lh [� �] [� � �] k-a-ciin-i [� � �] k-ĩ-cĩĩn-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘curse’  

15 cĩĩn-ũ ũ-cĩĩn-ĩt   a-ciin-i [� � �]   i-ciin-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

     a-cĩĩn [� �]   ĩ-cĩĩn [� �] ‘(s)he’  
   k-a-cĩĩn-na [� � �] k-ĩ-cĩĩn-ta [� � �] ‘we’  
     a-ciin-nu [� � �]   i-ciin-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
     a-cĩĩn [� �]   i-ciin-ito [� � � �] ‘they’  
 

CVVC verbs with various tone melodies in imperative singular and plural, passive, 

subjunctive, and verbal noun forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL PAS 3s SUBJ Action VN Actor VN  
 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �]  
L duul-u u-duul-it u-duul-e ku-duul duul-ent-i duul-iok ‘see’ 

 [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �]  
Lh cĩĩn-ũ ũ-cĩĩn-ĩt ĩ-cĩĩn-e kĩ-cĩĩn cĩĩn-ent-i ciin-iok  
 

VVC verb paradigms with various tone melodies in incompletive and competive forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL INCP  COMP    
H [� �] [� �] k-uuv-i [� �] k-ũũv-a [� �] ‘I’ ‘point’ 

5 ũũv-ũ ũũv-ĩt   uuv-i [� �]   uuv-u [� �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

     ũũv [�]   ũũv [�] ‘(s)he’  
   k-ũũv-ya [� �] k-ũũv-ta [� �] ‘we’  
     uuv-yu [� �]   uuv-tu [� �] ‘you PL’  
     ũũv [�]   ũũv-ito [� � �] ‘they’  
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VVC verbs with various tone melodies in imperative singular and plural, passive, subjunctive, 

and verbal noun forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL PAS 3s SUBJ Action VN Actor VN  
 [� �] [� �] [� �] [�] [� � �] [� �]  
H ũũv-ũ ũũv-ĩt ũũv-e k-ũũv ũũv-ent-i uuv-yok ‘point’ 

 

CV verb paradigms with various tone melodies in incompletive and completive forms (-/-c) 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL INCP  COMP    
H [�] [� �] ka-da [� �] ka-da-wa [� � �] ‘I’ ‘bury’ 

1 daa a-daa-c  a-da [� �]  a-da-wu [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-da [� �]  a-da [� �] ‘(s)he’  
   ka-da-ya [� � �] ka-da-ya [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-da-yu [� � �]  a-da-yu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-da [� �]  a-daa-co [� � �] ‘they’  
L [�] [� �] ka-thi [� �] ki-thi-wa [� � �] ‘I’ ‘die, loose’ 

3 thii i-thii-c  a-thi [� �]  i-thi-wu [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.i 

    a-thi [� �]  i-thi [� �] ‘(s)he’  
   ka-thi-ya [� � �] ki-thi-ya [� � �] ‘we’  
    a-thi-yu [� � �]  i-thi-yu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-thi [� �]  i-thii-co [� � �] ‘they’  
Lh [�] [� �] ki-tha [� �] ki-tha-wa [� � �] ‘I’ ‘greet, say farewell’ 

3 thaa i-thaa-c  i-tha [� �]  i-tha-wu [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t  

    i-tha [� �]  i-tha [� �] ? ‘(s)he’  
   ki-tha-ya [� � �] ki-tha-ya [� � �] ‘we’  
    i-tha-yu [� � �]  i-tha-yu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    i-tha [� �]  i-thaa-co [� � �] ‘they’  
 

CVV verbs with various tone melodies in imperative singular and plural, passive, 

subjunctive, and verbal noun forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL PAS 3s SUBJ Action VN Actor VN  
 [�] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �]  
H daa a-daa-c a-daaw-e ka-da daw-int-i daa-yok ‘bury’ 

 [�] [� �]  [� �] [� � �] [� �]  
L thii i-thii-c --- ki-thi thiw-ent-i thii-yok ? ‘die’ 

 [�] [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �]   
Lh thaa i-thaa-c i-thaw-e ki-tha thaw-int-i --- ‘greet’ 
 

We now present three pairs of tone charts for three disyllabic patterns. In disyllabic verb roots which become 

HL tone melody, third singular nominative completive forms have different surface tone than third singular 

incompletive forms (although verbs with high root vowel also differ by prefix vowel in these forms). And in 

disyllabic roots which become LH tone melody, third plural incompletive forms have different surface tone 

than third singular forms. So, in approximately 20% of underived verbs, one out of twelve of the nominative 

verb forms is distinguished only by tone, which amounts to grammatical tone in less than 2% of underived verb 

forms. Writers can include the nominative pronoun following the verb to disambiguate such 

occurrences. Monomorphemic verbs with all other root tone melodies have the same surface tone in all three 

suffix-less third person forms. 
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CVCVC verb paradigms with various tone melodies in incompletive and completive forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL INCP  COMP    
H → HL [� � �] [� � � �] ka-luguny-i [� � � �] ku-luguny-a [� � � �] ‘I’ ‘hide’ 

23 luguny-u u-luguny-it  a-luguny-i [� � � �]  u-luguny-u [� � � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

    a-luguny [� � �]  u-luguny [� � �] ‘(s)he’  
   ka-luguny-nya [� � � �] ku-luguny-ta [� � � �] ‘we’  
    a-luguny-nyu [� � � �]  u-luguny-tu [� � � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-luguny [� � �]  u-luguny-it [� � � �] ‘they’  
L → LH [� � �] [� � � �] ka-minkit-i [� � � �] kĩ-mĩnkĩt-a [� � � �] ‘I’ ‘be soft’ 

3 mĩnkĩt-ũ ĩ-mĩnkĩt-ĩt  a-minkit-i [� � � �]  i-minkit-u [� � � �] ‘you SG’ v.i 

    a-mĩnkĩt [� � �]  ĩ-mĩnkĩt [� � �] ‘(s)he’  
   ka-mĩnkĩt-ta [� � � �] ki-minkit-ia [� � � �] ‘we’  
    a-minkit-yu [� � � �]  i-minkit-tu [� � � �] ‘you PL’  
    a-mĩnkĩt [� � �]  ĩ-mĩnkĩt-ĩt [� � � �] ‘they’  
Lh [� � �] [� � �] k-a-thirar-i [� � � �] k-ĩ-thĩrar-a [� � � �] ‘I’ ‘hear’ 

5 thĩrar-ũ ĩ-thĩrar-ĩt   a-thirar-i [� � � �]   i-thirar-u [� � � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

     a-thĩrar [� � �]   ĩ-thĩrar [� � �] ‘(s)he’  
   k-a-thĩrar-ya [� � � �] kĩ-thĩrar-ya [� � � �] ‘we’  
     a-thirar-yu [� � � �]   i-thirar-yu [� � � �] ‘you PL’  
     a-thĩrar [� � �]   i-thirar-ito [� � � � �] ‘they’  
 

CVCVC verbs with various tone melodies in imperative singular and plural, passive, subjunctive,  

and verbal noun forms 
Tone IMP SG IMP PL PAS 3s SUBJ Action VN Actor VN  
 [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
H → HL luguny-u u-luguny-it u-luguny-e ku-luguny luguny-ent-i luguny-nyok ‘hide’ 

 [� � �] [� � � �]  [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
L → LH mĩnkĩt-ũ ĩ-mĩnkĩt-ĩt --- kĩ-mĩnkĩt mĩnkĩt-ent-i minkit-iok ‘be soft’ 

 [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
Lh thĩrar-ũ ĩ-thĩrar-ĩt ĩ-thĩrar-e kĩ-thĩrar thĩrar-inti thirar-yok ‘hear’ 
 

VVCVC verb paradigms with various tone melodies in incompletive and completive forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL INCP  COMP    
H → HL [� � 	] [� � �] k-uumur-i [� � �] k-uumur-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘chase’  

4 uumur-u uumur-it  uumur-i [� � �]  uumur-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 
    uumur [� �]  uumur [� �] ‘(s)he’  
   k-uumur-ya [� � �] k-uumur-ya [� � �] ‘we’  
    uumur-yu [� � �]  uumur-yu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
    uumur [� �]  uumur-it [� � �] ‘they’  
L → LH [� � 	] [� � �] k-aakat-i [� � �] k-aakat-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘be bitter’  

3 aakat- ũ aakat- ĩt   aakat-i [� � �]   aakat-u [� � �] ‘you SG’ v.i 
     aakat  [� �]   aakat  [� �] ‘(s)he’  
   k-aakat-ta [� � �] k-aakat-ia [� � �] ‘we’  
     aakat-tu [� � �]   aakat-tu [� � �] ‘you PL’  
     aakat [� �]   aakat-ĩt [� � �] ‘they’  
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VVCVC verbs with various tone melodies in imperative singular and plural, passive, subjunctive, 

and verbal noun forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL PAS 3s SUBJ Action VN Actor VN  
 [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
H → HL uumur-u uumur-it uumur-e k-uumur uumur-ent-i uumur-yok ‘chase’ 

 [� � �] [� � �]  [� �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
L → LH aakat- ũ aakat- ĩt --- k-aakat aakat-int-i aakat-iok ‘be bitter’ 

 

CVCVVC verb paradigms with various tone melodies in incompletive and completive forms 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL INCP  COMP    
Lh [� � �] [� � � �] k-a-tithoon-i [� � � �] k-i-tithoon-a [� � � �] ‘I’ ‘sneeze’ 

3 tithoon-u i-t-thoon-it   a-tithoon-i [� � � �]   i-tithoon-u [� � � �] ‘you SG’ v.t 

     a-tithoon [� � �]   i-tithoon [� � �] ‘(s)he’  
   k-a-tithoon-na [� � � �] k-i-tithoon-ta [� � � �] ‘we’  
     a-tithoon-nu [� � � �]   i-tithoon-tu [� � � �] ‘you PL’  
     a-tithoon [� � �]   i-tithoon-ito [� � � � �] ‘they’  
 

CVCVVC verbs with various tone melodies in imperative singular and plural, passive, subjunctive,  

and verbal noun forms 
Tone IMP SG IMP PL PAS 3s SUBJ Action VN Actor VN  
 [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � �] [� � �]  
Lh tithoon-u i-t-thoon-it i-tithoon-e ki-tithoon tithoon-int-i tithoon-iok ‘sneeze’ 

 

2.4 Accusative suffixes on verbs 
 

In this section, we present accusative suffixes attached to nominative verb paradigms. Similar to nominative 

suffixes and pronouns, an accusative suffix and an accusative pronoun indicating the same referent can both be 

present in the same clause. The accusative suffix does not change with the presence or absence of the 

accusative pronoun. 

 

Same referent with and without the accusative pronoun 

[� � �  � � 	 �]  [� � �  �] 

Uruw-a ne aneeta.  Uruw-a ne 

kill-1sA 3sN 1sA  kill-1sA 3sN 

‘He killed me.’  ‘He killed me.’ 
 

As with nominative suffixes on verbs, most accusative suffixes on verbs differ between incompletive and 

completive forms. However, accusative suffixes also differ according to which nominative person verb form to 

which they are attached. As shown in the chart below, two groups of accusative affixes attach to different 

nominative persons, where the first group attaches to the five persons 1sN ‘I’, 2sN ‘you(sg)’, 3sN ‘(s)he’, 1pN 

‘we’, 3pN ‘they’, and the second group attaches to 2pN ‘you(pl)’. The consonant C1 undergoes the same changes 

as in first and second plural nominative suffixes of incompletive verbs, and depends on the stem-final 

consonant. There are no third person accusative suffixes attached to verbs, but only first and second person 

suffixes. In the following sections, example verb paradigms follow which have been elicited with nominative 

and accusative pronouns following the verb, all of which begin with Low tone.  
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Tone of accusative suffixes on nominative verbs 

Suffix group Nominative Incompletive Completive  
1 ‘I’,  

‘you(sg)’, 

‘(s)he’,  

‘we’, 

‘they’ 

-C1a -a ‘me’ 

-C1i -i ‘you(sg)’ 

- - ‘him/her’ 

-C1et -et ‘us’ 

-C1ung -ung ‘you(pl)’ 

- - ‘them’ 

2 ‘you(pl)’ - C1angu -angu ‘me’ 

- - ‘him/her’ 

- C1etu -etu ‘us’ 

- - ‘them’ 

Three verbs with each possible accusative and nominative person affixes are given below. The accusative 

suffixes are in bold type and elide vowels or consonants of the nominative suffixes. The three verbs have 

underlying High, Low, and Lh tone melodies. Consonants and tone of accusative suffixes are discussed 

following the three paradigms.  

 

Accusative suffixes on nominative verb forms of bung-u [� �] ‘cover’ with H tone 
NOM INCP  COMP  ACC 

‘I’ k-a-bung-i [� � �] k-u-bung-a [� � �]  
 k-a-bung-nyi [� � �] k-u-bung-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

 k-a-bung-i [� � �] k-u-bung-a [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

 k-a-bung-nyung [� � �] k-u-bung-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

 k-a-bung-i [� � �] k-u-bung-a [� � �] ‘them’ 

‘you(sg)’   a-bung-i [� � �]   u-bung-u [� � �]  
   a-bung-nya [� � �]   u-bung-a [� � �] ‘me’ 

   a-bung-i [� � �]    u-bung-u [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-bung-nyet [� � �]   u-bung-et [� � �] ‘us’ 

   a-bung-i [� � �]   u-bung-u [� � �] ‘them’ 

‘(s)he’   a-bung [� �]   u-bung [� �]  
   a-bung-nya [� � �]   u-bung-a [� � �] ‘me’ 

   a-bung-nyi [� � �]   u-bung-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

   a-bung [� �]   u-bung [� �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-bung-nyet [� � �]   u-bung-et [� � �] ‘us’ 

   a-bung-nyung [� � �]   u-bung-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

   a-bung [� �]   u-bung [� �] ‘them’ 

‘we’ k-a-bung-nya [� � �] k-u-bung-ta [� � �]  
 k-a-bung-nyi [� � �] k-u-bung-t-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

 k-a-bung-nya [� � �] k-u-bung-ta [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

 k-a-bung-nyung [� � �] k-u-bung-t-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

 k-a-bung-nya [� � �] k-u-bung-ta [� � �] ‘them’ 

 

Accusative pronouns 

aneeta [� � �] ‘me’ 

aniita [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

inoono [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

agẽẽta [� � �] ‘us’ 

agiita [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

igoogo [� � �] ‘them’ 
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‘you(pl)’   a-bung-nyu [� � �]   u-bung-tu [� � �]  
   a-bung-nyangu [� � � �]   u-bung-t-angu [� � � �] ‘me’ 

   a-bung-nyu [� � �]   u-bung-tu [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-bung-nyetu [� � � �]   u-bung-t-etu [� � � �] ‘us’ 

   a-bung-nyu [� � �]   u-bung-tu [� � �] ‘them’ 

‘they’   a-bung [� �]   u-bung-it [� � �]  
   a-bung-nya [� � �]   u-bung-t-a 8 [� � �] ‘me’ 

   a-bung-nyi [� � �]   u-bung-t-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

   a-bung [� �]   u-bung-it [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-bung-nyet [� � �]   u-bung-t-et [� � �] ‘us’ 

   a-bung-nyung [� � �]   u-bung-t-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

   a-bung [� �]   u-bung-it [� � �] ‘them’ 

 

The second singular -C1i, -i ‘you(sg)’, second plural -C1ung, -ung ‘you(pl)’, first plural -C1et, -et, -C1etu, -etu 
‘we’ and first singular -C1angu, -angu ‘me’ suffixes all have [+ATR] vowels which spread the [+ATR] quality 
leftward to the stem. (Alternatively, it could be analyzed that the first singular -C1angu, -angu and first plural -
C1etu, -etu suffixes take the [ATR] quality of the stem, since they only attach to second plural nominative verb 
forms, which become [+ATR] by the [+ATR] nominative suffix –Cu.) The first singular suffixes -C1a, -a ‘me’ 
do not affect the [ATR] quality of the stem.  

 

Accusative suffixes on nominative verb forms of tũny-ũ [� �] ‘wash’ with L tone 
NOM INCP  COMP  ACC 

‘I’ k-a-tuny-i [� � �] k-ũ-tũny-a [� � �]  
 k-a-tuny-nyi [� � �] k-u-tuny-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

 k-a-tuny-i [� � �] k-ũ-tũny-a [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

 k-a-tuny-nyung [� � �] k-u-tuny-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

 k-a-tuny-i [� � �] k-ũ-tũny-a [� � �] ‘them’ 

‘you(sg)’   a-tuny-i [� � �]   u-tuny-u [� � �]  
   a-tuny-nya [� � �]   u-tuny-a [� � �] ‘me’ 

   a-tuny-i [� � �]   u-tuny-u [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-tuny-nyet [� � �]   u-tuny-et [� � �] ‘us’ 

   a-tuny-i [� � �]   u-tuny-u [� � �] ‘them’ 

‘(s)he’   a-tũny [� �]   ũ-tũny [� �]  
   a-tũny-nya [� � �]   ũ-tũny-a [� � �] ‘me’ 

   a-tuny-nyi [� � �]   u-tuny-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

   a-tũny [� �]   ũ-tũny [� �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-tuny-nyet [� � �]   u-tuny-et [� � �] ‘us’ 

   a-tuny-nyung [� � �]   u-tuny-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

   a-tũny [� �]   ũ-tũny [� �] ‘them’ 

‘we’ k-a-tũny-nya [� � �] k-ũ-tũny-ca [� � �]  
 k-a-tuny-nyi [� � �] k-u-tuny-c-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

 k-a-tũny-nya [� � �] k-ũ-tũny-ca [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

                                           
8 The i in u-bung-it is elided when accusative suffixes are added. 
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 k-a-tuny-nyung [� � �] k-u-tuny-c-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

 k-a-tũny-nya [� � �] k-ũ-tũny-ca [� � �] ‘them’ 

‘you(pl)’   a-tuny-nyu [� � �]   u-tuny-cu [� � �]  
   a-tuny-nyangu [� � � �]   u-tuny-c-angu [� � � �] ‘me’ 

   a-tuny-nyu [� � �]   u-tuny-cu [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-tuny-nyetu [� � � �]   u-tuny-c-etu [� � � �] ‘us’ 

   a-tuny-nyu [� � �]   u-tuny-cu [� � �] ‘them’ 

 
‘they’   a-tũny [� �]   u-tuny-ito [� � � �]  
   a-tũny-nya [� � �]   u-tuny-c-a 9 [� � �] ‘me’ 

   a-tuny-nyi [� � �]   u-tuny-c-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

   a-tũny [� �]   u-tuny-ito [� � � �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-tuny-nyet [� � �]   u-tuny-c-et [� � �] ‘us’ 

   a-tuny-nyung [� � �]   u-tuny-c-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

   a-tũny [� �]   u-tuny-ito [� � � �] ‘them’ 

 

As will be discussed shortly, the tone of accusative suffixes attached to first and second singular nominative ‘I’, 

‘you(sg)’ forms is LH replacement tone, whereas the tone of accusative suffixes attached to third singular and 

plural nominative ‘(s)he’, ‘they’ forms is Low tone, and the tone of accusative suffixes attached to first plural 

nominative ‘we’ forms is no underlying tone.  

 

Accusative suffixes on nominative verb forms of muny-u [� �] ‘crush’ with Lh tone 
NOM INCP  COMP  ACC 

‘I’ k-a-muny-i [� � �] k-u-muny-a [� � �]  
 k-a-muny-nyi [� � �] k-u-muny-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

 k-a-muny-i [� � �] k-u-muny-a [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

 k-a-muny-nyung [� � �] k-u-muny-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

 k-a-muny-i [� � �] k-u-muny-a [� � �] ‘them’ 

‘you(sg)’   a-muny-i [� � �]   u-muny-u [� � �]  
   a-muny-nya [� � �]   u-muny-a [� � �] ‘me’ 

   a-muny-i [� � �]   u-muny-u [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-muny-nyet [� � �]   u-muny-et [� � �] ‘us’ 

   a-muny-i [� � �]   u-muny-u [� � �] ‘them’ 

‘(s)he’   a-muny [� �]   u-muny [� �]  
   a-muny-nya [� � �]   u-muny-a [� � �] ‘me’ 

   a-muny-nyi [� � �]   u-muny-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

   a-muny [� �]   u-muny [� �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-muny-nyet [� � �]   u-muny-et [� � �] ‘us’ 

   a-muny-nyung [� � �]   u-muny-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

   a-muny [� �]   u-muny [� �] ‘them’ 

‘we’ k-a-muny-nya [� � �] k-u-muny-ca [� � �]  
 k-a-muny-nyi [� � �] k-u-muny-c-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

 k-a-muny-nya [� � �] k-u-muny-ca [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

                                           
9 The consonant c in u-tuny-c-a is analyzed as coming from the suffix t in u-tuny-ito, when immediated following 
ny, and after i is elided (nyit becomes nyc) 
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 k-a-muny-nyung [� � �] k-u-muny-c-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

 k-a-muny-nya [� � �] k-u-muny-ca [� � �] ‘them’ 

‘you(pl)’   a-muny-nyu [� � �]   u-muny-cu [� � �]  
   a-muny-nyangu [� � � �]   u-muny-c-angu [� � � �] ‘me’ 

   a-muny-nyu [� � �]   u-muny-cu [� � �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-muny-nyetu [� � � �]   u-muny-c-etu [� � � �] ‘us’ 

   a-muny-nyu [� � �]   u-muny-cu [� � �] ‘them’ 

‘they’   a-muny [� �]   u-muny-ito [� � � �]  
   a-muny-nya [� � �]   u-muny-c-a [� � �] ‘me’ 

   a-muny-nyi [� � �]   u-muny-c-i [� � �] ‘you(sg)’ 

   a-muny [� �]   u-muny-ito [� � � �] ‘him/her’ 

   a-muny-nyet [� � �]   u-muny-c-et [� � �] ‘us’ 

   a-muny-nyung [� � �]   u-muny-c-ung [� � �] ‘you(pl)’ 

   a-muny [� �]   u-muny-ito [� � � �] ‘them’ 

 
2.4.1 Consonant changes on accusative suffixes 
 

The same consonant changes that are found on first and second plural nominative incompletive suffixes also 

occur on accusative suffixes.  All accusative suffixes with C1 undergo the consonant changes indicated below for 
the first plural accusative suffix –C1et ‘us’ on third plural nominative incompletive ‘they’ forms. 
 

Changes when first plural accusative suffix –C1et ‘us’ is added to 
incompletive third plural nominative verbs ‘they’ with various 

root-final consonants 
   INCP.3pN-1pA  

d + C1 = dd a-had-det ‘hope’ 

j + C1 = jj a-muj-jet ‘soften’ 

t + C1 = tt a-lut-tet ‘accumulate’ 

th + C1 = thth e-geth-thet ‘gnaw’ 

c + C1 = cc e-dec-cet ‘answer’ 

l + C1 = ll a-tal-let ‘please’ 

r + C1 = ry e-nger-yet ‘divide’ 

w + C1 = yy a-buy-yet ‘cast spell’ 

ny + C1 = nyny o-ngony-nyet ‘mix’ 

b + C1 = bj e-ceb-jet ‘tie’ 

v + C1 = vy uuv-yet ‘point’ 

m + C1 = mny a-rum-nyet ‘join’ 

n + C1 = nn a-cin-net ‘see’ 

ng + C1 = ngny a-bung-nyet ‘cover’ 

ũk + C1 = kn a-ruk-net ‘live’ 

õk + C1 = kj ook-jet ‘untie’ 

Vk + C1 = kc a-duk-cet ‘eat’ 
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2.4.2 Tone of accusative suffixes 
 

As mentioned, two groups of segmental accusative suffixes attach to different nominative person forms, the first 

group of accusative suffixes attaching to 1sN ‘I’, 2sN ‘you(sg)’, 3sN ‘(s)he’, 1pN ‘we’, and 3pN ‘they’ person 

forms. However, this group of segmental accusative suffixes has three different underlying tone types, 

depending on the nominative person pronouns to which they attach, as shown in the chart below. The second 

group of segmental accusative suffixes only has one tone type. Following the chart, each suffix tone type is 

discussed with examples. 

 

Tone of accusative suffixes on nominative verbs 

Suffix group Nominative Incompletive Completive  
1 ‘I’, ‘you(sg)’ -C1a LH(R) -a LH(R) ‘me’ 

-C1i LH(R) -i LH(R) ‘you(sg)’ 

-C1et LH(R) -et LH(R) ‘us’ 

-C1ung LH(R) -ung LH(R) ‘you(pl)’ 

‘(s)he, they’ -C1a L -a L ‘me’ 

-C1i L -i L ‘you(sg)’ 

-C1et L -et L ‘us’ 

-C1ung L -ung L ‘you(pl)’ 

‘we’ -C1a NUT -a NUT ‘me’ 

-C1i NUT -i NUT ‘you(sg)’ 

-C1et NUT -et NUT ‘us’ 

-C1ung NUT -ung NUT ‘you(pl)’ 

2 ‘you(pl)’ -C1angu LHL(R) -angu LHL(R) ‘me’ 

 -C1etu LHL(R) -etu LHL(R) ‘us’ 

 

There is LH replacement tone on the accusative suffixes -C1a, -a ‘me’, -C1i, -i ‘you(sg)’, -C1et, -et ‘us’, -C1ung, -
ung ‘you(pl)’, when they are attached to first ‘I’ or second ‘you(sg)’ singular nominative forms. In the chart 
below, the underlying tone (UT) and surface tone (ST) are given for first singular nominative incompletive 

verbs, with and without the second singular accusative suffix -C1i. The accusative suffix attaches to the verb 
stem. Therefore, in the tone representation, the LH replacement tone of the accusative suffix is added to the 

stem surface tone of the first singular nominative incompletive form. 

 

LH(R) on 1sA -C1a, -a ‘me’, 2sA -C1i, -i ‘you(sg)’, 1pA -C1et, -et ‘us’, 2pA -C1ung, -ung ‘you(pl)’  
attached to 1sN or 2sN 
 INCP.1sN INCP.1sN-2sA    
Root UT  ST UT  ST INCP.1sN INCP.1sN-2sA  
       [� � �] [� � �]  
H NUT - H - HL = H - H - L ST - LH(R) = L - L - H k-a-bung-i k-a-bung-nyi ‘cover’ 

       [� � �] [� � �]  
L NUT - L - HL =  L - H - L ST - LH(R) =  L - L - H k-a-tuny-i k-a-tuny-nyi ‘wash’ 

       [� � �] [� � �]  
Lh NUT - Lh - HL =  L - H - L ST - LH(R) =  L - L - H k-a-muny-i k-a-muny-nyi ‘crush’ 

 

There is Low tone on the accusative suffixes -C1a, -a ‘me’, -C1i, -i ‘you(sg)’, -C1et, -et ‘us’, -C1ung, -ung 
‘you(pl)’ when they are attached to third singular ‘(s)he’ or plural ‘they’ nominative forms. Although third 
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singular verbs such as a-tũny [� �] ‘wash’ with Low root tone surface as H – H without an accusative suffix, 
the root Low tone surfaces when the accusative suffix is attached, as in a-tuny-nyi [� � �] with L – H – L 
surface tone. 

 

Low tone on 1sA -C1a, -a ‘me’, 2sA -C1i, -i ‘you(sg)’, 1pA -C1et, -et ‘us’,  

2pA -C1ung, -ung ‘you(pl)’ attached to 3sN or 3pN 
 INCP.3sN INCP.3sN-2sA    
Root UT  ST UT  ST INCP.3sN INCP.3sN-2sA  
       [� �] [� � �]  
H NUT - H = H - H H - H - L = H - H - L a-bung a-bung-nyi ‘cover’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  
L NUT - L =  H - H H - H - L =  L - H - L a-tũny a-tuny-nyi ‘wash’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  
Lh NUT - Lh =  L - H L - H - L =  L - H - L a-muny a-muny-nyi ‘crush’ 

 

There is no underlying tone on the accusative suffixes -C1a, -a ‘me’, -C1i, -i ‘you(sg)’, -C1et, -et ‘us’, -C1ung, -
ung ‘you(pl)’, when they are attached to first plural ‘we’ nominative forms, and the resulting tone is the same 
as without the accusative suffix.  

 

NUT on 1sA -C1a, -a ‘me’, 2sA -C1i, -i ‘you(sg)’, 1pA -C1et, -et ‘us’, 2pA -C1ung, -ung ‘you(pl)’ attached to 1pN  

 INCP.1pN INCP.1pN-2sA    
Root UT  ST UT  ST INCP.1pN INCP.1pN-2sA  
       [� � �] [� � �]  
H NUT - H - HL = H - H - L ST - NUT = H - H - L k-a-bung-nya k-a-bung-nyi ‘cover’ 

       [� � �] [� � �]  
L NUT - L - HL =  L - H - L ST - NUT =  L - H - L k-a-tũny-nya k-a-tuny-nyi ‘wash’ 

       [� � �] [� � �]  
Lh NUT - Lh - HL =  L - H - L ST - NUT =  L - H - L k-a-muny-nya k-a-muny-nyi ‘crush’ 

 

There is LHL replacement tone on the accusative suffixes -C1angu, -angu ‘me’ and -C1etu, -etu ‘us’ which are 
only attached to second plural ‘you(pl)’ nominative forms. 

 

LHL(R) tone on 1sA -C1angu, -angu ‘me’, 1pA -C1etu, -etu ‘us’ attached to 2pN 
 INCP.2pN INCP.2pN-1sA    
Root UT  ST UT  ST INCP.2pN INCP.2pN-1sA  
       [� � �] [� � � �]  
H NUT - H - HL = H - H - L ST - LHL(R) = L - L - H - L a-bung-nyu a-bung-nyangu ‘cover’ 

       [� � �] [� � � �]  
L NUT - L - HL =  L - H - L ST - LHL(R) =  L - L - H - L a-tuny-nyu a-tuny-nyangu ‘wash’ 

       [� � �] [� � � �]  
Lh NUT - Lh - HL =  L - H - L ST - LHL(R) =  L - L - H - L a-muny-nyu a-muny-nyangu ‘crush’ 
 

As discussed, first singular and plural nominative forms have different segmental forms than other nominative 

forms in that they attach the prefix kV-). The grammatical difference between second and third singular 
nominative underived verbs is marked solely by tone only when accusative suffixes are attached.  For example, 
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in the third paradigm chart of 2.4 above, the difference between u-muny-a [� � �] ‘you(sg) crushed me’ and 
u-muny-a [� � �] ‘(s)he crushed me’ is a different tone type on the first singular accusative suffix –a ‘me’. This 
kind of grammatical distinction is made only by tone on one of four accusative suffixes (25%). Since accusative 

suffixes are used on less than 20% of verb occurrences in the language, the functional load of this kind of 

grammatical tone is quite low. Again, writers can include the accusative pronoun after verbs to 

disambiguate these occurrences.  

 

2.5 Derived verbs 
 

2.5.1 Segmental forms of derived verbs 
 

Various derivational affixes are attached to verb roots resulting in verbs with different meaning and function. 

The functions and forms of the morphemes are listed in the chart below in imperative singular and plural 

forms. Underived singular and plural imperative suffixes are given for comparison. The number of each type of 

verb in the data set is also given. All initial consonants in imperative plural suffixes of derived forms undergo 

the same changes as do the initial consonants of the first plural nominative completive suffix -C2a, which 
depend on the root-final consonant. Following the chart, examples of imperative forms with each type of 

derivational affix are compared with underived imperative forms. A few verbs are derived from nouns. No one 

verb can take all the derivational affixes. However, many verbs can take most of the derivational affixes. 

 

Derived verb forms with affixes in imperative singular and plural form 

Morphemes # Derived form IMP SG IMP PL  
-ũ/-ĩt 200+ underived cons-final liw-u i-lih-it ‘hunt’ 

-/-c 14 underived vowel-final thii i-thii-c ‘die, loose’ 

-a/-C2a 30 directional (DIR) duw-a u-duk-ta ‘decide’ 

-oi/-C2oi 12 reciprocal (REC) liw-oi i-lik-toi ‘surround’ 

-C2oi/-C2oi, 

-oi/-oi 
2  uk-toi uk-toi ‘fight’ 

-ai/-C2ai 6 instrumental (INST) lem-ai e-lem-tai ‘permit’ 

-e/-C2e 30 passive (PAS) ceb-e e-ceb-te ‘be tied 

-ek/-C2ek 16 benefactive (BEN) ceb-ek e-ceb-tek ‘tie, fasten’ 

-ik/-C2ik 3  dem-ik e-dem-tik ‘correct’ 

-an/-an 26 causative? (CAUS) tic-an-u i-tic-an-it ‘serve’ 

tV-/tV- 33 causative? (CAUS) tẽ-gẽth-ũ ẽ-tẽ-gẽth-ĩt ‘scrape’ 

 

Derived verbs with suffixes –a/-C2a in imperative forms are compared with underived verbs below. Verbs with 
these suffixes usually have directional meaning towards the speaker, such as ‘do X while coming,’ or ‘do X and 

come/bring’. The suffixes do not affect the [ATR] quality of the root. Each verb is listed as being transitive (v.t) 

or intransitive (v.i)10. 

                                           
10 The factor used for determining a transitive verb is if the verb can take the passive suffix –e. 
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Various directional verbs –a/-C2a in imperative singular and plural forms 
Underived form Derived form 

 IMP SG IMP PL   IMP SG IMP PL  
H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t tur-u u-tur-it ‘pound’ v.t tur-a u-tur-ya ‘beat grain, spit’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t tũw-ũ ũ-tũw-ĩt ‘change, turn over’ v.t tũw-a ũ-tũy-ya ‘buy, sell’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t yaw-ũ a-ya-ĩt ‘have, possess’ v.i yah-a a-yak-ta ‘bring’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.i kul-u u-kul-it ‘fly, be cowardly’ v.i kul-a u-kul-ia ‘sprout’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t liw-u i-lih-it ‘hunt, surround’ v.t lih-a i-lik-ta ‘hunt, surround for’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t lũt-ũ ũ-lũt-ĩt ‘accumulate’ v.t lũt-a u-lut-ia ‘gather’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t duw-u u-duw-it ‘eat’ v.i duw-a u-duk-ta ‘decide, announce’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t had-ũ a-had-ĩt ‘hope’ v.t had-a a-had-ia ‘remember’ 

H [� �] [� �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t aar-ũ aar-ĩt ‘swing’ v.i aar-a aar-ya ‘unload, castrate’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� �]  
v.t õõg-ũ õõg-ĩt ‘divorce, untie’ v.t õõg-a õõg-ta ‘untie’ 

H [�] [� �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t daa a-daa-c ‘bury’ v.t daaw-a a-daay-ya ‘dig up’ 

L [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t diim-u i-diim-it ‘want, need, take’ v.i diim-a i-diim-ta ‘search for’ 

L [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t keeb-u e-keeb-it ‘count’ v.t keeb-a e-keeb-ta ‘explain’ 

L [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t tẽẽd-ũ ẽ-tẽẽd-ĩt ‘cut, slaughter’ v.t tẽẽd-a e-teed-ia ‘harvest’ 

HL [� � �] [� � � �]  HL [� � �] [� � �]  
v.t bõlõc-ũ õ-bõlõc-ĩt ‘strip (bark)’ v.t bõlõc-a o-boloc-ia ‘shell, husk’ 

HL [� � �] [� � � �]  HL [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.t tẽngẽny-ũ ẽ-tẽngẽny-ĩt ‘create, make’ v.t tẽngẽny-a e-tẽngẽny-ca ‘draw (picture)’ 

HL [� � �] [� � � �]  HL [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.t tugur-u u-tugur-it ‘stretch, pull’ v.t tugur-a u-tugur-ya ‘drag’ 

 

The derived verbs in the chart below have the suffixes –oi/-C2oi. Verbs with these suffixes have a reciprocal 
meaning in the plural command. The singular command often has the meaning ‘do X over time’. The suffixes 

are [+ATR] but the root is unaffected by the quality of the suffixes. 
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Various reciprocal verbs –oi/-C2oi in imperative singular and plural forms 
Underived form Derived form 

 IMP SG IMP PL   IMP SG IMP PL  
H [� �] [� � �]  H [� �] [� � �]  
v.t liw-u i-lih-it ‘hunt’ v.t liw-oi i-lik-toi ‘hunt, surround’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L-LH [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.t rẽw-ũ ẽ-rẽ-ĩt ‘grind’  v.t rẽw-oi ẽ-rẽk-toi ‘wait’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L-LH [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.t tal-ũ a-tal-ĩt ‘please, satisfy’ v.t tal-oi a-tal-ioi ‘exchange, trade’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L-LH [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.t tũwũ ũ-tũw-ẽẽc ‘change, turn over’ v.t tũw-oi ũ-tũy-yoi ‘sell’ 

 

Derived verbs with the suffixes -C2oi/-C2oi or –oi/-oi also have reciprocal meanings. The suffixes could be 
segmental allomorphs of the above suffixes, although they have different underlying tone. 

 

Various reciprocal verbs -C2oi/-C2oi or –oi/-oi in imperative singular and plural forms 
Underived form Derived form 

 IMP SG IMP PL   IMP SG IMP PL  
H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� �]  
v.t uuk-u uuk-it ‘hit, beat’ v.t uk-toi uk-toi ‘fight’ 

L [� �] [� � �]  L [� � �] [� � � 	]  
v.i tivic-u i-tivic-it ‘pluck (feathers)’ v.t tivic-oi i-tivic-oi ‘blow nose’ 

 

Derived verbs with the suffixes –ai/-C2ai are compared with underived verbs below and have applicative 
instrumental meaning such as ‘do X with a certain tool or object’. Each verb with the instrumental suffix is 

intransitive, whereas each of the underived verbs is transitive.  The suffixes are [+ATR] but the root is 

unaffected by the quality of the suffixes. 

 

Various instrumental verbs –ai/-C2ai in imperative singular and plural forms 
Underived form Derived form 

 IMP SG IMP PL   IMP SG IMP PL  
H [� �] [� � �]  H [� �] [� � �]  
v.t dec-u e-dec-it ‘answer, reply’ v.i dec-ai e-dec-iai ‘be empty, finshed’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  H [� �] [� � �]  
v.t tir-u i-tir-it ‘give birth’ v.i tir-ai i-tir-yai ‘be born’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L-LH [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.t lẽẽm-ũ ẽ-lẽẽm-ĩt ‘accept, receive, obey’ v.i lẽẽm-ai ẽ-lẽẽm-tai ‘allow, permit, be patient’ 

 

Derived verbs with the suffixes –e/-C2e have a passive meaning. Each verb with passive suffix is intransitive, 
whereas each of the underived verbs is transitive. The suffixes are [+ATR] but the root is unaffected by the 

quality of the suffixes. 
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Various passive verbs –e/-C2e in imperative singular and plural forms 
Underived form Derived form 

 IMP SG IMP PL   IMP SG IMP PL  
H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t cĩn-u ĩ-cĩn-ĩt ‘see’ v.i cĩn-e ĩ-cĩn-te ‘be awake, alert’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t cẽb-ũ ẽ-cẽb-ĩt ‘tie, tighten’ v.i cẽb-e ẽ-cẽb-te ‘be tied, punish’ 

H [�] [� �]  L [� �] [� � 	]  
v.t cia i-cia-c ‘shoot, fire gun’ v.i ciaw-e i-cia-co ‘be shot, stung’ 

L [� �] [� �]  L [� �] [� � 	]  
v.t baw-ũ a-ba-ĩt ‘dwell, inhabit’ v.i ba-e i-bak-te ‘be drunk’ 

L [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � 	]  
v.t kuw-u u-kuw-it ‘sink’ v.i kuuw-e u-kuuk-te ‘capsize’ 

L [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t laam-ũ a-laam-ĩt ‘prevent’ v.i laam-e a-laam-te ‘obstruct’ 

HL [� � �] [� � � �]  HL [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.t tõngõl-ũ õ-tõngõl-ĩt ‘itch, tickle’ v.i tõngõl-e õ-tõngõl-ie ‘fear, respect, be honest’ 

 

Derived verbs with the suffixes –ek/-C2ek have the applicative benefactive meaning ‘do X on behalf of 
someone’. The verb cerem-ek/e-cerem-ek ‘carry on back’ is derived from the singular noun cẽrẽm ‘item of 
clothing’, whereas all the other verbs with the suffixes –ek/-Cek are derived from verbs. The suffixes are 
[+ATR] and spread that quality to the root. 

 

Various benefactive verbs –ek/-C2ek in imperative singular and plural forms 
Underived form Derived form 

 IMP SG IMP PL   IMP SG IMP PL  
H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t cẽb-ũ ẽ-cẽb-ĩt ‘tie, tighten’ v.t ceb-ek e-ceb-tek ‘tie, fasten’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.i har-ũ a-har-ĩt ‘be tired, dizzy’ v.t har-ek a-har-yek ‘despise, put down’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t kat-ũ a-kat-ĩt ‘cultivate, pierce’ v.t kat-ek a-kat-iek ‘transplant’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t nyũm-ũ ũ-nyũm-ĩt ‘fold’ v.t nyum-ek u-nyum-tek ‘wrap up, pack’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t thac-ũ a-thac-ĩt ‘scatter, spread out’ v.t thac-ek a-thac-iek ‘sow, plant’ 

H [� �] [� � �]  HL [� � �] [� � � �]  
n cẽrẽm cẽrẽm-ua ‘item of clothing’ v.t cerem-ek e-cerem-tek ‘carry on back’ 

HL [� � � ] [� � �]  HL [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.i barĩt-ũ a-barĩt-ĩt ‘shiver, tremble’ v.i barit-ek a-barit-iek ‘admire’ 

 

Derived verbs with the suffix -ik/-C2ik also have benefactive meaning. Each derived verb is intransitive and 
each underived verb is transitive. The suffixes are [+ATR] and spread the quality to the root. 
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Various benefactive verbs –ik/-C2ik in imperative singular and plural forms 
Underived form Derived form 

 IMP SG IMP PL   IMP SG IMP PL  
H [� �] [� �]  L [� �] [� �]  
v.t aany-ũ aany-ĩt ‘throw, winnow’ v.i aany-ik aany-cik ‘be given, offered’ 

L [� �] [� � �]  L [� �] [� � �]  
v.t thõõth-ũ õ-thõõth-ĩt ‘speak, talk’ v.i thooth-ik o-thooth-iik ‘be engaged’ 

 

The suffix –an, which is attached to various verb forms before and possibly along with any of the above 
derivational or inflectional suffixes, could be a causative morpheme. The suffix does not affect the [ATR] 

quality of the root. The verbs ‘work, serve’ and ‘sew’ are derived from singular nouns, whereas the other verbs 

with the suffix –an are derived from verbs. The first derived verb tir-tir-an-u ‘twist’ has reduplication as well as 
the suffix –an.  
 

Various causative verbs –an-/-an- in imperative singular and plural forms 
Underived form Derived form 

 IMP SG IMP PL   IMP SG IMP PL  
H [� �] [� � �]  HL [� � � 	] [� � � � �]  
v.i tir-u i-tir-it ‘give birth’ v.t tir-tir-an-u i-tir-tir-an-it ‘twist, make rope’ 

L [�] [� �]  HL [� � �] [� � � �]  
n tiic tiic-iok ‘work’ v.t tic-an-u i-tic-an-it ‘work, serve’ 

L [� �] [� � �]  HL [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.t tiil-u i-tiil-it ‘dip out (water)’ v.t til-an-u i-til-an-it ‘drip’ 

HL [�] [� �]  HL [� � 	] [� � � �]  
n kẽẽt kẽẽt-nya ‘thread’ v.t kẽẽt-an-ũ ẽ-kẽẽt-an-ĩt ‘sew (cloth)’ 

 

The prefix tV-, where V is a copy vowel of the root, is attached to various verb forms along with any of the 
above derivational or inflectional suffixes, and could also be a causative morpheme.  The verb ‘shine’ is derived 

from the singular noun ‘light’, whereas the other verbs with the prefix tV- are derived from verbs.  
 

Various causative verbs tV-/tV- in imperative singular and plural forms 
Underived form Derived form 

 IMP SG IMP PL   IMP SG IMP PL  
H [� �] [� � �]  HL [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.t gẽth-ũ ẽ-gẽth-ĩt ‘gnaw’  v.t tẽ-gẽth-ũ ẽ-tẽ-gẽth-ĩt ‘scrape, belch’ 

L [� �] [� � �]  HL [� � �] [� � � �]  
v.t buw-u u-buw-it ‘open, unwrap’ v.t tũ-bũw-a ũ-tũ-bũy-ya ‘collect (honey)’ 

L [� �] [� � �]  HL [� � �] [� � � �]  
n lanyĩt lanyĩt-ua ‘light’ v.i ta-lany-ũ a-ta-lany-ĩt ‘shine’ 

 

2.5.2 Tone of derived verbs 
 

We now discuss the tone of derivational affixes and tonal changes when they are attached to roots. The chart 

below is not meant to give evidence of the tone of the affixes, but merely a listing of affix tone. The evidence 

for the tone is given following the chart when discussing tonal contrasts of each individual suffix.  
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Most of the derivational affixes only have one tone type, but the reciprocal suffix -oi and instrumental suffix -ai 
have two tone types, the same two underlying tone patterns. Nearly half of the affixes on derived singular 

imperatives have Low tone and nearly all the affixes on derived plural imperatives have Low replacement tone 

(as is the case with underived plural imperatives). 

 

Tone on derivational affixes 

Morphemes # Tone of SG 

singular 
Tone of PL 

suffix 
Derived form IMP SG IMP PL  

     [� �] [� � �]  
-ũ/-ĩt 200+ NUT L(R) underived cons-final liw-u i-lih-it ‘hunt’ 

     [�] [� �]  
-/-c 14 --- L(R) underived vowel-final thii i-thii-c ‘die, loose’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
-a/-C2a 30 L L(R) directional (DIR) duw-a u-duk-ta ‘decide’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
-oi/-C2oi 8 NUT L(R) reciprocal (REC) liw-oi i-lik-toi ‘surround’ 

     [� � �] [� � � �]  
 4 LH(R) LH(R) reciprocal (REC) rew-oi e-rek-toi ‘wait’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
-C2oi/-C2oi,  

-oi/-oi 
2 L HL reciprocal (REC) uk-toi uk-toi ‘fight’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
-ai/-C2ai 2 NUT L(R) instrumental (INST) tir-ai i-tir-yai ‘be born’ 

     [� � �] [� � � �]  
 4 LH(R) LH(R) instrumental (INST) leem-ai e-leem-tai ‘allow’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
-e/-C2e 30 L L(R), HL passive (PAS) cẽb-e ẽ-cẽb-te ‘be tied 

     [� �] [� � �]  
-ek/-C2ek 16 Lh L(R) benefactive (BEN) ceb-ek e-ceb-tek ‘fasten’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
-ik/-C2ik 3 Lh L(R) benefactive (BEN) aany-ik aany-cik ‘be given’ 

     [� � �] [� � � �]  
-an/-an 26 L L(R) causative? (CAUS) tic-an-u i-tic-an-it ‘serve’ 

     [� � �] [� � � �]  
tV-/tV- 33 HL(R) L(R) causative? (CAUS) tẽ-gẽth-ũ ẽ-tẽ-gẽth-ĩt ‘scrape’ 

 

In general, the tone on plural imperative forms and most other forms is predictable from the imperative 

singular tone melody. Therefore, only the tone of singular imperative forms is presented in the charts below. 

Tone melody changes from underived to derived verb forms are given first with an arrow (→) between the 

changes. Then underlying tone (UT) and surface tone (ST) of both underived verbs and derived verbs are given, 

and lastly, example verbs to illustrate. 

 

The directional suffix –a has Low tone which causes roots with High tone melody to become L – L in derived 
forms. When the Low tone suffix attaches to roots with HL tone melody, the resulting surface tone is H – L. 
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Tone changes for directional verbs with –a/-C2a suffixes with L tone on -a 
Tone melody 

change 
Underived tone Derived Tone    

 UT  ST UT  ST Und IMP SG Dir IMP SG  
       [� �] [� �]  
H → L H – NUT = H – H H – L = L – L tur-u tur-a ‘pound’ → ‘beat’  

       [� �] [� �]  
L → L L – NUT =  L – L L – L = L – L diim-u diim-a ‘want’ → ‘search’ 

       [� � �] [� � �]  
HL → HL HL – NUT =  H – L HL – L = H – L bõlõc-ũ bõlõc-a ‘strip’ → ‘shell’ 

 

The reciprocal suffix –oi can have either no underlying tone (NUT) or LH replacement tone as seen from the 
data in the chart below. 

 

Tone changes for reciprocal verbs with –oi/-C2oi suffixes with NUT or LH replacement on -oi 
Tone change Underived tone Derived tone    
 UT  ST UT  ST Und IMP SG Dir IMP SG  
       [� �] [� �]  
H → H H – NUT = H – H H – NUT = H – H liw-u liw-oi ‘hunt’ → ‘surround’  

       [� �] [� � �]  
H → LH H – NUT = H – H H – LH(R) = L – LH tũw-ũ tuw-oi ‘change’ → ‘sell’ 

 

The reciprocal suffixes -C2oi or –oi, which have no segmental change between the singular and plural 
imperative forms, have Low tone. The Low tone suffix causes roots with High tone melody to surface as L – L, 

the same as in directional forms with suffix –a. 
 

Tone changes for reciprocal verbs with -C2oi/-C2oi or –oi/-oi suffixes with L on -oi 
Tone change Underived tone Derived tone    

 UT  ST UT  ST Und IMP SG Dir IMP SG  

       [� �] [� �]  
H → L H – NUT = H – H H – L = L – L uuk-u uk-toi ‘hit’ → ‘fight’  

       [� �] [� � �]  
L → L L – NUT = L – L L – L = L – L tivic-u tivic-oi ‘pluck’ → ‘blow nose’ 

 

The instrumental –ai can have either no underlying tone or LH replacement tone, the same as for the reciprocal 
suffix –oi. 
 

Tone changes for instrumental verbs with -ai/-C2ai suffixes with NUT or LH replacement on -ai 
Tone change Underived tone Derived tone    

 UT  ST UT  ST Und IMP SG Dir IMP SG  

       [� �] [� �]  
H → H H – NUT = H – H H – NUT = H – H tir-u tir-ai ‘give birth’ → ‘be born’  

       [� �] [� � �]  
H → LH H – NUT = H – H H – LH(R) = L – LH lẽẽm-ũ leem-ai ‘accept’ → ‘allow’ 
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The passive suffix –e has Low tone, the same as the directional suffix –a, and reciprocal suffixes -C2oi or –oi. 
Note that the passive suffix –e shown to have High tone in the previous section is the third singular nominative 
passive suffix with a different tonal allomorph than the passive suffix on imperative singular forms presented 

here. 

 

Tone changes for passive verbs with –e/-C2e suffixes with L on -e 
Tone change Underived tone Derived Tone    
 UT  ST UT  ST Und IMP SG Dir IMP SG  
       [� �] [� �]  
H → L H – NUT = H – H H – L = L – L cĩn-u cĩn-e ‘see’ → ‘be awake’  

       [� �] [� �]  
L → L L – NUT =  L – L L – L = L – L baw-ũ ba-e ‘dwell’ → ‘be drunk’ 

       [� � �] [� � �]  
HL → HL HL – NUT =  H – L HL – L = H – L tõngõl-ũ tõngõl-e ‘itch’ → ‘respect’ 

 

The benefactive suffix –ek has Lh tone. When the Lh tone suffix is attached to a noun root with High tone 
melody such as cẽrẽm ‘item of clothing’, the resulting tone is H – L instead of L – L, as when it is attached to a 
verb root with High tone melody11. 

 

Tone changes for benefactive verbs with –ek/-C2ek suffixes with Lh on -ek 
Tone change Underived tone Derived Tone    
 UT  ST UT  ST Und IMP SG Dir IMP SG  
       [� �] [� �]  
H → Lh H – NUT = H – H H – Lh = L – L cẽb-ũ ceb-ek ‘tie’ → ‘fasten’  

       [� �] [� � �]  
H (n) → HLh H =  H H – Lh = H – L cẽrẽm cerem-ek ‘clothing’ → ‘carry’ 

       [� � � ] [� � �]  
HL → HLh HL – NUT =  H – L HL – Lh = H – L barĩt-ũ barit-ek ‘tremble’ → ‘admire’ 

 

The benefactive suffix –ik also has Lh tone and the same tone changes, as in verbs with suffix -ek. 
 

Tone changes for benefactive verbs with -ik/-C2ik suffixes with Lh on -ik 
Tone change Underived tone Derived tone    

 UT  ST UT  ST Und IMP SG Dir IMP SG  

       [� �] [� �]  
H → Lh H – NUT = H – H H – Lh = L – L aany-ũ aany-ik ‘throw’ → ‘be given’  

       [� �] [� �]  
L → Lh L – NUT = L – L L – Lh = L – L thõõth-ũ thõõth-ik ‘speak’ → ‘be given’ 

 

The causative suffix –an has Low tone. This Low tone derivational suffix, attached to noun roots with High 
tone melody, results in H – L instead of L – L as with other derivational suffixes with Low tone. 
 

                                           
11 Since the imperative forms were elicited in isolation without a Low tone in a following word, the resultant 
tone does not rise for the underlying floating High tone. However, in the third singular nominative forms such 
as e-ceb-ek [3 3 4] ‘he fastens’ with Low tone following, the floating High tone surfaces. 
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Tone changes for causative verbs with –an/-an suffixes with L tone 
Tone change Underived tone Derived Tone    
 UT  ST UT  ST Und  

IMP SG 
Dir  

IMP SG 
 

       [� �] [� � � �]  
H → HL H - NUT = H - H H - H - L - NUT = H - H - L - L tir-u tir-tir-an-u ‘give birth’ →  

‘make rope’  
       [�] [� � �]  
L (n) → HL H =  H H - L - NUT = H - H - L tiic tic-an-u ‘work’ → 

‘serve’ 

       [�] [� � �]  
HL(n) → HL HL =  HL HL - L - NUT = H - L - L kẽẽt kẽẽt-an-ũ ‘thread’ → 

‘sew’ 
 

The causative prefix tV- has HL replacement tone, which causes nouns or verbs with any root tone melody to 

surface as HL in derived forms. 
 

Tone changes for causative verbs with tV-/tV- prefixes with HL replacement tone on tV- 
Tone change Underived tone Derived Tone    
 UT  ST UT  ST Und  

IMP SG 
Dir  

IMP SG 
 

       [� �] [� � �]  
H → HL H – NUT = H – H HL(R) – H – NUT = H – H – L gẽth-ũ tẽ-gẽth-ũ ‘gnaw’ → ‘scrape’ 

       [� �] [� � �]  
L → HL L – NUT =  L – L HL(R) – L – NUT = H – H – L buw-u tũ-bũw-a ‘open’ → ‘collect’ 
 

Nominative person forms on one of each derived form are given below. Not enough data was collected to 

correctly determine the tone on each suffix or tonal changes for each person form. However, as can been seen 

from the chart below, the tone of many of the derived person forms resembles the tone of the equivalent 

underived forms for the same root tone melody. In one of the incompletive derived forms and in two of the 

completive derived forms, the grammatical distinction between second and third singular nominative is only by 

tone. And similar to underived verbs, approximately 15% of derived verbs distinguish one of the third person 

forms from other third person forms only by tone. All this amounts to approximately 5% of derived person 

forms which are distinguished only by tone, a much higher percentage than in underived forms (2%). 

Nevertheless, we propose that writers can disambiguate such forms by including pronouns when 

required. 
 

Paradigms of various derived verbs in incompletive and completive forms 

Derived  

form 

Tone IMP SG IMP PL INCP  COMP    

-a/-C2a L [� �] [� � �] ka-duw-a [� � �] ku-duw-a [� � �] ‘I’ ‘decide’ 

30  duw-a u-duk-ta  a-duw-a [� � �]  u-duw-a [� � �] ‘you’ v.i ? 

DIR     a-duw-a [� � � ]  u-duw-a [� � �] ‘(s)he’  

    ka-duw-a-na [� � � 	] ku-duk-ta-ha [� � � 	] ‘we’  

     a-duw-a-nu [� � � 	]  u-duk-ta-wu [� � � 	] ‘you PL’  

     a-duw-a [� � �]  u-duk-ta [� � �] ‘they’  
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-oi/-C2oi H [� �] [� � �] ki-tih-oi [� � �] ki-tiw-o-i [� � �] ‘I’ ‘marry’ 

12  tiw-o-i i-tik-to-i  i-tih-oi [� � �]  i-tiw-o-i [� � �] ‘you’ v.t 

REC     i-tih-oi [� � �]  i-tiw-o-i [� � �] ‘(s)he’  

    ka-tih-o-na [� � � �] ki-tik-to-wa [� � � �] ‘we’  

     a-tih-o-nu [� � � �]  i-tik-to-wu [� � � �] ‘you PL’  

     a-tih-oi [� � �]  i-tik-to-i [� � �] ‘they’  

-ai/-C2ai LH [� � �] [� � � �] ke-lem-a-i [� � � �] ke-lem-a-i [� � � �] ‘I’ ‘permit’ 

6  leem-ai e-leem-tai  e-lem-a-i [� � � �]  e-lem-a-i [� � � �] ‘you’ v.i 

INST     e-lem-a-i [� � � �]  e-lem-a-i [� � � �] ‘(s)he’  

    ke-lem-a-nia [� � � �] ke-lem-ta-hia [� � � �] ‘we’  

     e-lem-a-nu [� � � �]  e-lem-ta-wu [� � � �] ‘you PL’  

     e-lem-a-i [� � � �]  e-lem-ta-i [� � � �] ‘they’  

-e/-C2e L [� �] [� � �] ke-ceb-e [� � �] kẽ-cẽb-ẽ [� � �] ‘I’ ‘be tied 

30  ceb-e e-ceb-te  e-ceb-e [� � �]  ẽ-cẽb-ẽ [� � �] ‘you’ (punish)’ 

PAS     e-ceb-e [� � �]  ẽ-cẽb-ẽ [� � �] ‘(s)he’ v.i 

    kẽ-cẽb-ina [� � � �] kẽ-cẽb-tẽh-a [� � � �] ‘we’  

     e-ceb-inu [� � � �]  e-ceb-tew-u [� � � �] ‘you PL’  

     e-ceb [� �]  ẽ-cẽb-tẽ [� � �] ‘they’  

-ek/-C2ek Lh [� �] [� � �] ke-ceb-e-i [� � � �] kẽ-cẽb-ẽh-a [� � � �] ‘I’ ‘tie,  

16  ceb-ek e-ceb-tek  e-ceb-e-i [� � � �]  e-ceb-ew-u [� � � �] ‘you’ fasten’ 

BEN     e-ceb-e-i [� � � �]  ẽ-cẽb-ẽk [� � �] ‘(s)he’ v.t 

    kẽ-cẽb-ẽ-ca [� � � �] kẽ-cẽb-tẽh-a [� � � �] ‘we’  

     e-ceb-e-cu [� � � �]  e-ceb-tew-u [� � � �] ‘you PL’  

     e-ceb-e-i [� � � �]  ẽ-cẽb-tẽk [� � �] ‘they’  

-ik/-C2ik Lh [� �]  [� � �] ke-dem-i-i [� � � �] ke-dem-ih-a [� � � �] ‘I’ ‘correct’ 

4  dem-ik e-dem-tik  e-dem-i-i [� � � �]  e-dem-iw-u [� � � �] ‘you’ v.t ? 

BEN     e-dem-i-i [� � � �]  e-dem-ik [� � �] ‘(s)he’  

    ke-dem-i-ca [� � � �] ke-dem-tih-a [� � � �] ‘we’  

     e-dem-i-cu [� � � �]  e-dem-tiw-u [� � � �] ‘you PL’  

     e-dem-i-i [� � � �]  e-dem-tik [� � �] ‘they’  

-an-/-an- HL [� � 	] [� � � �] ka-dum-an-i [� � � �] ku-dum-an-a [� � � �] ‘I’ ‘hire’ 

-ũ/-ĩt  dum-an-u u-dum-an-it  a-dum-an-i [� � � �]  u-dum-an-u [� � � �] ‘you’ v.t 

26     a-dum-an [� � �]  u-dum-an [� � �] ‘(s)he’  

CAUS    ka-dum-an-na [� � � �] ku-dum-an-ta [� � � �] ‘we’  

     a-dum-an-nu [� � � �]  u-dum-an-tu [� � � �] ‘you PL’  

     a-dum-an [� � �]  u-dum-an-it [� � � �] ‘they’  
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tV-/tV- HL [� � �] [� � ��] ka-bur-i [� � �] ku-tu-bur-a [� � � �] ‘I’ ‘deny’ 

-ũ/-ĩt  tu-bur-u u-tu-bur-it  a-bur-i [� � �]  u-tu-bur-u [� � � �] ‘you’ v.t 

16     a-bur-i [� � �]  u-tu-bur [� � �] ‘(s)he’  

CAUS    ka-bur-ya [� � �] ku-tu-bur-ya [� � � �] ‘we’  

     a-bur-yu [� � �]  u-tu-bur-yu [� � � �] ‘you PL’  

     a-bur-i [� � �]  u-tu-bur-it [� � � �] ‘they’  

 

Similarly, the tone of many of the other verb forms resembles the tone of the equivalent underived forms for 

the same root tone melody. 

 

Various derived verb forms in imperative singular and plural, passive, subjunctive, and verbal noun 

forms 

Derived form Tone IMP SG IMP PL PAS SUB V Noun  
  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� �] [� � 	]  
-ũ/-ĩt H liw-u i-lih-it i-li-e ki-lik li-ent-i ‘hunt’ 

  [�] [� �]  [� �] [� � �]  
-/-c H thii i-thii-c --- ki-thi thiw-ith-i ‘die’ 

  [� �] [� � �]  [� � �] [� 
 	]  
-a/-C2a L duw-a u-duk-ta --- ku-duw-a duw-anti ‘decide’ 

  [� �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � 	]  
-oi/-C2oi H tiw-o-i i-tik-to-i i-ti-e ki-tiw-oi ti-ent-i ‘marry’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� 
 	]  
-ai/-C2ai LH lem-ai e-lem-tai e-lem-e ke-lem-ai lem-iant-i ‘permit’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � 	]  
-e/-C2e L ceb-e e-ceb-te ẽcẽb-e kẽcẽb-e cẽb-inti ‘punish’ 

  [� �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � 	]  
-ek/-C2ek Lh ceb-ek e-ceb-tek ẽ-cẽb-e ke-ceb-ek ceb-int-i ‘fasten’ 

  [� �]  [� � �] [� � �] [� � �] [� � 	]  
-ik/-C2ik Lh dem-ik e-dem-tik e-dem-e ke-dem-ik dem-int-i ‘correct’ 

  [� � �] [� � � �] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � 	]  
-an-/-an- HL dum-an-u u-dum-an-it u-dum-an-e ku-dum-an du-man-int-i ‘hire’ 

  [� � �] [� � ��] [� � � �] [� � �] [� � � 	]  
tV-/tV- HL tu-bur-u u-tu-bur-it u-tu-bur-e ku-tu-bur tu-bur-ent-i ‘deny’ 

 

3. Adjectives 
 

3.1 Segmental forms of adjectives 
 

Unlike nouns, plural formation for adjectives is generated by a small set of plural and singular suffixes. The 

singular form is marked with the suffix –ĩ and the plural form with the suffix –ĩk. However, three monosyllabic 

adjective roots with High tone take the suffix –tĩk and only these adjective roots attach this suffix. The stative 

verbs from which adjectives are derived also follow this pattern—monosyllabic stative verbs with High tone 

take a different plural suffix –ti than the common plural suffix –e. The adjective suffixes –ĩ, –ĩk, -tĩk take the 

[ATR] quality of the root. The plural stative suffixes –e, -ti are [+ATR] but do not affect the quality of the 

root. 
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Singular –ĩ and plural –ĩk, -tĩk adjective suffixes, plural stative suffixes –e, -ti 
Suffixes # ADJ SG ACC ADJ PL ACC V STAT SG V STAT PL  
  [� �] [� �] [�] [� �]  
-i/-ik 24 tuur-i tuur-ik tuur tuur-e ‘short’ 

  [� �] [� �] [�] [� �]  

-i/-tik 3 tiir-i tiir-tik tiir tiir-ti ‘strong’ 

 

Adjectives are analyzed as being derived from verbs, most commonly from verbs, which have a passive 

derivation with the suffixes –e/C1e in imperative forms. Verbs from which adjectives are derived also have 

stative verb forms, which normally have no suffix in the singular and attach the suffix –e in the plural. As 
shown below, the imperative verb dihim-e ‘Be beautiful!’ has the singular stative form dihim and the plural 
stative form dihim-e. The plural stative suffix –e with High tone should not be confused with the passive suffix 
–e with Low tone on singular imperative forms or with the passive suffix –e with High tone on third nominative 

forms. These have a different tone realization than on plural stative forms. Adjective forms with singular –ĩ or 
plural –ĩk suffixes always occur after the singular or plural relativizer cĩ/cĩk which agrees in number with the 

noun it modifies.  Accusative and other cases of adjectives were elicited along with nouns in the same frames as 

nouns, that is, with a word beginning with Low tone following the adjective. The nominalized form of such 

verbs and adjectives has the suffix –itin and is in nominative case in the chart below. The nominalized form is 

singular and has no plural. 

 

Derivation of the adjective dihim-i ‘beautiful’ from the verb dihim-e ‘Be beautiful!’ 
 Singular Plural 

 [� � �]  [� � � �]  
IMP PAS dihim-e ‘Be beautiful!’ i-dihim-te ‘Be beautiful!’ 

 [� � � � �]   [� � � �  �]  
3N PAS i-dihim-e ngaa ‘The woman is beautiful.’ i-dihim-e ngaai ? ‘The women are beautiful.’ 

 [� �  �]  [� � �  �]  
V STAT dihim ngaa ‘The woman is beautiful.’ dihim-e ngaai ‘The women are beautiful.’ 

 [�   � � � �]  [�   �  � � �]  
ADJ ACC ngaa cĩ dihim-i ‘beautiful woman’ ngaai cĩk dihim-ik ‘beautiful woman’ 

 [� � � � � � � �]    
VN-NOM abunna dihim-itin-i ‘Beauty is good.’   
 

There are three sets of nominalizer suffixes for verbs which can become adjectives: –itin, -enet or -inet, -Cet or 
-Cit. The suffix –itin attaches to roots with any vowel. However, the suffixes -enet, -Cet attach to roots with 
high vowels and the suffixes –inet, -Cit attach to roots with non-high vowels. The action nominalizer suffixes –
enet, -inet with LHL replacement tone which attach to most verbs, are the same suffixes as listed here. The 

difference in meaning between the nominalized forms has not yet been determined. Some adjectives can take 

more than one nominalizer suffix. The plural stative suffix –e and all the nominalizer suffixes are [+ATR] but 

do not affect the quality of the root. To date, sufficient data has not been collected to conclusively determine 

the changes to the initial consonant on suffixes –Cet, -Cit.  
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Nominalized verbs with different nominalizer suffixes –itin, -enet,-inet, -Cet, -Cit 
 Root high vowel {i, ĩ, u, ũ} Root low vowel {e, ẽ, o, õ, a} 

Suffixes V STAT ADJ N  V STAT ADJ N  
 [� �] [� � � � �]  [� �] [� � � � �]  
-itin dihim dihim-itin-i ‘beauty’ dẽhẽny dẽhẽny-itin-i ‘shallowness’ 

 [� �] [� � � � �]  [� �] [� � � � �]  
-enet, init jakim jakim-enet-i ‘hugeness’ patdac pathac-inet-i ‘spaciousness’ 

 [� �] [� � � �]   [� �] [� � � �]  
-Cet, Cit ngabur ngabur-thet-i ‘wideness’ gidang gidang-ngit-i ‘brownness’ 

 

3.2 Tone of Adjectives 
 

There are three underlying tone melodies on adjective roots, although contrast is neutralized between L and Lh 

melodies in the stative verb forms. The number of words with each tone melody for each given syllable pattern 

is shown in the chart below.  

 

Tone melodies of various syllable patterns of adjectives as third singular stative verbs 

 H L Lh 

CVVC [�  �] [�  � �] [� �   �] 

 tiir tang (3) tuur eet-i (3) muur-a gool (1) 
 ‘The cow is strong’ ‘The man is short’ ‘the path is straight’ 

CVCVC [� �  �] [� �   � � �]  

 gidang eeth (2) lẽhẽd kabatha (11)  
 ‘The goat is brown’ ‘The knife is sharp’  
 

A list of tones on suffixes is given in the chart below, followed by a discussion of each individual suffix tone 

type. 

 

Tone on suffixes attached to stative verbs and adjectives 

 Suffixes Tone ACC NOM ABL GEN 

V STAT PL -e, -ti -H     
ADJ SG -ĩ  -HL L+ -HL H+ -HL H+ -HL 

ADJ PL -ĩk, -tĩk  -HL L+ -HL H+ -HL H+ -HL 

VN -itin -HL(R)     
VN -enet, init -LHL(R)     
VN -Cet, Cit -HL(R)     
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The plural stative suffix –e has High tone as shown by the contrasts below. 
 

H tone on plural stative suffix -e 
Root SYL UT  ST V STAT SG V STAT PL  
     [�] [� �]  
H CVVC H – H = H – H maan maan-ti ‘yellow’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC    gidang gidang-e ‘brown’ 

     [�] [� �]  
L CVVC L – H =  L – H tuur tuur-e ‘short’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC    lẽhẽd lẽhẽd-e ‘sharp’ 

     [� �] [� 	]  
Lh CVVC Lh – H =  L – r muur-a muur-e ‘straight’ 

 

The singular –ĩ and plural –ĩk adjective suffixes both have HL tone and are attached in all cases. In the 
accusative case as shown below, adjectives with High tone melody attaching the HL suffix surface with H – L 

tone, in the same manner as the High tone verb cĩn-ũ [� �] ‘see’ surfaces when attaching the first plural 
nominative completive HL suffix –C2a (kĩ-cĩn-ta  [� � �]). Adjectives with Low tone melody attaching the HL 
suffix surface with L – H tone, just as the Low tone singular noun ruguang-oc [� � �] ‘coconut meat’ surfaces 
when attaching the HL ablative suffix –a (ruguang-oc-a  [� � � �]). However, it is not understood why the 
adjective muur-a ‘straight’ with Lh tone melody surfaces as H – H, since this surface tone has not been 
observed elsewhere in the language when suffix HL tone attaches to a Lh root12. 

 

HL tone on singular –ĩ and plural –ĩk adjective suffixes in accusative case  
Root SYL UT  ST V STAT ADJ ACC  
     [�] [� �]  
H CVVC H – HL = H – L maan maan-i ‘yellow’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC    merik merih-i ‘red’ 

     [�] [� �]  
L CVVC L – HL =  L – H tuur tuur-i ‘short’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC    lẽhẽd lẽhẽd-ĩ ‘sharp’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
Lh CVVC Lh – HL =  H – H muur-a muur-i ‘straight’ 

 

In the nominative case, Low tone is added to the left of roots, along with the HL suffix tone added to the right. 

All nominative adjectives have initial Low tone as a result. 

                                           
12 There is only one such adjective with Lh root tone and more data is needed to confirm 
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HL tone on singular –ĩ and plural –ĩk adjective suffixes in nominative case  
with Low tone added to the left of the root 
Root SYL UT  ST V STAT ADJ NOM  
     [�] [� �]  
H CVVC L+H – HL = L – H maan maan-i ‘yellow’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC    merik merih-i ‘red’ 

     [�] [� �]  
L CVVC L+L – HL =  L – H tuur tuur-i ‘short’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC    lẽhẽd lẽhẽd-ĩ ‘sharp’ 

     [� �] [� 	]  
Lh CVVC L+Lh – HL =  L – r muur-a muur-i ‘straight’ 

 

In the ablative and genitive cases, High tone is added to the left of roots along with the HL suffix tone added to 

the right. All nominative adjectives have initial High tone as a result. 

 

HL tone on singular –ĩ and plural –ĩk adjective suffixes in ablative  
and genitive case with H tone added to the left of the root 
Root SYL UT  ST V STAT ADJ ABL  
     [�] [� �]  
H CVVC H+H – HL = H – L maan maan-i ‘yellow’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC    merik merih-i ‘red’ 

     [�] [� �]  
L CVVC H+L – HL =  H – L tuur tuur-i ‘short’ 

     [� �] [� � �]  
 CVCVC    lẽhẽd lẽhẽd-ĩ ‘sharp’ 

     [� �] [� �]  
Lh CVVC H+Lh – HL =  H – H muur-a muur-i ‘straight’ 

 

The nominal suffixes –itin, -Cet, -Cit have HL replacement tone, and nouns with this suffix, surface as H – L 
regardless of the root tone. The nominal suffixes –enet, -init have LHL replacement tone as shown in the section 
on tone of other affixes of underived verbs.   

 

HL replacement tone on nominal suffix –itin 
Root SYL UT  ST V STAT VN-NOM  
     [� �] [� � � � �]  
H CVCVC H – HL(R) – L = H – L – L merik meri-itin-i ‘red’ 

     [�] [� � � �]   

L CVVC L – HL(R) – L =  H – L – L võõr võõr-itin-i ‘wide’ 

     [� �] [� � � �]  
Lh CVVC Lh – HL(R) – L =  H – L – L muur-a muur-itin-i ‘straight’ 
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HL replacement tone on nominal suffix –Cet, -Cit  
Root SYL UT  ST V STAT VN-NOM  
     [� �] [� � � �]  
H CVCVC H – HL(R) – L = H – L – L gidang gidang-ngit-i ‘brown’ 

     [� �] [� � � �]   

L CVCVC L – HL(R) – L =  H – L – L ngabur ngabur-thet-i ‘wide’ 

 

In the two charts below, verb stative forms and all cases of adjectives are shown along with nouns for 

comparison. Note that the relativizers have High tone in accusative and nominative case, but Low tone in 

ablative case and High-Low tone in genitive case when the initial ĩ is optionally added (ĩcĩ/ĩcĩk). Although one 

or two of the four cases of adjectives are distinguished only by tone, there is no need to mark this tone 

distinction in writing as long as the noun which the adjective describes is segmentally marked for case. 

Therefore, the greater issue is with marking nouns rather than with marking adjectives.  

 

Singular and Plural suffixes with Stative, Accusative, and Nominative tone with Low tone 

following 

 V STAT ADJ ACC ADJ NOM  
H [�   � � �] [� � � � �]  [� � � � � �]   
 maan lanyit-i lanyĩt cĩ maan-i lanyit-i cĩ maan-i ‘yellow light’ 
 [� �   � � � 	] [� � �  �  � �] [� � � �   �  
 �]  
 maan-ti lanyĩt-ua-na lanyĩt-ua cĩk maan-tik lanyĩt-ua-na cĩk maan-tik ‘yellow lights’ 
 [� �  � �] [� �  � � � �] [� �  �  � � �]  

 merik nyẽgẽr nyẽgẽr cĩ merih-i nyẽgẽr cĩ merih-i ‘red fruit’ 
 [� � �  � � � 
] [� � �   �  � � �] [� � � �    �  
 
 �]  

 meri-e nyẽgẽr-ua-na nyẽgẽr-ua cĩk merih-ik nyẽgẽr-ua-na cĩk merih-ik ‘red fruits’ 
L [�  � �] [� � � �] [� � � 
 �]  
 tuur eet-i eet cĩ tuur-i eet-i cĩ tuur-i ‘short man’ 
 [� �  � 	] [� �  � �] [� � � � �]  
 tuur-e eet-a eet cĩk tuur-ik eet-a cĩk tuur-ik ‘short men’ 
 [� �  � � �] [� �  �  � � �] [� � �  � � � �]  
 lẽhẽd kabatha kabath cĩ lẽhẽd-ĩ  kabath-i cĩ lẽhẽd-ĩ  ‘sharp knife’ 
 [� � �  � � � 	] [� � �   �  � � �] [� � � �    �  
 
 �]  
 lẽhẽd-e kabath-ua-na kabath-ua cĩk lẽhẽd-ĩk kabath-ua-na cĩk lẽhẽd-ĩk ‘sharp knives’ 
Lh [� �  �] [�  �  � �] [�  �  � �]  
 muur-a gool gool cĩ  muur-i gool cĩ  muur-i ‘straight path’ 
 [� �   � � 	] [� �    �  � �] [� � �    �  � �]  
 muur-e gool-iow-a gool-iok cĩk muur-ik gool-iow-a cĩk muur-ik ‘straight paths’ 
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Singular and Plural suffixes with Stative, Ablative, and Genitive tone with Low tone following 

 V STAT ADJ ABL ADJ GEN  
H [�   � � �] [� � � �  � �]  [� � � � � � �]  
 maan lanyit-i lanyĩt-a cĩ maan-i lanyit-o ĩcĩ  maan-i ‘yellow light’ 
 [� �   � � � 	] [� � � �   �   � �] [� � � �  � �  � �]  
 maan-ti lanyĩt-ua-na lanyit-ua-ni cĩk maan-tik lanyĩt-ua-nu ĩcĩk maan-tik ‘yellow lights’ 
 [� �  � � �] [� � �  � � � �] [� � �  � � � � �]  

 merik nyẽgẽr-a nyẽgẽr-a cĩ merih-i nyẽgẽr-o ĩcĩ merih-i ‘red fruit’ 
 [� � �  � � � �] [� � � �   �  � � �] [� � � �   � � � � �]  

 meri-e nyẽgẽr-ua-na nyeger-ua-ni cĩk merih-ik nyẽgẽr-ua-nu ĩcĩk merih-ik ‘red fruits’ 
L [�  � �] [� � � � �] [� � � � � �]  
 tuur eeti eet-a cĩ tuur-i eet-o ĩcĩ  tuur-i ‘short man’ 
 [� �  � 	] [� � �  � � �] [� � � �  � �]  
 tuur-e eet-a eet-inei cĩk tuur-ik eetu  ĩcĩk tuur-ik ‘short men’ 
 [� �  � � �] [� � �  �  � � �] [� � �  � � � � �]  
 lẽhẽd kabatha kabath-a cĩ lẽhẽd-ĩ  kabath-o ĩcĩ lẽhẽd-ĩ  ‘sharp knife’ 
 [� � �  � � � 	] [� � � �   �  � � �] [� � � �   � � � � �]  
 lẽhẽd-e kabath-ua-na kabath-ua-ni cĩk lẽhẽd-ĩk kabath-ua-nu ĩcĩk lẽhẽd-ĩk ‘sharp knives’ 
Lh [� �  �] [� �   �  � �] [� �  � �  � �]  
 muur-a gool gool-a cĩ  muur-i gool-o ĩcĩ  muur-i ‘straight path’ 

 [� �   � � 	] [� � �    �  � �] [� � �   � �  � �]  
 muur-e gool-iow-a gool-iow-ei cĩk muur-ik gool-iow-u ĩcĩk muur-ik ‘straigh paths’ 

 

4. Pronouns 
 

There are four cases of pronouns distinguished segmentally: nominative, accusative, ablative, genitive. 

Although the isolation form of nouns is the same form as the accusative case, the isolation form of pronouns is 

the same form as the nominative case. The nominative, accusative and ablative case pronouns in the chart 

below were elicited in a frame with Low tone in the following word. The nominative pronouns have Lh tone 

melody except for the second singular nia ‘you(sg)’ which has High tone. The accusative pronouns all have LHL 
tone. The singular ablative pronouns have HLH tone melody and plural ablative pronouns have HLHL tone 

melody.  

 

Pronouns in isolation and in nominative, accusative, and ablative case 

 ISO NOM ACC ABL 

 Lh Lh LHL HLH for SG, HLHL for PL 

 [�] [�] [� � �] [� � �] 

1s na na aneeta ĩcannĩ 

 [�] [�] [� � �] [� � �] 
2s nia nia aniita ĩcunnĩ 

 [�] [�] [� � �] [� � �] 
3s ne ne inoono ĩcĩnnĩ 

 [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �  ] 
1p naga naga ageeta ĩcĩnang 
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 [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �  ] 
2p nigia nigia agiita ĩcunung 

 [� �] [� �] [� � �] [� �  ] 
3p nege nege igoogo ĩcĩnĩng 

 

The genitive or possessive pronouns agree in number with the nouns they modify, as seen by the stative 

possessive pronoun examples below. 

 

First singular possessive stative pronoun agreement 

[� � � � � �]  
cannĩ kẽlẽgĩti ‘The animal is mine.’ 
[� � � � � �]  
cĩganĩk kẽlẽgẽ ‘The animals are mine.’ 
 

Non-stative possessive pronouns follow the noun they describe, much as adjectives. However, there is no 

relativizer to introduce them as there is with adjectives. Possessive pronouns differ segmentally between 

accusative, nominative (only singular person accusative and nominative forms differ), and ablative case. The 

stative form is the same as the accusative form. The ablative form only differs segmentally from accusative and 

stative forms, when the optional initial vowel ĩ is present in ablative forms. Only ablative possessive pronouns 
differ in tone from the other possessive pronoun cases, since the stative, accusative, and nominative have the 

same tone. 

 

Possessive pronouns in singular and plural of stative, accusative, nominative, and ablative case 

 STAT, ACC NOM ABL 

 SG PL SG PL SG PL 

 [� �], [� �] [� � �], [� � �] [� �], [� �] [� � �], [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] 

1s cannĩ cĩganĩk cannie cĩganiek (ĩ)cannĩ (ĩ)cĩganĩk 

 [� �], [� �] [� � �], [� � �] [� �], [� �] [� � �], [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] 
2s cunnĩ cugunĩk cunnie cuguniek (ĩ)cunnĩ (ĩ)cugunĩk 

 [� �], [� �] [� � �], [� � �] [� �], [� �] [� � �], [� � �] [� � �] [� � � �] 
3s cĩnnĩ cĩgĩnĩk cĩnne cĩgĩnek (ĩ)cĩnnĩ (ĩ)cĩgĩnĩk 

 [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �  ] [� � �  ] 
1p cĩnang cĩgaacak cĩnang cĩgaacak (ĩ)cĩnang (ĩ)cĩgaacak 

 [� �] [� �] [� �] [� �] [� �  ] [� �  ] 
2p cunung cuguuk cunung cuguuk (ĩ)cunung (ĩ)cuguuk 

 [� �] [� � �] [� �] [� � �] [� �  ] [� � �  ] 
3p cĩnĩng cuguucak cĩnĩng cuguucak (ĩ)cĩnĩng (ĩ)cuguucak 

 

In the stative, accusative, and nominative case, singular person possessive pronouns have High tone when 

followed by initial Low tone, but otherwise have HL tone melody. Plural person pronouns in these cases have 

HL tone melody regardless of the following tone. Ablative possessive pronouns have the same tone melodies as 

ablative pronouns; i.e., singular person pronouns have HLH tone melody and plural person possessive pronouns 

have HLHL tone melody, regardless of the following tone. There is no need to mark tone on possessive 

pronouns as long as the noun they modify is segmentally marked for case. Again, the issue is with 

marking nouns rather than with marking adjectives.  
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5. Yes/no questions 
 

No data was collected on the tone of content questions. However, tone was found to have an important fuction 

in yes/no questions. In a yes/no question, the word in focus has an extra high tone. In the statement below, the 

word eeti ‘man’ has High, Low tone. In the question, eeti has extra High, Low tone. 

 
Statement Icin eeti ngaa. [H,L] ‘The man saw the woman.’ 

Question Icin eeti ngaa? [exH,L] ‘Did the man see the woman?’ 

 
In the statement below, the word Uduit ‘ate’ has Low, High tone. In the question, Uduit has Low, extra High 

tone. 

 
Statement Uduit dõõlia ahat. [L,H] ‘The children ate the food.’ 

Question Uduit dõõlia ahat? [L,exH] ‘Did the children eat the food?’ 

 

The question marker punctuation can serve as the tone marker in these clauses, and there may be no 

need for additional tone marking. For a discussion of similar tone marking in Tennet questions, see 

(Amargira, forthcoming).  

 

6. Conclusion 
 

Since the morphology of Laarim is complex, it is not surprising that the variety of tone on morphemes and their 

interactions with stem tone are also complex. The five contrastive tone melodies in nouns and three contrastive 

tone melodies in verbs combine with five possible tone melodies and five possible replacement tones of 

suffixes. The tonal changes, when tones are joined through concatenation of morphemes, are not completely 

predictable, but there are a set number of choices. Although the lexical functional load is quite low, the 

grammatical functional load is significantly high, particularly for distinguishing nominative from accusative 

case on root nouns as well as second and third singular persons on verbs. Nevertheless, only 5% of 

nominative nouns cannot be distinguished segmentally, since all other nouns have the option of 

writing a segmental nominative suffix. And all verb persons can be distinguished by including a 

pronoun following the verb. Thus, language developers may decide to write a straight apostrophe (ꞌ) at 

the end of the 5% of tonally marked nominative nouns, but otherwise, tone-marking is not needed in 

the orthography.  
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